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Introduction

1.1 Relevance of organizing for digital innovation
We are surrounded by digital technology. And while a technology optimist may see this as an
opportunity to solve the most important problems in the world (Majchrzak, Markus, &
Wareham, 2016), pessimistic predictions – as for instance portrayed in films like Terminator
(1984) or Black Mirror (2011) - fear that extensive digitization may be the end of life as we know
it. No matter how enthusiastic, sad, angry, or confused digital technology makes us feel: the
digital world has arrived. And it will most likely stay to grow its daily influence on how we
communicate with friends, plan vacation trips, and perform tasks at work. It is therefore
important to deal with these digital technologies, in order to put them to good use. Examples of
digital technologies have made their entrance in our everyday lives. Homes and offices are
equipped with sensors to measure the conditions of the living environment. When CO2 levels
are too high, ventilators are activated to automatically pump some fresh air into the room, and
dampen the after-lunch dip that many people experience at work. These and many more
activities can be configured with mobile devices, based on individual preferences and
requirements.
The impact of digital technology on businesses can be high. In some industries, digital
technology has reshaped the entire industrial landscape. Digital photography, for example,
replaced chemical analogue photography, and completely reconfigured the photography
industry (Benner and Tushman, 2002). Digital technology also reconnects formerly
independent industries by integrating digital technology into novel products. For instance,
recent mobility developments created a business ecosystem around “autonomous vehicles” (selfdriving cars). These integrated technologies have impacted not only traditional car makers, but
have also blurred the boundaries between technology firms, energy companies, and insurance
companies (Kumaraswamy, Garud, & Ansari, 2018). Likewise, digital technology can strongly
affect the organization of work inside firms (Barley, 1990). For instance, Computer Aided Design
(CAD) technology has pervaded the work of architects as a digital design tool, and over the years
has become indispensable to the work of designers (Leonardi, 2011; Orlikowski, 2000).
Digital innovation can be conceptualized as “the creation of (and consequent change in) value
offerings, organizational processes, or business models that result from the use of digital
technology.” (adapted from Nambisan, Lyytinen, Majchrzak, & Song, 2017; p.224). Digital
innovation has progressed into an important aspect of doing business, and is increasingly
viewed as a key part of innovation in business ecosystems (Kumaraswamy et al., 2018). Digital
innovation requires new theories and models compared to traditional innovation. Over the last
16
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decade, a body of knowledge has emerged on innovation in a digital world. Central insights from
this body of knowledge elaborate on the differences of digital innovation compared to traditional
innovation.
First, digital innovation is shifting relational boundaries of innovation. In digital innovation,
firms rely more on each other, and on other technologies in their customer offerings. Digital
technologies are found to be combinatorial. This means that organizations can use digital
technologies to embed in their business processes, or to create new products and service
offerings. Some digital technologies can automate human action, while others enable new forms
of collaboration and organization (Yoo, Henfridsson, & Lyytinen, 2010). Additionally,
innovation in a digital world no longer involves a central entity that creates and captures the
value of an innovation; rather, innovation happens in an open ended landscape where firms
need to collaborate in order to solve a problem for a user, or create value (Henfridsson,
Nandhakumar, Scarbrough, & Panourgias, 2018). In a non-digital world, the organization of
such activities often was performed by a powerful big firm. Such a firm would provide rules and
guidelines on how to use their products, and other firms would adhere to these rules as they
used the product. Innovation in a digital world (i.e., digital innovation) occurs in business
ecosystems or open-ended value landscapes (Henfridsson et al., 2018), where different
components or modules of a system are provided by different firms. These components need to
interface to generate integrated functionality and value (Kumaraswamy et al., 2018).
Digital innovation also shifts temporal boundaries. A temporal boundary shows how
innovation is organized in firms over time. Traditionally, this has been done mostly from a
linear temporal perspective, for example by applying stage-gate mechanisms for the
development of products that are placed into the market. Innovations are cut-up in stages,
where a decision for continuation is made based on success-failure metrics. Digital innovation
does not respond well to these linear perspectives. Some digital innovations do not provide their
value or utility at the moment of development or market release. Value can also materialize at a
later point in time. The state of the technological art changes; for example, computing power is
growing while costs for this power decrease. Technology is increasingly connected to networks
and platforms. People acquire new skills to deal with these technological changes, and create
new business by providing services based on these skills. This means that the processes to
design and use technologies change as well.
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Digital innovation has been recognized as an important avenue for scholars on information
systems, innovation, and organizations. The complexities and dynamics require innovators,
designers, engineers, and business leaders to rethink their role in a digital business ecosystem,
and figure out how to organize for innovation in this changing ecosystem.

1.2 Research question and introduction of three empirical studies
This dissertation builds on the body of knowledge that has emerged, and aims to advance the
state of the art on digital innovation by contributing to an answer for a question that has been
keeping researchers and practitioners busy for over a decade:

How to organize for digital innovation?
The goal of this dissertation is to provide insights into the organization for digital innovation.
Based on the introduction and definition of digital innovation, two functions can be identified in
the organization of innovation in a digital world. These two functions are use of digital
technology and design of digital technology. Each of the individual studies focuses on a key
process of organizing for digital innovation, related to these two functions. Next, I introduce the
key processes and relate them to the design and use of digital technology, followed by a more
elaborate description of the three studies. An overview of the different studies can be found in
Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1. Overview of individual studies and their relationship

The first key process of digital innovation is the organization of the use of digital technology. The
value of new digital technologies does not pop up just by buying new software or other
technological tools. People in firms experimentally use the tools to get acquainted with the
features offered by the tools, and subsequently discover how to use it within existing business
processes, together with colleagues, to add value for the organization and its customers. The first
study (chapter 2) focuses on the organization of digital technology use.
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The second key process is the organization of the design and use of digital technology. Digital
technology is designed in a decentralized way, and then combined with existing technologies in
businesses, leading to unexpected outcomes. New features of apps and software are designed
based on user feedback. Therefore, design and use do not have a simple linear relationship, and
both design and use need to be organized to create value for both designers and users of digital
technology. The second study (chapter 3) zooms in on the relationship between the design of
new digital technology and its use in daily work practice.
The third key process is the organization of reciprocity between design and use of digital
technology. Digital innovation changes how and when people are collaborating by reshaping
relationships between designers and users over time. When a firm releases a new app or
software, the development process is not finished, it has only just begun. Therefore, firms
should not only focus on organizing design and use, but should specifically focus on the
relationship between designers and users over time. Designers rely on feedback of users to
further create a digital product or service. Yet, as products can be used in many different
situations, it becomes impossible for designers to incorporate all feedback into a solution for the
needs of all users. Organizing the dependence of designers on users and vice versa over time
(i.e., interdependence) therefore becomes more important. The third study (chapter 4)
elaborates on the organization of interdependence between design and use of digital technology,
and proposes a new way of organizing the relationship between designers and users
Study 1: Configuring collective digital-technology usage in dynamic and complex
design practices
Digital-technology usage is a core component in the definition of digital innovation (Nambisan
et al., 2017). Usage of a digital technology by multiple individuals has repercussions for
innovation at the level of firms, organizations or – to put it most generally – collectives (BurtonJones and Gallivan, 2007; Leonardi, 2013). Within collectives, the use of a digital technology by
individual actors needs to be organized to realize collective-level innovative output (Leonardi,
2013; Yoo, Boland, Lyytinen, & Majchrzak, 2012). Although such organization activities are said
to be widespread in dynamic and complex practice (Burton-Jones and Gallivan, 2007;
Nambisan et al., 2017), there are only few detailed analyses of actual organization activities
(Leonardi, 2013).
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A better understanding of the actual organization of digital technology usage is needed to show
collective appropriation of parts of a new digital technology to realize collective value (Leonardi,
2013). Gaining this understanding requires studying digital-technology usage as a multi-level
process, in which collective-level innovative outcomes emerge on the basis of combinations of
individual-level distributed heterogeneous actions (Burton-Jones and Gallivan, 2007; Yoo et al.,
2010; Nambisan et al., 2017). To study this important, yet understudied process of digital
innovation, I aim at answering the following sub-question:
Sub-question 1: How do heterogeneous actors use digital technology, and how do they
organize its use to realize collective level innovative value?
I study architectural design practice, where digital tools are used to produce output (Becker and
Lazaric, 2009; Pentland and Feldman, 2007) in the form of artifacts: sketches, plans, or models
that serve multiple purposes in the design of buildings (Boland et al., 2007; Ewenstein and
Whyte, 2009). I implemented a qualitative research design, based on interviews in two
architectural firms, complemented with observations and archival data (Yin, 2011).
By analyzing interactions of multiple individual actors with digital technology, I identified two
collectives in which actors organize usage – architectural design teams and work groups –
through activities that I call configuring-in-use and reflecting. By analyzing how these two
organizational activities are combined, I demonstrate how actors collectively organize digitaltechnology usage to realize collective-level goals. I identify the combination of these
organizational activities as configurational usage (Kozlowski and Klein, 2000; Burton-Jones and
Gallivan, 2007; Kane and Labianca, 2011).
I contribute to literature on the usage of pervasive digital technology by, firstly, providing a
detailed empirical investigation of organized usage of Building Information Modelling (BIM)
technology in architectural design practice. Based on this investigation, I conceptualize a
process of configurational usage geared towards the enactment of collective affordances.
Configurational usage combines the organizational activities of configuring-in-use and
reflecting. Secondly, I refine the conceptualization of configurational usage and thereby improve
understanding of key processes of digital innovation. I identify the need for ongoing
organization of technology usage to attain affordance enactment, for relaxation of structural
boundaries of innovation by not focusing on preselected, traditional analytical levels, and for an
explicit iterative multi-level focus.
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Study 2: Dynamic problem solution-design pairing in digital innovation practice
Digital innovation does not only lead to new collective innovative products and services, but also
requires organizations to create new processes and practices when innovating in an increasingly
digitized world (Majchrzak, Markus, & Wareham, 2016; Nambisan et al., 2017; Yoo et al., 2012).
Because of the combinatorial and distributed characteristics of digital innovation, the
boundaries between process and output of digital innovation in business practice are becoming
less demarcated (Nambisan et al., 2017). Extant models of innovation management rely on a
clearly demarcated boundary between process and outcome, and are thus unfit for use in digital
innovation (Barrett, Davidson, Prabhu, & Vargo, 2015; Nambisan, 2017). One way forward is
seeing digital innovation as driven by a process of pairing the solution potential of digital
technologies with the problems and needs of users in practice (Von Hippel & Von Krogh, 2015).
Understanding the pairing process of problem and solution requires examining the changing
relationships between user-experienced problems and digital technologies as potential solutions
(Von Hippel & Von Krogh, 2015).
However, this dynamic relationship between user needs and solution potential of digital
technology has been underexplored (Nambisan et al., 2017). There are few empirical studies that
provide insight into the dynamic relationship between problems in practice and the solution
potential afforded by the usage of new digital technologies (Henfridsson et al., 2018). More
insight is needed into emergent problems in business practice, into attempts of solving these
problems, and into how problems are paired with digital solutions.
Sub-question 2: How are user-experienced problems and the solution potential of digital
technologies paired in innovation practice?
I explore the dynamics of digital innovation in a longitudinal ethnographic study of assembly
procedures in an original-equipment-manufacturing company, headquartered in the
Netherlands. These assembly procedures are digital artifacts that organize the flow of design
knowledge for a new generation of machines through visual representations, work instructions,
and other descriptions of tasks that need to be performed to manufacture a machine (Carlile,
2004; Ewenstein and Whyte, 2009). The empirical context shows how complex interdependent
engineering practices deal with new digital technologies to innovate assembly procedures
processes.
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The findings show user problems as tensions, characterized in terms of heterogeneity,
interdependence and temporality. When tensions build up and do not disappear, a call for
action can emerge, manifesting itself in two main approaches: solving a problematized tension
or taking a blank sheet experimentation with new digital technologies. Pairing activities connect
tensions and solution-designs through reflection on the performance of tasks in practice and in
innovation trajectories. I found two patterns in the pairing processes: clarifying pattern reflects
on experiments with new digital technology and enables a more explicit description of the
tensions in practice. Filtering pattern reflects on the solution potential provided by new digital
technologies in practice, and enables a new course of action in the development of the digital
technology.
The findings contribute to problem solving literature by proposing an extended scope of
problem-solving processes, covering a larger timeframe than only the development of new
solutions with digital technology. Our findings extend novel problem solving approaches (e.g.,
rapid prototyping or agile development), which should also acknowledge interdependencies of
‘their’ users with others in work practice. Our findings also contribute to digital innovation
studies. I have empirically shown that problem solution-design pairing can produce new
insights in digital innovation practice, underlining the importance of a new perspective - like
dynamic problem solution-design pairing - on innovation in a digital world (Henfridsson et al.,
2018; Nambisan, 2017; Nambisan et al., 2017).
Study 3: Orchestrating design-use interdependence: A process framework of
digital innovation
Digital technologies are embedded into interrelated business practices, where actors rely on
each other’s performance to design valuable business proposals. Designers create novel products
and services that provide solutions to user-needs (Yoo et al., 2010). Digital innovation is not
only shifting temporal and relational boundaries between outcomes and processes of innovation
(Nambisan, 2017), but also blurs the boundaries between the roles of designers and users
(Houkes & Vermaas, 2010). The involvement of users has been identified as a key feedback
mechanism and often serves as way to improve products and services in the development
process, and for the addition and change of features and functionality (Martinec, Skec & Horvat,
2019).
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In the open-ended landscape of digital innovation, new combinations are created in both the
design and use of digital artifacts, “where use is no longer a discrete act, but is about actively
selecting resources of an offering and configuring them with other resources, or even rethinking
their usages and purpose.” (Henfridsson et al., 2018). Users do not just depend on the actions of
designers, but designers increasingly depend also on how users perform their work. The
relationship between design and use is thus becoming interdependent. Empirical studies have
yet to be performed in order to develop much needed insights in how designers and users create
and capture value interdependently in digital innovation (Henfridsson et al., 2018). To fill this
prominent gap, I answer the following question.
Sub-question 3: How do innovators with digital technology orchestrate interdependence
between design and use over time?
I empirically investigate two cases of complex engineering practice: one of architectural design
firms and one of a high-tech original equipment manufacturing firm. Both cases are pursuing
innovation in a digital world, and need to innovate their design and manufacturing processes. A
polar-type research design enabled to capture both the key differences and commonalities
towards organizing the design-use relationship (Pettigrew, 1990). I focus on the
interdependency between design and use, by developing a process framework of orchestrating
digital innovation. The process framework acknowledges “the indeterminacy and openness of an
ongoing process, and the futility of trying to control it by using linear approaches such as the
stage-gate model” (Garud, Gehman, Kumaraswamy, & Tuertscher, 2016) (p.456).
The key finding relates to a phenomenon that I label as intertemporal interdependence,
meaning that two actors rely on each other throughout a temporally extensive digital innovation
process. Actors in both cases deal differently with this interdependence when pursuing digital
innovation. I label their approaches as configurational usage and need-solution pairing. Both
configurational usage and need-solution pairing have a distinct focus and therefore affect
innovation differently. I integrate these findings into a process framework that describes the two
approaches of dealing with design and use for digital innovation, and connects them based on
intertemporal interdependence. The framework helps to apply configurational usage and needsolutions pairing as potential approaches to deal with innovation in complex engineering
practices.
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I contribute to digital innovation literature by proposing a way to navigate between
configurational usage and need-solution pairing. This navigation (or orchestration) is based on
the reciprocal relationship between design and use of digital technology, with respect to the
relational and temporal aspects that influence this relationship. I extend literature on design
management by explicating the importance of an interdependent relationship between design
and use, opposed to the presumed dependence of users on designers. Our findings suggest that
designers should reflect on use experiences, and that these designers additionally should reflect
– together with users - on design activities. This is conceptually and practically different from
co-creation, and may provide a new direction for studying design in a digital world.

1.3 Dissertation Outline
The thesis proceeds with a presentation of the three empirical studies (Chapters 2, 3, and 4),
that each focus on one specific key process of digital innovation. The studies are based on
qualitative research designs, are conducted at multiple companies, and respond to the research
questions presented in the previous section. The chapters should be read as individual pieces of
research, although they share concepts and definitions. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis with a
synthesis of findings of the individual studies, a process model for organizing digital innovation,
and a discussion of the implications of the thesis.

1.4 Author contributions
This thesis, including the three individual studies, has been designed, conducted, and written by
the doctoral candidate Luuk Verstegen, under the supervision of promotor Isabelle Reymen and
co-promotor Wybo Houkes.
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2.1 Introduction1
Digital technologies and tools pervade modern business and are implemented in a wide variety
of firms (Yoo, Boland, Lyytinen, and Majchrzak, 2012). Usage of digital technologies has had a
major impact on innovation processes, i.e., has redefined how products and services are created
(Nambisan, Lyytinen, Majchrzak, and Song, 2017). In some cases, such as the replacement of
chemical analogue photography by digital technologies in the photography industry, digitaltechnology usage has completely reconfigured industries (Benner and Tushman, 2002).
Digital-technology usage is a core phenomenon studied in innovation research (Burton-Jones
and Gallivan, 2007; Nambisan et al., 2017; Pentland and Feldman, 2007). Over the past
decades, scholarly attention has advanced understanding of the entanglement of digital
technologies in organizations (Orlikowski, 2000; Nambisan et al., 2017). We know that people
tend to use new digital tools in their work practice when they perceive these tools as beneficial to
perform their tasks (Leonardi, 2011), and that digital technology can strongly affect the
organization of work inside firms (Barley, 1990). For instance, Computer Aided Design (CAD)
technology has pervaded work practices in architectural firms, and over the years has become
indispensable to the work of designers (Leonardi, 2011; Orlikowski, 2000). Use of a pervasive
digital technology by multiple individuals has repercussions at the level of firms, organizations
or – to put it most generally – collectives (Burton-Jones and Gallivan, 2007; Leonardi, 2013).
Within collectives, the use of a digital technology by individual actors needs to be organized to
realize collective-level goals (Leonardi, 2013; Nambisan et al., 2017; Yoo, Henfridsson, and
Lyytinen, 2010; Yoo et al., 2012). This organization may result in a shared usage structure, in
which individual actors use a digital technology in a similar way (Leonardi, 2013). Yet since
digital innovations draw on the heterogeneous knowledge resources of multiple, autonomous
actors (Yoo et al., 2010), a differentiated usage structure is generally more appropriate.
Therefore, digital-innovation research needs to study how to organize the usage of digital
technology by heterogeneous actors into a collective product or service (Burton-Jones and

Earlier versions of this chapter have been presented at the EGOS Colloquium in Naples (2016), Academy
of Management annual meeting in Anaheim (2016), Cre8tv.eu final conference in Manchester (2016) and
Organizing for Digital Innovation Workshop in Amsterdam (2016).
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Gallivan, 2007; Leonardi, 2013; Nambisan et al., 2017). Although such organization activities
are said to be widespread in dynamic and complex practice (Burton-Jones and Gallivan, 2007;
Nambisan et al., 2017), there are only few detailed analyses of actual organization activities
(Leonardi, 2013).
A better understanding of the actual organization of digital technology usage is needed in at
least three respects: new forms of organizing to which pervasive digital-technology usage gives
rise (Yoo et al., 2012); collective appropriation of parts of a new digital technology to realize
collective goals (Leonardi, 2013); and actual processes of digital innovation (Nambisan et al.,
2017). Gaining this understanding requires studying digital-technology usage as a multi-level
process, in which collective-level outcomes emerge on the basis of combinations of individuallevel heterogeneous actions (Burton-Jones and Gallivan, 2007; Yoo et al., 2010; Nambisan et al.,
2017).
In this study, we aim to answer the following research questions: “How do individual actors use
digital technology, how do these actors organize its use in collectives, and how do they organize
their work with that of other actors in order to realize collective-level goals?” We study the
activities of individual actors who work with new and established digital tools. We apply an
affordance perspective (Chemero, 2003; Faraj and Azad, 2012; Gibson, 1977; Leonardi, 2011,
2013; Norman, 1988; Zammuto, Griffith, Majchrzak, Dougherty, and Faraj, 2007) to analyze in
particular the collective level (Felin, Foss, Heimeriks, and Madsen, 2012; Kozlowski and Klein,
2000).
Our study focuses on the usage and organization of a new, pervasive digital technology (Building
Information Modelling) in dynamic and complex work practices, both on the individual and
collective level. We study architectural design practice, where digital tools are used to produce
output (Becker and Lazaric, 2009; Pentland and Feldman, 2007) in the form of artifacts:
sketches, plans, or models that serve multiple purposes in the design of buildings (Boland et al.,
2007; Ewenstein and Whyte, 2009). The design of buildings is a work practice that serves as a
good exemplar for studying how the usage and organization of digital technologies affects
multiple, autonomous actors with distinct expertise (Boland et al., 2007) who work towards
collective-level goals (Leonardi, 2013). We implemented a qualitative research design, based on
interviews in two architectural firms, complemented with observations and archival data (Yin,
2011).
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By analyzing interactions of multiple individual actors with digital technology, we identified two
collectives in which actors organize usage – architectural design teams and work groups –
through activities that we call configuring-in-use and reflecting. By analyzing how these two
organizational activities are combined in order to enact affordances, we demonstrate how actors
collectively organize digital-technology usage to realize collective-level goals. We identify the
combination of these organizational activities as configurational usage (Kozlowski and Klein,
2000; Burton-Jones and Gallivan, 2007; Kane and Labianca, 2011).
We contribute to literature on the usage of pervasive digital technology by, firstly, providing a
detailed empirical investigation of organized usage of BIM technology in architectural design
practice. Based on this investigation, we conceptualize a process of configurational usage geared
towards the enactment of collective affordances. Configurational usage combines the
organizational activities of configuring-in-use and reflecting. These activities comprise a broad
variety of individual-level interactions of actors. We show how, through these interactions,
collective-level affordances are enacted in different ways. Secondly, we refine the
conceptualization of configurational usage and thereby improve understanding of core processes
of digital innovation. We identify the need for ongoing organization of technology usage to
attain affordance enactment, for relaxation of structural boundaries of innovation by not
focussing on preselected, traditional analytical levels, and for an explicit iterative multi-level
focus.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: the next section describes current insights
on individual and collective use of digital technology and identifies the need to study
organization of digital-technology usage at interrelated individual and collective levels. The
methods section describes the case study and how data is collected and analysed. Subsequently,
the findings are presented. We conclude with a discussion of the implications for research on
digital technology and innovation.

2.2 Theoretical background
Digital-technology usage is a key aspect of digital-innovation research (Nambisan et al., 2017;
Yoo et al., 2012). This study responds to the research agenda proposed by Nambisan et al.
(2017) to advance insights in processes of digital innovation. These processes are distributed,
i.e., they draw on the heterogeneous knowledge resources of multiple, autonomous actors;
combinatorial, i.e., they combine existing tools with new digital capabilities (Yoo et al., 2010);
and generative, i.e., they are capable of producing unanticipated effects (Boland et al., 2007;
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Nambisan et al., 2017; Yoo et al., 2012). More specifically, this study focusses on the use of
digital technology and the organization of this use, through distributed, combinatorial,
generative processes, to achieve collective-level goals.
Previous studies have shown that usage of digital technology should not only represent
individual actors’ employment of new digital features, but also represent how this usage is
organized in groups of actors (DeSanctis and Poole, 1994; Markus and Silver, 2008), and how
digital-technology usage contributes to realizing group-level goals (Burton-Jones and Gallivan,
2007; Nambisan et al. 2017; Orlikowski, 2000; Pentland and Feldman, 2007). The next
subsections discuss the organization of individual and collective use of digital technology and
identify the need for studying how they are combined in practice.

2.2.1 Individual use of digital technology
On the individual level, digital-technology usage can be conceptualized by categorizing
interactions with digital technology by individual actors. An ‘interaction’ is any activity of an
individual that is locally meaningful (Orlikowski, 2000), i.e., that is identified by an actor in
describing their work practice, possibly in relation to their organizational role or membership of
a collective. Choosing interaction with digital technology as the basic unit of analysis means
that a single described activity (see Section 3: ‘Research methods’) can be categorized as
multiple interactions (Gaskin, Berente, Lyytinen, and Yoo, 2014; Pols, 2012). Moreover,
understanding technology usage through variegated individual interactions takes into account
the multiplicity, partiality and fragmentation of digital technologies (Yoo et al., 2010).
Technology usage – understood as “an individual user’s employment of one or more features of
a system to perform a task” (Burton-Jones and Straub, 2006) – is multidimensional and
context-dependent. Any empirical investigation into technology usage needs to conceive of
technology as multiple and partial (Orlikowski and Iacono, 2001); it should take into account
how different individual human actors within the same organization employ various features of
interrelated digital tools, even while working on the same collective task (DeSanctis and Poole,
1994; Markus and Silver, 2008). Users can enact technologies differently based on their
individual expertise and knowledge (Leonardi, 2013). They can also modify technology by
making changes in the hardware, software, norms and rules, and in their own knowledge
(Orlikowski, 2000).
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2.2.2 Collective use of digital technology
For working on a collective task, technology usage of individual actors needs to be organized.
Digital-technology usage involves more than task-related exchanges or individual interactions
with digital technology by independent actors. Rather, technology usage in complex work
practices involves interdependent tasks (Burton-Jones and Gallivan, 2007), i.e., tasks that
depend on each other’s input for successful completion or for a more encompassing success.
We call a group of multiple individual actors who work on the same collective task through
performing interdependent individual-level tasks, a collective. An example of a collective is a
design team, in which actors work to complete a joint design task. Design practice is strongly
heterogeneous with regard to actors, tools, and tasks. Thus, interdependencies can be expected
between individual-level tasks and interactions in this organizational context. Dealing with these
interdependencies requires collaboration, communication and coordination during usage
(Karsten, 2003; Burton-Jones and Gallivan, 2007; Leonardi, 2013). Although such
organizational activities are said to be widespread in dynamic and complex practice (BurtonJones and Gallivan, 2007; Nambisan et al., 2017), there are few detailed analyses of actual
organization of digital-technology usage (Leonardi, 2013).
We capture task interdependency by analysing enactment of collective affordances. We take a
relational view of affordances: they are features of a technology that are perceived by actors as
offering them possibilities for goal-oriented actions (Norman, 1988; Markus and Silver, 2008).
Perceptions of actionability depend on an actor’s intentions, expertise and goals (Chemero,
2003), as well as possible enabling and disabling effects of the local context (Nambisan et al.,
2017). As “multi-faceted relational structures” (Faraj and Azad, 2012), affordances are here said
to be enacted rather than created (as in Leonardi, 2013), if they are perceived as actionable by at
least one actor. Collective affordances are features that are perceived by at least one actor as
offering possibilities for goal-directed actions of multiple members of a collective (Leonardi,
2013). Collective affordances may include new benefits, such as increased revenue or reduced
workload, as well as existing benefits, such as flexibility in creative design (Boland et al., 2007).
Digital tools and algorithms can be combined to generate new usage potential (Henfridsson et
al., 2018), triggering so-called ‘wakes’ of innovation (Boland et al., 2007).
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Digital-technology usage by heterogeneous actors needs to be organized in order to enact
collective affordances. While the organization of digital technology usage may take many forms,
studies have suggested exemplary ways to organize the contributions of individual actors
towards a collective-level goal. A comprehensive example is provided in a comparative study by
Leonardi (2013). In this work, two engineering groups of a car manufacturer started using a new
simulation tool. Here, enactment of a collective affordance required organizing the usage of,
potentially, all members of the collective. It was found that the new digital technology was only
turned into a resource by the collective that converged towards a shared usage structure, in
which all individual actors use the digital technology in a similar way. In a digital world, actors
are more likely to be specialized in specific tasks (i.e. heterogeneous). Therefore, attaining a
shared pattern of use can be difficult or undesirable (Leonardi, 2013; Nambisan et al., 2017). In
these heterogeneous settings, different members of a collective may perceive different actionable
features of a digital technology. To improve understanding of digital-technology usage in
complex work practices, we need to study how heterogeneous individual-level interactions are
organized to realize collective-level goals (Burton-Jones and Gallivan, 2007; Kozlowski and
Klein, 2000).

2.2.3 Combining individual and collective use of digital technology
Digital-technology usage should be studied by combining individual and collective levels of
analysis. Usage of technology in complex and dynamic innovation processes cannot be captured
solely on a collective level. Organization of digital-technology usage involves coordination of
interactions by individual actors, working towards collective-level goals through performing
interdependent tasks (Burton-Jones and Gallivan, 2007). Conversely, an exclusive focus on
interactions by individual actors with digital technology may not provide insights in the value
that digital-technology usage produces for a firm or other collective (Burton-Jones and Gallivan,
2007; Henfridson et al., 2018).
Organizing usage of technology has been studied by choosing specific analytical levels. For
instance, Dossick and Neff (2009) separate the individual, project, and firm level in their
analysis to show conflicts between them. In recent work, the detailed analysis of Lobo and
Whyte (2017) provides insights into the interface between multiple projects and firms. To leave
room for emergent structures (Nambisan et al., 2017) we do not, at the collective level,
distinguish in advance between project, firm, and inter-organizational analytical levels. In our
view, both established and emergent structures can be identified at the collective level, based on
the importance that actors assign to them.
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Only by studying digital-technology usage on combined individual and collective levels of
analysis, insight can be created into processes of organizing individual heterogeneous
technology usage for realizing collective-level goals – like processes of organizing shared-usage
structures in homogeneous settings. Organizing the contributions of individual actors towards
enactment of collective affordances is known in the literature as configurational usage (BurtonJones and Gallivan, 2007; Kane and Labianca, 2011; Kozlowski and Klein, 2000). Here, a
configuration (‘configuration of usage’; Burton-Jones and Gallivan, 2007) refers not merely to a
collection of tools, but primarily to a more or less stable pattern of interactions with digital
technology by one or more actors. This does not assume a pre-established, static configuration
brought about by prior central planning or technological constraints. Rather, enactment of
collective affordances requires an ongoing process of organizing the usage of technology,
coincident with the usage itself. This process is unlikely to comprise the same interactions in
different organizations, even if they implement the same technology. An analysis of
configurational usage might not only bring out what unity there is in the diversity of technology
usage, but also just how much diversity is preserved in or enabled by technology usage
(Nambisan et al., 2017).
There is a scarcity of empirical research on the organization of digital-technology use in which
individual and collective levels of analysis are combined (Burton-Jones and Gallivan, 2007).
Thereby, opportunities are missed for detailed insights into the organization of individual
heterogeneous technology usage for realizing collective level goals. This study aims to fill this
important gap in digital-innovation studies.

2.3 Research methods
Our study focuses on the usage and organization of a new, pervasive digital technology in
architectural design practice. The design of buildings is a work practice that serves as a good
exemplar for studying how the usage and organization of digital technologies affects multiple,
autonomous actors with distinct expertise (Boland et al., 2007), who work towards enacting
collective affordances (Leonardi, 2013). We performed a qualitative study, aimed at obtaining
in-depth insights into individual-level interactions with digital technology, organization of usage
of digital technology, and collective affordance, enabling theoretical inference (Eisenhardt and
Graebner, 2007; Gerring, 2007).
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2.3.1 Case selection: Building information modelling (BIM) in architectural firms
Architectural firms are experiencing the introduction and pervasion of new digital technology,
called Building Information Modelling (BIM). BIM comprises digital tools and methods that do
not only offer opportunities for sharing information among multiple parties (Whyte, 2011), but
also affect the epistemic processes involved in building design (Ewenstein and Whyte, 2009),
and thereby the way in which architectural firms provide services to their customers. Working
with BIM implies variegated usage of BIM tools in architectural design practices, which
generally involve multiple, autonomous actors with distinct expertise and thus feature processes
of organizing individual heterogeneous technology usage for realizing collective-level goals.
Various tools are used to construct design artifacts, which provide information for a later point
in time in the building process. One prominent tool for constructing these objects in a BIM
configuration is Revit, which enables users to ‘draw’ in a 3D digital environment. By inserting
geometric and parametric information, a virtual spatial model of a building is designed. BIM has
been introduced in work practices that involve incumbent digital tools, such as 2D computer
aided design (CAD) software or 3D sketching software (Azhar, 2011). Still, BIM technology is
viewed as a more potent digital technology by many practitioners throughout the AEC industry
(Azhar, 2011). Studies begin to show that the implementation of BIM technology has substantial
firm-level and sector-level effects, such as reducing costs in building projects by avoiding
mistakes (Bryde, Broquetas, and Volm, 2013).
We conducted a case study into the usage of BIM technology in two architectural firms in the
Netherlands. Initial interviews with leaders of eleven architectural firms of different sizes in the
Netherlands indicated the following case-selection criteria to collect sufficiently rich data on
individual-level interactions, usage of digital technology within architectural firms, and
collective-level affordances: active engagement with BIM by actors in the firm; experience with
BIM; presence of BIM manager; and completion of projects with BIM. . From the registry of
architectural firms in the Netherlands, five firms remained, two of which (Alpha and Beta) were
selected and agreed to participate in the study. Firm characteristics were similar in that both
firms have completed multiple projects using BIM, have more than five years of experience with
BIM, organize the use of BIM within their firm, operate internationally, are financially healthy,
and use similar BIM tools. Within the limitations of these criteria, we applied maximum
variation sampling to detect diverse interactions with BIM technology. This enabled the
recognition of shared patterns, emerging from the heterogeneity in roles within architectural
firms (Patton, 2002).
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2.3.2 Data collection
Data was collected by participation in BIM conferences and focus groups and for both firms on
individual and collective level, via interviews, archival data and observations. We obtained
insight into BIM tools, interactions with the BIM tools by actors in the firms, and collective
affordances. Table 2.1 presents an overview of the data collected.
To gain expertise on BIM, and to be able to make more informed choices (Tsoukas and Chia,
2002), the first author joined the BIM community by participating in BIM specific conferences
in 2013 and 2014. Field notes were made and presentation documents and minutes of the
seminars were gathered. Additionally, this author joined three focus groups, starting in 2014.
The first group consisted of 15 professionals working with BIM in different architectural design
firms in the Netherlands. This focus group met four times in 2014, once before, twice during,
and once after the interviews in firms Alpha and Beta. Sessions lasted for three hours and each
session had its own specific topic related to the organization of BIM technology. The overall
topic was ‘organizing BIM’, with sub-sessions on BIM tools, BIM processes, and organizing for
BIM. Two of the meetings were fully recorded and transcribed, and minutes and presentations
from all meetings were collected. This data was used for case selection, and triangulation of
interviews. The second focus group consisted of more heterogeneous actors, and discussed
broader topics, such as BIM usage in areas of: contract manufacturing, sustainability
predictions, sub-contracting, production, and professional education. This group met two times
in 2015. Field notes were made, and were complemented with minutes of meetings and
presentations. These data served as input for case selection, interview questions, and
preliminary versions of the coding scheme. After an initial draft of the study, validating findings,
and discussing the practical relevance of the findings of the study, the first author participated
in a third focus group in 2017, to check the face validity of the data. Furthermore, additional
data was informally collected through all focus groups, by receiving feedback from multiple
professionals on preliminary ideas and findings of this study, increasing the validity of the
findings.
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Table 2.1. Data collection overview

Archival data

15

15

Observation

4

4

Collective affordance

7

Interactions

8

Tools

BIM
Seminar/
focus group
sessions
Interview

Data
sourced
on

Other

Company Beta

Company Alpha

Data
sourced
from

6

x

x

x

-

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

11
12

x
x
x

Data for the main analysis was collected during 2014 in firms Alpha and Beta by interviewing
actors who work with BIM in different formal roles (e.g., architect, BIM manager, or engineer).
Eight interviews were done at Alpha and seven at Beta. The interviews were semi-structured for
replication purposes, focusing on the BIM-related work practices of the interviewee. During the
interview, interviewees were asked about their personal history and role within the firm, and
then about their experience with BIM. Subsequent topics included perspectives on BIM,
interactions with tools (hard- and software), activities involving other actors, daily work
processes, expectations from the firm, and benefits of BIM for the firm. Data collection was
performed by visiting a firm for a full day, starting with a semi-structured interview with the
BIM manager of the firm, and continuing with the other selected employees, where interviews
were pre-arranged by the BIM manager. During the visit, we probed for the interviewees’
perception of who is important in any BIM-related processes to complete the list of roles. Table
2.2 provides an overview of the interviewees in the two firms: their BIM expertise level, years of
BIM and general working experience in architecture, and role. Interviews lasted one hour on
average and were conducted by one or two interviewers. Interviews were fully recorded and
transcribed.
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Table 2.2. Interviewee background information in two firms
Identification
character
1
interviewee

BIM
Expertise
Level

Years of experience in
BIM

Role

Architecture

5

Firm Alpha: 100 - 130 employees
A
High
5
10
2
B
High
5
8
3
C1
High
5
11
3
C2
Medium
3
3
2
D
Medium
5
17
2
E
High
5
10
F
Low
1
11
G
Indirect
2
H
High
4
4
5
Firm Beta: 50 - 100 employees
4
I
High
7
7
2
J
High
6
15
2
K
Low
6
23
2
L
Indirect
1
15
2
M
Low
6
10
N
Indirect
1 identification characters are assigned chronologically
2 work practice of interviewee was also observed
3 interviewees were interviewed together
4 interviewee was interviewed twice
5 range is specified to ensure anonymity

BIM Manager
Architect
Architect
Architect
BIM Manager
Engineer
Project Manager
System Admin
Engineer
BIM Manager
Engineer
Project Manager
Engineer
Architect
System Admin

Data collection was complemented with archival documents in order to obtain information on
artifacts, BIM tools, and collective-level effects. This included information from the firm
website: current and finished projects, vision on BIM, employee data; information from the
chamber of commerce: annual reports and vision statements; and from public media: company
presentations, newspaper articles, web articles, online videos, podcasts and public interviews.
This additional data was used to prepare for interviews, spark discussions, and triangulate
interview data. For further triangulation, we observed eight people (four in each company)
during their performance of BIM-related tasks, creating in-depth insights into interactions with
digital tools in daily work practices. The observations lasted between 20 and 30 minutes, and
were performed to elaborate on specific subjects discussed during the interviews. For example,
an engineer demonstrated how (s)he used specific software, and a project manager showed how
formal documents were used.
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2.3.3 Data analysis
To answer the research questions, we analyzed the data in three steps. In the first step, we
identified in the data of both cases: interactions with BIM technology by individual actors; tools
used; and collective affordances of BIM usage. In the second step, we analyzed how actors
organize the usage of BIM technology in collectives. In the third and final step, we analyzed how
actors collectively configure digital technology to enact collective affordances.
In the first step, we iteratively developed a coding scheme within the author team, based on
analysis of the raw data (interviews and observations) and literature study. The coding scheme
was refined by two authors who independently coded four interviews, with a final interrater
reliability of 0.91 for the fourth interview. The coding scheme consists of the following three
concepts and related subcategories: interaction, tool, and collective affordance. Table 2.3
represents the coding scheme with a definition of these concepts and their subcategories,
empirical indicators, and illustrative quotes.
The interviews were independently coded by two coders on the basis of the coding scheme, using
Nvivo software. The interviews with eleven leaders of architectural firms were coded only for
collective affordances. Differences between coders were resolved through discussion with the
third author, and by triangulation with observations, archival data, and data obtained from BIM
seminars.
The coding process resulted in an overview of interactions, tools, and collective affordances. The
first concept is that of interactions with BIM technology by individual actors. One such
interaction is ‘constructing’, for instance creating a drawing with a pencil. Since we examine the
nexus of technology and organization (Pentland and Feldman, 2007), we distinguish two main
subtypes of interactions. Firstly, in technological interactions, actors are primarily engaged in
using technological tools to perform an individual-level or collective-level task (e.g., using a
software tool to draw a three-dimensional model of a building). Secondly, in organizational
interactions, actors primarily engage in using organizational tools to facilitate usage of digital
technology by other actor(s) (e.g., using a planning tool to manage when architects work on
drawings for a specific project). This distinction concerns the primary focus of actors’
perceptions in their interactions with digital technology (Gaskin et al., 2014). Therefore, it does
not reflect one of the dualist approaches to the technology-organization relationship that are
rejected in practice theory (Feldman and Orlikowski, 2011).
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Four interactions with BIM tools, all resulting in an artifact, were categorized as technological:
constructing, converting, reviewing, and structuring. Five other interactions were categorized
as organizational: formalizing, transferring, communicating, learning, and coordinating. We
found one instance of a third subtype of interactions. In the interaction changing system
components, an actor adapts (parts of) the BIM technology, for example by adding new
computer hardware or installing new software.
The second concept is that of tools, defined as artifacts that can be used by an actor to perform a
task. Design activities involve interacting with these tools to create further artifacts. The
distinction between tools and artifacts is relative to what is analyzed: what is produced in one
interaction may be used in later interactions to produce further outputs; it may be represented
as an artifact in the former interaction, and as a tool in the latter. We distinguish two types of
tools: Technological tools can be used by actors to perform BIM tasks; an example is design
software. Organizational tools can be used by actors to perform an organizational task;
examples are rules and policies. The third concept is that of collective affordances of BIMtechnology usage. Examples are increased efficiency, or improved collaboration with other
parties in building projects.
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Table 2.3. Coding scheme
Concept
Interaction with BIM
technology
Constructing

Definition
An interaction is the performed
task of actor(s) who work with
BIM technology;
Creating or developing a model;

Modifying

Modifying information in a
model;

Converting

Converting information from one
artifact type to another artifact
type;
Reviewing a model;

Reviewing

Empirical Indicators

Illustrative quote

Adding object, or drawing
object in a model, detailing,
modelling;
Adapting object that were
created by another person,
optimizing objects, creating
families;
Converting a model,
printing to PDF;

In the initial phase we determine the design, so
we also draw constructive walls.

Verifying a model with
other tool and/ or artifact;

Structuring

Adding structure to a model to
make the model useful for
several purposes;

Adding folder, layer, code,
object naming, or applying
rules to a model;

Showing

Viewing/ showing information in
a model;

Formalizing

Formalizing what, how, when to
model by whom;

Coordinating

Arranging work process
indirectly related to BIM;

Transferring

Transferring model information
from location A to location B;
Communicating about a model
or about modelling through
media other than BIM (phone,
skype, email, face to face,
meeting);
Absorbing or sharing knowledge
about BIM activity or tool;

Looking at the model,
showing the model to other
person
Creating instruction
manual, BIM protocol,
rules;
Delegating activity,
composing team, aligning
process;
Sending, uploading,
synchronizing;
Emailing, calling, skyping,
sending pdf, showing,
viewing a model;

Communicating

Learning
Changing system
components

Tool
Technological
Tool
Organizational
Tool
Collective affordance

A system interaction is also
indirectly related to the use of
BIM technology, performed by
actor(s) who change components
in the BIM system.
A tool is an artifact that can be
used by an actor to perform a task;
A technological tool is an artifact
that can be used by an actor to
perform a BIM task;
A tool for organizing is an
artifact that can be used by an
actor to perform an
organizational task;
Collective-level result of BIM
interactions by multiple agents

Learning new skill in a
course, guiding other actor,
hiring a BIM expert;
Installing software,
upgrading hardware;

Software, hardware;
Agreement, contract,
protocol, policy,
instruction manual, team;
Working more efficiently,
requiring fewer checks,
improved productivity,
mistakes are found
quicker;

That a structural engineer adjusts a constructive
wall without notice, because he can access the
model directly.
When I am finished, I’ll have a set of drawings. I
print them to PDF, and then I will place them
somewhere.
We receive a 3D model from the structural
engineer and then we check to see if it works with
what we have modelled.
So you check, do those drawings have a certain
code? That [code] is included in a drawing list.
So then, can you assign your folders the same
code?
With Skype you can share your screen, so then we
can show what happens immediately.
In the BIM protocol, the specifications of the BIMmodel are determined, software, exchange
formats.
I meet up with my team at the department of
architectural engineering, and I can directly
distribute the work.
For third parties, we have an FTP server, to which
we can make our files available.
What we usually agree upon is that there is direct
communication during modelling. We usually use
Skype for this purpose, just chatting, because
calling takes too long.
So we have attracted several professionals with
lots of experience in the field of BIM, to structure
it in the firm.
We said “all workstations must have an SSD
drive, meeting certain specifications, so we don’t
run into that kind of trouble”

Everyone has their own computer and, everything
that you need is installed, Revit and AutoCAD and
you name it.
We do have certain guidelines on how we want to
work with certain software.
Yes, you notice less during construction, things get
solved faster... So indeed, if you're getting at a
construction site where no BIM process is used,
then you sometimes see a ventilation shaft
appearing in the wrong room. And in the process in
BIM you did solve these issues even before a
contract manufacturer is involved.
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In the second step, we tried to understand how actors organize the usage of BIM in collectives.
From the analysis of the interactions in collectives, we distilled two activities. We named the
first activity configuring-in-use. Typically, interactions of actors involved in design work fall in
this category. The technological interactions in this category of configuring-in-use are
constructing, converting, reviewing, and structuring; organizational interactions are
communicating, coordinating, learning, and transferring. The second activity is named
reflecting. This activity includes the organizational interactions communicating, coordinating,
and formalizing. Additionally, this category contains interactions in which tools are adapted
through deliberately changing system components. By analyzing the activities on collective
level, we found two main type of collectives in the data: configuring-in-use is performed in
architectural design teams, and reflecting is performed in work groups. Most interviewees
mentioned or referred to these collectives.
In the third and final step, we analyzed how actors configure BIM usage to enact collective
affordances. Here, we produced an overview of the affordances, and related them to the two
activities identified in the second step. By analyzing the enactment of collective affordances, we
were able to describe the process of configurational usage, resulting in an in-depth
understanding of BIM technology usage in architectural design practice.

2.4 Findings
Our analysis started with investigating how individual actors use digital technology, and
providing an overview of the highly diverse interactions with BIM technology found in both
cases. Secondly, we analyzed how actors organize the usage of digital technology in collectives.
We found two organizational activities for BIM technology usage: configuring-in-use and
reflecting. Thirdly, we studied how actors organize their work with that of other actors in order
to realize collective-level goals. By connecting the organizational activities to collective
affordances, we revealed an ongoing process of configurational usage of BIM technology. Figure
2.1 depicts an overview of the structure of the findings.
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Figure 2.1. Overview of findings related to the research questions.

2.4.1 Individual usage of BIM technology in architectural design practice
We found many instances of actors using BIM technology, i.e., interactions. In the activities
described by the interviewees in firms Alpha and Beta, we identified 12 types of interactions
related to BIM technology. Our coding scheme in Table 3 contains for each type a definition,
empirical indicators, and an illustrative quote. The most frequently reported interaction
constructing, for example, is defined as creating or developing a model, and is signaled by
adding or drawing a spatial object in a model, detailing a model, or modelling. In a specific
instance of constructing, an architect may draw a wall for a building using 3D-design software
(e.g. Sketchup or Revit). In general, the types of interactions are well distributed over the
different interviewees. All interviewees referred to one or more organizational interactions; this
includes engineers and architects whose formal role suggests that they would mostly use BIM
tools. An overview of the occurrences of the interaction types for each interviewee is given in
Table 2.4. The table displays the interactions (rows) mentioned per interviewee introduced in
Table 2.2 (columns). For instance, BIM manager ‘A’ mentioned seven instances of constructing
interactions, indicated by e.g.: adding object, or drawing object in a model. This table also shows
our distinction between two main categories of interactions: technological interactions and
organizational interactions (see also Section 2.3.3).
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Table 2.4. Interaction per interviewee, categorized for technological and organizational interactions
Role

BIM manager

Architect

Engineer

Project manager

System
admin.
G
N

ID interviewee A D
I
B
C
M
J
H
E
L
F
K
Technological Interaction
sum
Constructing
83
7
5
3
5
4
15
19
6
8
4
4
3
0
0
1
Modifying
14
5
0
1
1
1
1
0
2
1
0
0
2
0
0
Converting
55
6
2
2
1
2
6
13
4
3
3
2
10
0
1
Reviewing
49
5
1
1
3
2
3
11
2
8
5
3
4
1
0
Structuring
19
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
4
12
0
0
0
0
1
Showing
14
1
0
2
0
2
2
2
0
2
1
1
1
0
0
Total sum 234
Organizational Interaction
sum
Formalizing
67 10 5 12
6
2
5
6
3
2
1
5
7
2
1
Coordinating
65 15 3
7
2
1
1
7
0
8
4
6
4
1
6
Transferring
60
4
1
7
3
5
7
14
3
5
0
1
6
0
4
Communicating 63
2
1
1
3
6
10
12
2
8
4
2
8
0
4
Learning
34
4
2
5
3
4
3
4
2
2
1
3
1
0
0
Changing system
29
2
0
3
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
2
0
7
11
components
Total sum 318
1
These interaction types were removed from further analysis because they were insufficiently distinct from other
interaction types

2.4.2 Organization of BIM technology usage in collectives
After analyzing individual-level interactions with BIM technology, we investigated how actors
collectively organize their work with BIM technology. We present findings on the collectives in
which organizing activities are performed, and elaborate on these organizing activities.
2.4.2.1 Architectural design teams and work groups as main collectives
We found that actors identified most interactions with BIM technology as occurring in the
context of architectural design teams and work groups. Architectural design teams work on
design projects, which are the core business of architectural firms. In most of their interactions,
actors perform project-related tasks using BIM tools: they work on plans, schematics and other
artifacts geared towards the creation of a building. Multiple projects run in parallel, with varying
contract forms, tasks, responsibilities and technologies, as well as varying collaborating parties
such as construction engineers, consultants, installation experts, and sub-contractors. Work
groups are concerned with specific technological BIM developments, such as new functionalities
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of design software. Actors can work in multiple architectural design teams and simultaneously
be members of one or more specialized work groups. For instance, an architect can be a member
of an architectural design team working on project ‘Hotel Design’ and a member of the work
group ‘BIM experts’. We found that, at the start of a project, technological and organizational
BIM tools are formalized. Later, these tools and the performance of an architectural design team
serve as input for work groups. When an architectural design team is finished, and BIM tools are
adapted, some tools become obsolete.
2.4.2.2 Organizational activities for BIM technology usage
We found two different organizational activities concerning BIM usage: configuring-in-use, in
which BIM technology is organized while it is used in architectural design teams; and reflecting,
in which work groups consider BIM performances in projects. Each activity consists of a broad
variety of interactions. The two organizational activities can be distinguished because they: (a)
primarily occur within one of the two collectives described above; (b) differ from each other in
the types of interactions that constitute them.
Configuring-in-use primarily occurs in architectural design teams, and consists of both
technological and organizational interactions. A quote illustrates this activity, where an architect
coordinates his interaction of constructing a model with a draftsman, and does so by
communicating:
“So if you're in a final design phase, and I move that window-frame into a
constructive wall [constructing], then I pass the message ‘Caution, I have moved
that object’ [communicating] and then he is up to date [coordinating].”
What is characteristic here is the occurrence of organizational interactions (i.e., coordinating,
transferring, and communicating) and technological interactions (i.e., constructing, converting,
reviewing, structuring).
Organization of BIM usage can differ substantially between architectural design teams, even if
they use the same tools and even if there are formal boundaries to the diversity of interactions
within projects. These boundaries are required by the contextual dynamics of architectural
design projects (e.g., involvement of different people, updates of design tools, new project
requirements) and are formalized in protocols, to ensure that design-team members are guided
towards pre-determined project deliverables. For example, 2D pdf drawings are the final artifact
type to be transferred to a customer. Yet, within these boundaries or formal restrictions,
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activities of configuring-in-use have great potential for variation. Two examples, one from each
case firm, illustrate how two instances of configuring-in-use may involve almost disjoint sets of
interactions. We found that an architect at Alpha starts constructing an artifact directly with
BIM tools when an initial sketch is drawn:
“You really work ... a lot with BIM. Almost 90% I would say, besides the time I
spend on e-mail, meetings [...] There are just a few things that you really cannot
do with [Revit], [...] when a sketch is defined, it works just fine in Revit. Then
you are not restricted.”
By contrast, in a comparable project, an architect at Beta coordinates his interactions with those
of another actor, by frequently communicating with an engineer. This means that at Beta, an
engineer and an architect are coordinating their parallel interactions of constructing and
converting artifacts:
“I do not use Revit that much, not at all actually. But from the side line there is
always someone from the drawing department going up along with me right
from the start [coordinating], and we actually work in parallel. So what I am
producing with sketches and AutoCAD [constructing] actually is translated
directly [converting] by a draftsman into a 3D model.”
In Figure 2.2, we visualize how the activity of configuring-in-use might comprise different
interaction patterns, for projects that have the same deliverables.
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Figure 2.2. Examples of different interaction patterns of configuring-in-use in architectural design teams in
two case firms

In addition to configuring-in-use, we found an organizational activity that we call reflecting.
This echoes Schön’s (1987) reflection-on-action, where his reflection-in-action is similar to
configuring-in-use. In reflecting, actors consider the interaction patterns in projects, and assess
project performance with the firm’s collection of organizational BIM tools. In contrast to
configuring-in-use, reflecting occurs primarily in work groups and consists almost exclusively of
organizational interactions (i.e., formalizing, coordinating, communicating, learning, and
changing system components). For example in firm Alpha, one instance of reflecting involved
multiple actors communicating in order to coordinate future technology usage by themselves or
other actors throughout the firm, in multiple different projects:
“We have a ‘[BIM]-work group’; every once in a while we come together
[coordinating] and discuss [communicating] the do's and don'ts [rules], what is
going wrong, experiences with a project [...] If improvements are needed for
certain things, then we think it through with everyone [collective of actors] and
we come to a solution.”
This collection of tools provides guidelines for the performance of a project. Based on
discrepancies between the formal blueprint and actual performance, the actors in the work
group may adapt the collection of BIM tools. These adaptations comprise various kinds of
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organizational interactions. Actors may, for instance, add or remove restrictions in formal
documents and policies and thereby change the project boundaries, in order to improve
interaction patterns in future projects. In both firms, this was done in specialized BIM work
groups, consisting of members with extensive but diverse experience in architectural design
teams. These work groups were tailored for coordinating BIM usage in the firm, by
communicating regularly and coordinating interactions of actors, via formalizing
organizational tools, such as rules. For instance, at Alpha, a Revit team consisting of ‘super
users’ was responsible for disseminating best practices and knowledge, coordinating the
constructing of models, and for having other actors learn to improve their ability to apply BIM
tools. A policy was formalized, requiring the presence of at least one ‘super user’ in a project, to
coordinate interactions among actors in daily work practice:
“We have several regular meetings within the firm, and one of them is the ‘BIMmeeting’ and one is the ‘Revit-users’ meeting. I’m involved in both. And in the
‘BIM- meeting’ arrangements are made about: protocols, how cooperation will
be done both functionally and contractually. And these protocols are also
analyzed for completed or ongoing projects. And based on that, the protocols
are updated.”
Another organizational interaction is changing system components. This includes updating
design software, changing an internet service provider, installing a new server, or upgrading a
computer hardware component. Here, we found interconnections between the organizational
tools (e.g., rules, policy) and technological tools (e.g., hardware and software). For instance,
when a software supplier released a new software version, it could only be included in projects
when this fitted with specifications of a BIM protocol; otherwise, this inclusion would violate
rules. The system administrator from firm Alpha provided an example of reflection and
consequent change of BIM tools, illustrating the complexity of changing a single component of
the BIM tools:
“Usually [in the BIM-Meeting], what we do when a new version is released, we
pass it by a select group of architects and draftsmen. And they will actually test
it for architectural functionality and observe what happens if you convert a
whole project; especially in collaborative projects, because then you depend on
other firms. If you collaborate in one model, then you should be using the same
version, or it won’t work.”
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Features of BIM technology are changing periodically: software (Revit) is updated yearly, and is
not fully backwards-compatible. Software updates must be carefully tested and implemented.
Therefore, reflecting is not only performed on past projects, but also on new technological tools,
and on how changing these may affect the use of BIM tools in future projects.

2.4.3 Enacting collective affordances with BIM technology
The previous findings concerned interactions at an individual level, and organizational
activities, which we identified as patterns of interactions in different collectives. These findings
served as input to identify how collective affordances are enacted. We found an ongoing process
of configurational usage, which combines the activities of configuring-in-use and reflecting.
2.4.3.1 Collective affordances of BIM technology usage
First, we coded all interviews for collective affordances that were explicitly related to BIM usage.
For the coding scheme, see Table 2.3. We found descriptions of collective affordances by all
interviewees, even those not using BIM. In total, 232 collective affordances were mentioned,
which we classified into seven different categories, namely income, creativity, efficiency,
quality, condensation, collaboration, and technology dependence. Examples of mentioned
affordances and their classification are: higher-quality buildings (quality), lower failure costs
(efficiency), shorter design cycle time (condensation), lower production costs (efficiency), lower
total costs throughout the lifecycle of a building (efficiency and quality). Table 5 presents for
each collective affordance an example from the data. The affordances in Table 2.5 were validated
in the focus groups.
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Table 2.5. Collective affordances related to BIM technology usage
Using BIM
technology
affords:

More income

Decrease of
creativity

Higher
efficiency

Higher
quality
artifacts (less
mistakes)

Condensatio
n of design
phase

Better
collaboratio
n

Higher
technology
dependence

50

Number of
times
affordance
mentioned
in
interviews.
38

17

37

33

31

55

21

Number of
firm
managers
mentioning
affordance.

9

4

4

6

5

8

3

Number of
different
interaction
s involved
in collective
affordance.

Example of collective affordance

7

We also offer our clients to make BIM models of
existing buildings to develop a policy- and
maintenance plan. So we sell these kind of things as
products as well.

7

And then this Revit tool becomes a lot … yea, in one
way or another, it limits the designer so to speak. You
are thinking about how you should fix a drawing in
the software, instead that you are using it as a tool to
design.

8

Normally, I would have to ask a team of engineers,
perhaps fifteen, to draw all of that. What is
happening now, we make [a model] that suits
everyone. We place our model beneath it. Then it
automatically has included all your drawings.

7

You just spot the errors earlier. I personally have a
much better architectural view of how things are put
together. You're working much more in a 3D-view,
revolving around your model and you can zoom in on
an intersection. It works much more clearly than a
2D drawing, because there you can't draw
everything.

8

Designing is going much faster now. We start
drawing and after two weeks we say to the structural
engineer: “here’s our Revit model”… and along the
way, he's going to draw, and you see just where
things go wrong. Everything follows up much closer,
you can respond quicker to things that don't go well.

9

I could not have done the work in Finland if we
didn’t have Revit worked out. I am 100% sure about
this, how this story turned out, with all parties. With
structural engineers, consultants and installations
specialists.

9

You do notice, that everything is in the software. I
mean, synchronizing goes through… the internet,
and when it blacks out, then you can - I myself
experienced that a few times, the model got stuck, it
crashed, then no one can do anything. And on
heyday you are working with ten people in one model
and then you have ten people who can’t do a thing.
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Some affordances relate to the collectives identified above, i.e., architectural design teams and
work groups. Others relate to different collectives, such as the firm, professional roles (e.g.,
architects), or the AEC industry. For instance, collaboration was often identified as a collective
affordance of BIM. This matches the frequently voiced expectation that using BIM technology
improves collaboration in construction projects and decreases costs of projects by reducing the
number and severity of mistakes (Azhar, 2011). Contrary to our prior expectations, we could not
relate specific affordances to specific collectives. This does support our choice not to focus on
specific collective levels. Moreover, some affordances were explicitly related to multiple
collectives. We found a set of diverse affordances perceived by multiple individuals, without
evidence of one dominant collective affordance. This shows the relativity of collective
affordances.
2.4.3.2 Towards configurational usage
For each of the collective affordances identified, enactment in architectural design practice
involves multiple, heterogeneous actors interacting with BIM technology in different – and
occasionally, in similar – ways. Therefore, enactment requires organization of technology usage
in collectives (Burton-Jones and Gallivan, 2007; Leonardi, 2013), i.e., what we call
configurational usage. We found that configurational usage involves an iterative combination of
configuring-in-use and reflecting, in an ongoing process that is never ‘complete’.
An important goal stated for using BIM technology is to improve collaboration in construction
projects. In firm Beta, an engineer was specialized in setting up BIM collaboration in projects.
This person formalized BIM protocols for projects, to enable collaboration in design projects
using BIM technology. Formalizing BIM usage for projects requires customization for each
project. When performing the project, actors need to configure-in-use to deal with projectspecific events. In addition, throughout projects, a BIM work group engages in reflecting so that
future projects can be formalized with the new experience included:
“We do have defined certain agreements about how we want to work [...]. These
are not very extensive. Sometimes, something new pops up. [...] Sometimes, it's
trial and error. Then we approach such a project, and we know the basics. But
then all sorts of things emerge, that we take into account in the next working
agreements.”
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The example shows that configurational usage is a process that requires repeated combination
of configuring-in-use and reflecting. BIM usage was formalized in every project, and the team
repeatedly reflected on projects in order to update the protocols in later projects. Through this
iterative combination, experience was built and applied.
We found that configurational usage also enables performing more advanced collaborative
design projects. In Firm Beta, a project was started in which firms from five different countries
were involved to design and build a state-of-the-art factory in Finland in a monumental existing
building. By using new digital technologies, integrated into BIM, and aligning the organizational
tools (e.g. BIM protocols, collaboration agreements, software guidelines), this advanced
collaboration was enabled:
“This is what we do for an American customer, with a delegated client in
London. With a local Finnish party, with a Belgian construction consultant and
a British construction firm. And then a whole bunch of Finns around it. We all
do that in BIM.”
The CEO of Beta described a process of reflecting, in which a BIM work group in Beta
communicated about past project performances, in order to formalize a protocol for this
advanced project. After the requirements were formalized and the project started, the
architectural design team still needed to engage in configuring-in-use throughout the project.
For example, it turned out that the project enabled new laser scanning technology, for
converting and transferring accurate data of the monumental building, thereby replacing the
formal requirement of converting hundreds of archived drawings manually.
Configurational usage also enabled enactment of other affordances than collaboration, such as
pursuing more income. At Firm Beta, actors formalized BIM protocols for collaboration in
architectural design teams. Meanwhile, they also started to pursue more income for the firm by
using BIM technology in collaborative design projects:
"BIM formalization does not always run parallel to contract formation. When I
join the table, there is often already a contract, and discrepancies between the
contract and what a construction firm wants with a model. [...] They need the
model to be at a certain level of detail for use in construction preparation, while
we only have a contract for a less detailed model. Then you already have a
conflict. While we could also say in advance, "with a little more budget we can
lift that model at a higher level, then they can use it later on." That is the
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negotiation; that is now my biggest frontier: to make BIM play a larger role in
contract formation.”
BIM had been formalized and used in nearly all projects at firm Beta, even when customers did
not explicitly ask for it. Yet the firm managers wanted to generate more income through BIM
usage, which was still limited due to the timing of contract formation. Therefore, a work group
attempted to make BIM a more integral part of AEC industry, claiming additional revenues for
using BIM technology in design projects. To enact this affordance of more income, actors had to
reconfigure their contract-formation processes, leading to continued configurational usage.
Unfolding complexities and dynamics complicate the enactment of a collective affordance and
thus also require ongoing configurational usage. Multiple projects are performed in parallel,
with often only partly overlapping timespans. Additionally, design projects in architectural firms
have a long duration – often of several years. Before a project starts, the use of BIM tools is
generally formalized in a contract, specifying particular hard- and software, artifact types (2D
pdf, Revit models), and project requirements. Once the firm commits to a contract, many BIM
tools cannot be adapted for the duration of the project. As a consequence, work groups that
reflect on past projects typically cannot implement improvements in other ongoing projects,
although many problems that emerged in an earlier project could also (be foreseen to) emerge in
other concurrent projects. Furthermore, the state-of-the-art in BIM technology continues to
change rapidly, requiring renewed reflecting and configuring-in-use.
The difficulties resulting from unfolding complexities and dynamics are illustrated by a BIM
manager from firm Alpha, when describing the problems in organizing BIM usage in the
heterogeneous context of architectural design practice:
“Other people are involved in projects that started just after my project. The
question is whether it will work in their projects. They have taken steps in new
developments of BIM. But the issues [that I experienced in my project] still
remain. […] The [technological] tools are available, but the protocols are not.
And each project you work with new people that are not used to each other’s
ways of working. You can handle and interpret a project in so many ways,
reinventing the wheel every time. BIM is just a set of possibilities that should be
used smartly. And there is still a lot to learn.”
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Organizing BIM usage thus requires coping with a set of changing tools that need to be carefully
implemented in multiple concurrent projects, where each project has different requirements
and task interdependencies. Therefore, despite organizational efforts to formalize BIM usage in
projects, the complexities and dynamics that are intrinsic to architectural design practice
require repeated configuring-in-use in architectural design teams, in combination with activities
of reflecting in work groups to transcend the temporal boundaries of architectural design teams.
Configurational usage is, in other words, an ongoing process that continually combines
configuring-in-use and reflecting.

2.5 Discussion
We studied how individual actors use digital technology, how these actors organize its use in
collectives, and how they organize their work with that of other actors in order to realize
collective-level goals. We provided much-needed in-depth insights into usage and organization
of pervasive digital technology. In particular, we showed that a focus on the ongoing process of
configurational usage provides insight into the usage of pervasive digital technologies in
complex and dynamic practice, addressing a key challenge in the study of digital innovation
(Nambisan et al., 2017). Our study also contributes to an improved understanding of digital
innovation by suggesting a refined conceptualization of configurational usage.

2.5.1 Configurational usage of digital technology
To the literature on the usage of pervasive digital technology we contribute a detailed empirical
investigation of organized usage of digital technology. This organized usage is a phenomenon
said to be widespread in dynamic and complex practice (Nambisan et al., 2017), yet it has
seldom been investigated in detail (Leonardi, 2013). We integrate our findings in Figure 2.3.
Configurational usage to enact collective affordances consists of combining two collective-level
organizational activities, configuring-in-use and reflecting. These activities comprise individuallevel interactions of actors, and can take many forms. Through these interactions, collectivelevel affordances are enacted in different ways. We detail our contribution by conceptualizing
the relationship between individual-level and collective-level usage of digital technology,
discussing the ongoing process of collective affordance enactment, and providing insights into
the organization of digital technology usage in complex and dynamic design practice.
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Figure 2.3. Configurational usage: an ongoing process of combining Configuring-in-use and Reflecting [spiral]
with repeated iteration [large arrows] between organization of individual and collective level usage of digital
technology

Our study has shown that configurational usage provides a way to understand how multiple
individual actors organize digital technology usage to realize collective-level goals. Differentiated
individual use of a pervasive digital technology has repercussions on collective digitaltechnology usage (Leonardi, 2013). Interactions of individual actors and collective-affordance
enactment have a dynamic and reciprocal relationship (Burton-Jones and Gallivan, 2007;
Nambisan et al., 2017). We deepened the understanding of this relationship by conceptualizing
how multi-dimensional and context-specific individual usage relates to collective digitaltechnology usage. We showed how a broad variety in usage by heterogeneous actors can be
categorized into technological and organizational interactions, and revealed two organizational
activities. Configuring-in-use involves actors organizing their work with that of others while
performing a collective task. Reflecting provides directions for future configuring-in-use
through the adaptation of organizational and technological tools.
We found that configurational usage is an ongoing process, in which configuring-in-use and
reflecting are repeatedly combined to enact collective affordances. We showed that enactment of
affordances is not always planned upfront (Yoo et al., 2010); rather, enactment often emerges
through changes in digital-technology usage. Enacting an affordance may require several
instances of configuring-in-use and reflecting. Our relational conceptualization of enacting
collective affordances as part of configurational usage has provided insights into the process of
reaching collective-level goals with digital technology. However, configurational usage is not a
linear path towards a single collective goal. Multiple affordances are perceived and enacting
them requires configurational usage in specific situations, e.g., one project may involve an
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emphasis on efficient use of tools, while another project may leave more room to explore new
functionalities of digital technology.
Our findings contribute specifically to the understanding of digital-technology usage in complex
and dynamic design practice. In these practices, multiple paths are performed concurrently,
through interdependent tasks in which actors need to adapt to changing technological and
organizational states-of-the-art (Boland et al., 2007). Actors interact with BIM in different ways
based on the diverse functionality provided by this digital technology. However, organizational
tools (e.g., rules and guidelines) from established digital technology can restrict variation in the
outcome of configuring-in-use with more emergent digital technology. These restrictions may
hamper (or enable) the benefits of these emergent digital technology in unforeseen ways. As
these organizational guidelines are often formalized into contracts at the beginning of long-term
projects, restrictions in variation may have far-reaching consequences. We found that one way
of organizing digital technology usage through reflecting involves the adaptation of
organizational tools. These findings underscore the importance of repeated reflection on both
established and emerging organizational tools towards use of digital technology, and of adapting
them to realize collective goals.

2.5.2 A refined conceptualization of configurational usage for studying digital innovation
Usage of digital technologies is an important phenomenon in innovation research (Burton-Jones
and Gallivan, 2007; Nambisan et al., 2017). Based on our insights on digital-technology usage,
we can refine the conceptualization of configurational usage, and improve understanding of core
processes of digital innovation. We specifically discuss three refinements: we add insights into
the application of the affordance concept, we propose to relax structural boundaries of
innovation, and we explicate an iterative multi-level focus.
First, our empirical study offers detailed insights into collective-affordance enactment applied in
dynamic and complex contexts, and shows that affordance enactment requires ongoing
organization. We have identified diverse affordances, and provided insight into the diversity
that relates to enacting these affordances (Faraj and Azad, 2012). We found many ways to enact
a collective affordance, often over the boundaries of firms, deepening understanding of how
using new digital technology can bring about innovation, and how it changes organizations and
other collectives (Nambisan et al., 2017; Yoo et al., 2012). We place emphasis on the process of
enactment, rather than focusing on the presence of a collective affordance. Collective-affordance
enactment does not necessarily lead to a state where a collective-level goal is realized or not (as
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in, e.g., Leonardi, 2013). Our study shows that configurational usage to enact collective
affordances is a form of organizing by itself. We have therefore provided an example of the
broad applicability of the affordance concept in studying digital innovation (Nambisan et al.,
2017).
Second, we propose to relax structural boundaries of digital innovation. According to Nambisan
et al. (2017), digital innovation requires rethinking the structural boundaries and sources for
innovation. Our contribution lies in an approach that allows identification of important
collectives that contain activities of configuring digital technology, which otherwise may have
been omitted. We have distinguished an individual and collective level in the usage of digital
technology. Thereby, we do not preselect traditionally interesting analytical levels, such as
project, firm, inter-organization, or industry. Our conceptualization of configurational usage is
well-equipped for studying processes of digital innovation in which structural boundaries exceed
traditionally preselected analytical levels. It still allows for studying usage in more traditional
project settings, while also capturing digital innovation in new temporal organizational
structures that rely less on the boundaries of projects or even firms (Nambisan et al., 2017).
Third, we explicate an iterative multi-level focus. Studies on digital innovation should
incorporate both individual-level and collective-level digital-technology usage. An exclusive
focus on either collective activities or individual interactions would not get to the core of digital
innovation. Digital-innovation process are generative, combinatorial, and distributed (Boland et
al., 2007; Nambisan et al., 2017; Yoo et al., 2010 Yoo et al., 2012), and it is important to trace
these phenomena to their source. People perform interdependent tasks, and these people
change how they use and organize digital technology. Someone may just tap into a new
functionality of digital technology, or work with someone from another organization with a
slightly different view on how to organize their joint use. Yet, we would also like to learn which
specific changes in policies or guidelines enable or restrict these individuals to innovate. Only by
providing detailed insights into the ongoing organization of pervasive digital-technology usage
within its specific, locally meaningful context (Orlikowski, 2000; Pentland and Feldman, 2007),
and by incorporating the individual and collective level (Burton-Jones and Gallivan, 2007; Kane
and Labianca, 2011; Kozlowski and Klein, 2000), we can capture digital innovation.
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2.5.3 Organizational implications
Actors who operate in complex and dynamic digital environments may currently feel as puzzled
about digital innovation as scholars do. We are aware that the understanding of digital
innovation and collective usage of digital technology has not advanced to a point where we can
provide concrete guidelines or design principles.
Our findings suggest that digital-technology usage comprises different organizational activities.
Therefore, organizations should not focus exclusively on either configuring-in-use or reflecting.
Rather, they should combine these activities based on actual problems and challenges that occur
in work with the usage of digital technology. Even though standards and national regulations are
developed for specific digital technologies, these standards can only serve as general
benchmarks or baselines for an organization. Users need space to configure-in-use the digital
technology in the context of specific projects that all have unique requirements and challenges.
Still, setting boundaries is needed to prevent undesirably broad perceptions of collective goals.
By reflecting repeatedly on how digital technologies are used in projects, boundaries can be
adapted in accordance with realizing a collective goal. Furthermore, our findings suggest that a
mere focus on the collective is not enough to trace how digital technology pervades
organizations. Organizations should be sensitive to changes in usage by individual actors, and
anticipate that these changes will affect how digital technology pervades the organization. By
combining configuring-in-use and reflecting, digital technology usage can be steered in complex
and dynamical practices, and hopefully managed in the (near) future.

2.5.4 Limitations and suggestions for future research
This study focused on dynamic and complex design practices, investigated by data collection in
architectural firms. Further research is needed to study whether our results extend to uses of
digital technology in complex practice outside our chosen context. However, our findings seem
likely to hold in heterogeneous and complex practice, where the usage of a new digital
technology is important for innovation.
An interesting direction of future research would be to represent the relationship between
affordances enacted in hierarchically related collectives. It would be interesting to study
outcomes in collective-affordance enactment compared to firm-level affordances and unified
project-level affordances. When affordances are enacted by actors from different firms, these
affordances will probably be enacted differently. The dynamics that emerge when these firms
start to collaborate in a project by means of digital technology can provide insights into forces
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that bridge levels of analysis, or that even break down existing organizational structures. Within
the limits of our study, we were able to identify several affordances related to different
collectives (e.g. professional roles, industry, software suppliers), although investigating them
systematically was outside the scope of this study. A comparative analysis of this sort would
require a different approach than that taken in our exploratory study.
Furthermore, future research could focus on simultaneous enactment of multiple collective
affordances, which may require further organization of interactions. Analyzing how multiple
affordances are enacted simultaneously may enable a comparison between different usages of
digital technology in terms of the strength of the collective affordances enacted. Especially when
multiple affordances are enacted by different collectives working together in an organized way,
the dynamics that emerge can provide insights into forces that steer innovation, and thus aid in
the quest for understanding digital innovation (Nambisan et al., 2017). It could be interesting to
observe collaboration between multiple parties in a specific project over time (Boland et al.,
2007). Yet the practical limitations of collecting such rich data in this type of interorganizational collaborations could be a point of attention.
Discussions with the focus group revealed that enactment of a collective affordance can be
advanced or inhibited by differences in perceived collective benefits of using digital technology.
Alternatively, the configurational-usage process can be partly determined based on a narrow
perception of a collective goal. If collaborating actors retain inaccurate and narrow implicit
affordances, digital technology may be used in counterproductive ways. Analyzing differences in
perceptions of multiple actors regarding the same collective affordance may solve another piece
of the digital-innovation puzzle.

2.6 Conclusion
This study improves understanding of the usage of pervasive digital technologies in digital
innovation. Configurational usage of pervasive digital technology is a dynamic, complex, and
multi-layered endeavor, which depends on a variety of affordance enactments that have effects
at individual and collective level. Through these enactments, benefits of technology are realized
in markedly different ways. Based on configurational usage as an ongoing process, it is expected
that BIM technology may become even more pervasive in dynamic and complex design practice
as time goes by. This expectation supports calls for additional research on the usage and
organization of digital technology as a core part of digital-innovation research (Nambisan et al.,
2017; Yoo et al., 2012). Based on insights on digital-technology usage, we refine the
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conceptualization of configurational usage to enable improved understanding of core processes
of digital innovation. We propose a refinement of the affordance concept, a relaxation of
structural boundaries of innovation, and an explicit repeated multi-level focus. By applying
these refinements in the study of organization and usage of digital technology, the potential of
configurational usage of digital technology as a core concept of digital innovation can be
unlocked.
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Dynamic problem-solution design pairing in digital innovation practice

3.1 Introduction2
New digital technologies, such as 3D-animated augmented reality and wearable technologies,
are used in organizations to purposefully change the way in which actors collaborate,
communicate and coordinate the creation of new innovative output. These digital innovations
combine extant and new technologies, and innovative activities are distributed among actors
and companies (Yoo et al. 2012). For instance, 3D-wearable technology is combined with design
software to give customers an impression of the house they may buy, before the house is built.
Because of these combinatorial and distributed characteristics of digital technology, the
boundaries between process and output of digital innovation in business practice are becoming
less pronounced (Nambisan et al. 2017). Digital innovation does not only lead to new products
and services, but also requires organizations to create new processes and practices when
innovating in an increasingly digitized world (Majchrzak, Markus, & Wareham, 2016;
Nambisan, Lyytinen, Majchrzak, & Song, 2017; Yoo, Boland Jr, Lyytinen, & Majchrzak, 2012).
The usefulness and explanatory power of extant models of innovation management in a digital
innovation context are increasingly questioned in information-systems literature, as these
models rely on a clearly demarcated boundary between process and outcome (Barrett, Davidson,
Prabhu, & Vargo, 2015; Nambisan, 2017). A new perspective is needed to understand the
dynamics at play. This perspective needs to study how digital innovation generates, forks,
merges, terminates and refines pathways of other innovations in related practice (Nambisan et
al. 2017). One way forward is seeing digital innovation as driven by a process of matching the
solution potential of digital technologies with the problems and needs of users in practice (Von
Hippel & Von Krogh, 2015). These needs are often not clearly defined upfront (Simon, 1973),
and do not yet point in a direction of some potential solution (Von Hippel & Von Krogh, 2015).
Additionally, over time these needs may change, while the solution may also change throughout
its development. This co-evolution of problems and solutions (Martinec et al., 2019) is a
dynamic phenomenon. Understanding the matching process of problem and solution requires
examining the changing relationships between user-experienced problems and digital
technologies as potential solutions (Von Hippel & Von Krogh, 2015).
However, this dynamic relationship between user needs and solution potential of digital
technology has been underexplored (Nambisan et al., 2017). There are few empirical studies that
Earlier versions of this chapter have been presented at Beta PhD Symposium in Eindhoven (2017) and
accepted for presentation at 33rd EGOS colloquium (2017). The authors of this chapter are: Luuk
Verstegen, Isabelle Reymen, and Wybo Houkes.
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provide insight into the dynamic relationship between problems in practice and the solution
potential afforded by the usage of new digital technologies (Henfridsson, Nandhakumar,
Scarbrough, & Panourgias, 2018). For example, implementation of new design software may not
only change design processes for users, but can also trigger the development of new solutions by
actors that use the output of the designs – created with this design software – to assemble a
product. While one group may develop an automated interface to import new design data,
another group may adapt its work process to adhere to requirements of the new design software
(Bailey, Leonardi, & Chong, 2010). Different local interpretations of the proposed digital
technology can even spur innovations with completely different outcomes (Boland et al. 2007).
Despite these few studies, insight is still needed in the dynamic relationship between user needs
and the solution potential of digital technology.
In this study, we address the following empirical research question: “How do problems emerge,
how are new digital technologies used as solution designs, and how are problems and solutions
paired dynamically in digital innovation?” We approach this question by studying the dynamics
of both problem and solution. Adopting a practice based view (Feldman and Orlikowski 2011),
we focus on tensions in practice to observe the emergent, ongoing, and dynamic relationship
between problem and solution, i.e., how actors’ starting to use a digital technology can constrain
or enable activities of other actors (Nambisan et al., 2017).
We explore the dynamics of digital innovation in a longitudinal ethnographic study of assembly
procedures (sometimes referred to as ‘assembly instructions’ or ‘work instructions’) in a globally
operating, high-tech, original-equipment-manufacturing company, headquartered in the
Netherlands. These assembly procedures are digital artifacts that organize the flow of design
knowledge for a new generation of machines through visual representations, work instructions,
and other descriptions of tasks that need to be performed to manufacture a machine (Carlile
2004; Ewenstein and Whyte 2009). The empirical context shows how complex interdependent
engineering practices deal with new digital technologies to innovate assembly procedures. This
case exemplifies the dynamics at play in digital innovation practice, and how these dynamics
involve pairing of the solution potential of new digital technology with problems that present
themselves in practice. The case involves groups of users with changing problems, and multiple
concurrent trajectories that develop solutions to address some of these problems. Because these
distributed problems and solutions occur in one firm, a case study approach is suitable for indepth access to events or important perspectives (Pettigrew, 1990). Moreover, a case-study
approach allows us to capture multiple perceptions on both problems and solutions
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(Henfridsson et al., 2018). Such perceptions are characteristic of digital innovation, as it is often
distributed among many different actors (Yoo, Henfridsson, & Lyytinen, 2010), and capturing
them is especially important for understanding the interaction between problems and solutions.
Our findings provide insights into emergent problems in work practice, and into attempts in
solving these problems; and they show how problems are paired with solutions in a dynamic
digital context. We identified a feedback and a structural cycle that connect four work practices
involved in assembly procedure practice. These cycles were described in formal documents, and
were well known to the involved actors. However, the two cycles relate in a non-linear and
implicit way, which creates tensions between work practices. We characterized the tensions in
terms of heterogeneity, interdependence and temporality. When tensions build up and do not
disappear, a call for action can emerge, manifesting itself in two main approaches: solving a
problematized tension, and blank sheet experimenting with new digital technologies. Pairing
activities connect tensions and solution-designs through reflection on the performance of tasks
in practice and in innovation trajectories. We found two patterns in the pairing processes: a
clarifying pattern that reflects on experiments with new digital technology and enables a more
explicit description of the tensions in practice; and a filtering pattern that reflects on the
solution potential provided by new digital technologies in practice, and enables a new course of
action in the development of the digital technology.
The findings contribute to problem solving and digital innovation literature. Our findings
contribute to problem solving literature, in which it has been stated that many problems in
business are ill-defined, and often are impossible to describe upfront (Von Hippel & Von Krogh,
2015). We question how to organize the interaction between user experienced problems and the
solution potential of digital technology (Henfridsson et al., 2018; Nambisan et al., 2017). The
findings resonate with calls for developing methods that can cope with co-evolving problems
and solutions (Martinec et al., 2019). An extended scope of problem-solving processes is needed,
covering a larger timeframe than only the development of new digital technology. Our findings
challenge the adoption of methods that reduce development time based on quick user feedback.
These novel problem solving approaches (e.g., rapid prototyping or agile development) should
also acknowledge interdependencies of users with others in work practice. Our findings also
contribute to digital innovation studies. We have empirically shown that problem-solution
design pairing can produce new insights in digital innovation practice, underlining the
importance of a new perspective – like dynamic problem-solution design pairing – on
innovation in a digital world (Henfridsson et al., 2018; Nambisan, 2017; Nambisan et al., 2017).
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We continue the paper by introducing literature on problems and solution designs. This serves
as the basis to conceptualize problem-solutions design pairing as a core process of digital
innovation. Next, we describe the used methods and the research setting, and how we theorized
the different patterns of interaction with digital artifacts. We present the findings of our analysis
and conclude by discussing how these findings contribute to the understanding of problem
solving and digital innovation, providing boundary conditions of the study, and offering
suggestions for future research.

3.2 Theoretical background: dynamic problem-solution design pairing
To study how problems emerge, how new digital technologies are used as solution designs, and
how they are paired dynamically in digital innovation, we elaborate the concepts that are
introduced by this question. The focus on problem-solution design pairing requires
conceptualization of two fundamental concepts: problem and solution-design. Firstly, we
conceptualize these concepts individually. Problems are introduced in terms of practice
dynamics, and solutions in terms of technology design and usage. Secondly, problem-solution
design pairing is conceptualized to relate both individual concepts. Finally, the dynamics in
problem-solution design pairing is presented specifically for digital innovation contexts. This
structure exposes a gap in digital innovation studies.

3.2.1 Conceptualizing problems as tensions in work practice
The first concept – problem – has received a lot of scholarly attention (Von Hippel & Von Krogh,
2015). While the concept can be applied to almost any scientific and practical field, we aim to
study problems by looking at how people experience tensions while performing their daily tasks
in work practice. Work practices in this study are formed through actions by knowledgeable
human actors, who use digital tools to perform organizational tasks (Pentland and Feldman
2007). A work practice changes over time, and it relates to other practices.
Work practices change over time, i.e., they are in constant flux as actors gain experience by
performing tasks regularly, and as they reflect on and conceptualize the tasks that they
performed (Feldman and Pentland 2003, Nelson and Winter 1982). The repeated performance
of tasks allows us to label recognizable patterns of action to describe the work practice. For
example, the repetitive action pattern of placing lines on a piece of paper using a pencil, can be
recognized and labeled as ‘drawing’. Many engineers formerly used a pencil for placing lines on
a piece of paper in their drawing practice. Over the years computers with CAD software replaced
the pencil. Yet, these engineers still label their practice as ‘drawing’. The dynamic of a practice
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can thus revolve around the use of new technological tools, and not solely involve the internal
dynamics of the action pattern.
Work practices are interdependent, because the performance of tasks often depends on transfer
of information between groups of actors. A more comprehensive insight into the problems in
practice requires studying the interdependence between different practices, which is seen as a
key component of digital innovation (Nambisan et al., 2017; Von Hippel & Von Krogh, 2015).
The interdependence between practices is especially relevant in more complex situations, where
innovation is likely to be distributed among heterogeneous collectives of actors instead of
arranged centrally (Burton-Jones and Gallivan 2007). To cope with interdependence, work
practices need to be organized. This organization can take many forms. Yet in a digital world, it
often has to do with the use of some kind of information system or other digital technologies and
tools.
The dynamics of practices and the interdependences between practices are not always explicit.
Things happen which are unforeseen (Boland et al. 2007), and perhaps unwanted. We
conceptualize these unwanted events as tensions between work practices. Tensions occur as
restrictions of repetitive actions: human actors are unable to perform a task repetitively within
the organization using technologies (Haerem, Pentland, & Miller, 2015; Pentland, Recker, &
Wyner, 2016). For a tension to become a problem, at least one actor should form a personalized
conceptualization of their experience with another practice and act on the tensions (Bailey et al.,
2010). For example, a factory operator might find herself unable to open an assembly procedure,
because she did not update the software for viewing assembly procedures, an activity that
previously happened automatically. When the factory operator perceives the tension to be
caused by another practice, she can check available organizational artifacts that describe the
interdependence of both work practices (e.g., formal processes, rules, agreements, planning
documents). This exploration does not result in full insight into a tension (Von Hippel & Von
Krogh, 2015); it only serves as a starting point to engage in a dialogue with actors from another
practice, or to formulate a problem.

3.2.2 Solution design
The other fundamental concept is solution design. We define a solution design as a proposition
for an alternative practice through the usage of new digital technology (Henfridsson et al.,
2018). In the context of digital innovation, we do not want to impose too many restrictions by
definition. For the purpose of this study a solution design requires at least: some (new) digital
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technology which is not imbricated into practice; actors that actively develop the technology;
and an intention of using the digital technology in some way in the organization. We do not
consider the products or services that a firm produces exclusively for customers and other
external entities. In the scope of our study, we search for projects, initiatives, focus groups, or
other entities that capture solution-design activities.

3.2.3 Pairing a problem with a solution-design
By defining both problem and solution-design, we can relate a solution-design to a problem that
needs to be solved. Problems and solution-designs have a natural relationship: a problem is
supposed to be solved by a solution. Ideally, tensions emerge and are described as a problem;
then, someone finds a new technology to design a solution that gets used in practice to solve the
problem (Leonardi, 2011). These technologies may become indispensable to the practice in
which they are used (Orlikowski, 2007), eventually leading to a new practice (Orlikowski, 2000).
Yet, we do not expect to find this idealized scenario in our case of digital innovation, as the
relationship between problem and solution design is dynamic (Henfridsson et al., 2018;
Nambisan, 2017; Von Hippel & Von Krogh, 2015). We view digital innovation as an open-ended
landscape of new potential solutions offered by digital technology that are paired with problems
in practice (Henfridsson et al., 2018; Nambisan et al., 2017; Von Hippel & Von Krogh, 2015).
The concept of dynamic problem-solution design pairing offers a way to describe the changing
relationship between problems and solution-designs (Nambisan et al. 2017). Thus far, digital
innovation has not been understood comprehensively. In particular, more attention is needed
for the dynamic and complex nature of digital innovation (Henfridsson et al., 2018; Nambisan et
al., 2017). In this study, we aim to capture these dynamics by searching for activities of human
actors that relate to emerging tensions, or to the design of solutions with digital technology. The
advantage of this approach, compared to linear or cyclical models of innovation, is that it may
reveal how a problem does not need to be explicated for someone to design a solution. However,
these highly needed new conceptual ideas have not been studied empirically (Henfridsson et al.,
2018; Nambisan et al., 2017; Von Hippel & Von Krogh, 2015), which is what this study will do.

3.3 Research methods
To get deeper insights in digital innovation as dynamic problem-solution design pairing
(Nambisan et al. 2017), we study how problems emerge as tensions in work practice, how new
digital technologies are used as solution designs, and how they are paired dynamically . We seek
in-depth understanding of tensions in the empirical context (Pettigrew 1990), while staying alert
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to different solution designs in the form of innovation trajectories (Nambisan et al. 2017, Yoo at
al. 2012). We followed an inductive approach, where we started from our interest in how people
use digital tools and artifacts in their daily work practice. Based on a practice perspective
(Feldman and Orlikowski 2011), we collected longitudinal data on the changing interactions of
people with digital artifacts, and on the use of digital tools to orchestrate these activities,
following ethnographic methods (Barley and Kunda 2001).

3.3.1 Empirical context
The case study is performed in an Original Equipment Manufacturing (OEM) firm that designs
and manufactures machines to produce the world’s most complex semiconductor chips. These
chips can be applied as core processors in many modern computing devices (e.g., smart-phones,
tablets, servers, game consoles). The firm faces issues with documenting the large number of
assembly procedures (more than 12,000 in 2016) for a new generation of machines. The number
of assembly procedures has been growing with over 1,000 procedures per year. All these
procedures need to be updated and maintained based on, among other things, improved
components or manufacturing processes. This way of documenting and transferring knowledge
in the firm is perceived as becoming increasingly problematic. Maintaining a practice that suits
the needs of all users, whilst operating on a global scale, is a continuous challenge. The following
description provides some insight into the challenges that arise in the practice of creation and
management of digital artifacts.
The concurrent development and production over time of a new machine forces people to revise
their routines and innovation processes to keep up with the shifting state of the art, while they
also need to operate under certain standards in order to enable the collective action of
manufacturing this machine. In this practice, machines consist of tens of thousands of
components, many of which are custom prototypes. As a new machine is developed and
produced concurrently, parts are tested, adapted, recalibrated, and retested multiple times
during manufacturing. Consequently, the processes for manufacturing the machine are
constantly evolving, together with the design objects and the assembly procedures. The
multitude of iterations in the design, production, and testing of components – on the cutting
edge of what is technologically possible – as well as the need to interface in an extremely clean
and conditioned factory, create a highly complex and dynamic environment for coordination
and innovation processes.
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Tensions are experienced on the work floor, where some people create and others use assembly
procedures. Actors perform tasks in different work practices. Engineers create designs using 3DCAD software, and translate these designs into an assembly procedure, explaining how the
design should be assembled in the factory. Components for the design are purchased, and six to
twelve months later, these components arrive at the factory. Operators use software to view the
assembly procedure in order to assemble the parts onto the machine. Other systems are used to
coordinate the interaction between designers, engineers, and operators, enabling feedback on
assembly procedures. To innovate these processes, trajectories are initiated, focusing on
performance improvements, process optimization, work flow, or completely new technology.

3.3.2 Data collection
We collected data over a sixteen-month period. In 2015, the first author talked informally with
people in the firm, and eight formal interviews with managers of innovation trajectories were
recorded and transcribed. In the second stage (2016), one author spent six months in the firm
engaged in different sub-practices. During the ethnographic study, another 29 semi-structured
interviews were recorded and transcribed, accompanied by 30 informal interviews. Field notes
cover 400 hours of observations. For triangulation purposes, 160 documents were collected
(e.g., policy documents, budgets, project plans, research agendas, project reports, process
descriptions). An overview of all data collected is given in Table 3.1.
We started our research at the level of the director of one of the factories and his advisors, who
had observed many problems that affected the operations of the factory in some way. We
contacted project managers who were performing innovation trajectories with new digital
technologies (e.g., augmented reality, virtual reality, 3D animation) to improve assembly
procedures. Eight interviews in 2015 served as initial data, enabling design of the study and
network building within the company. Based on these initial interviews, we developed a problem
statement for the factory director, and we requested access to the firm to perform an
ethnographic study. This problem statement related to the research focus: innovation
trajectories seemed sporadic, parallel, and distributed; the boundaries of these trajectories
seemed fluid, vague, and unclear in both process and output; and it was found difficult to
manage the initiatives towards a pre-determined goal. These initial contextual descriptions are
in line with the characteristics of digital innovations proposed by Nambisan et al. (2017) and
form the basis for data collection.
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To perform the ethnographic study, the first author was granted access to the factory by the
factory director, who is responsible for manufacturing the new machine. The first author
received a laptop with a user account to access the information systems of the firm, together
with an access badge to enter the buildings, and was given a desk in an engineering department.
Additionally, an advisor to the director volunteered to guide the first author through the first
weeks, which was helpful in building a small advice network inside the firm. Towards others in
the firm, the first author appeared as an employee working directly for the director of the
factory. This entry point proved to be relevant in approaching people in a variety of functions
and at different hierarchical levels of the firm. In sum, the first author was present for
approximately four weeks in operations, and four week in engineering departments. Findings
were discussed with the other authors on a weekly basis.
The first author observed interactions with assembly procedures by twenty different actors and
maintained a log book. Observed interactions ranged from writing and drawing procedures, to
solving production disturbances using analysis software. Interaction with assembly procedures
in the factory was the most important source of data. Particular observations were reflected
upon with managers from the engineering department and from the factory. Managers
expressed particular interest in insights into the interaction between people from different work
practices, and a need was explicated for managerial tools that could monitor impact of decisions
and guide decision makers on how to proceed with innovation trajectories.
During the visit, there were frequent conversations about assembly procedures between the first
author and people in the firm. Based on these conversations, interviews were planned. The
perspectives of people were quite diverse in tone and explication of tensions, so we chose to
interview those who could relate to more than one work practice, for example because they
worked in multiple departments. Interviewees were asked for a demonstration of their activities
with assembly procedures. This provided insights in the artifacts that they produced, used,
transformed, and communicated to perform their tasks. In addition to formal interviews,
informal interviews with 30 people enabled discussion of preliminary findings, and
development of ideas, of which notes were made. During early interviews, questions were asked
about the innovation trajectories in which interviewees were involved. During the site visit, we
also asked about daily activities regarding assembly procedures, and asked interviewees to
reflect on innovation trajectories in which they were involved.
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Assembly procedures are digital artifacts, and served as important data. These artifacts are seen
by the actors as important devices to transfer design knowledge from engineers and designers,
to factory operators. We used artifacts and documents to triangulate data from observations and
interviews. We hereby give partial insight in the complexity of the context. During the visit, the
first author asked to perform the easiest task that required an assembly procedure. Operators
gave the first author the task with an assembly procedure to assemble and clean a transport tray.
The assembly procedure was twenty pages long, and had references to three other documents.
Even with guidance of an experienced operator, it took more than four hours to completely
perform the task ‘by the book’, including the collection of the correct tools for cleaning and
checking the transport tray. The first author submitted three comments that identified issues
with performing the task.
Table 3.1: Overview of data collected in the study

Observations
Engineering department
Manufacturing department
Log Book
Reflections with managers
Interviews
Formal interviews
Informal interviews
Digital artifacts
Assembly procedures
Meta-information on assembly
procedures
Comments
Disturbance notifications
Project documents

4 weeks in engineering department
4 weeks in factory department

2015: 8 with project managers
2016: 29 with project managers and people from different subpractices
2016: conversations with over 30 people to informally discuss
preliminary findings, and develop ideas.
Documents describing the steps of an assembly sequence.
Information about assembly procedures, such as time
indicators of changes, who made a change, based on what
occasion.
Files that describe feedback on assembly procedures.
Reports of disturbances in production, such as observed errors.
Documents that describe aspects of innovation projects, such
as budgets, responsible actors, dependencies, risks, and time
plans.

3.3.3 Data analysis
Data analysis consisted of four steps, in order to understand – in a digital innovation context
(step 1) – how problems emerge as tensions in daily work practice (step 2), how new digital
technologies are used as solution designs (step 3), and how problems and solutions are paired
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dynamically (step 4). The results of the first step are described below, the results of the other
steps can be found in the Findings (section 3.4).
In step 1, we developed a deeper understanding of the context and described interaction
patterns with digital artifacts. Providing this information is key to grasp the complexity of the
context in which digital innovation is performed, and the struggle of people attempting to
innovate in this context. According to documents and descriptions by managers, the assembly
procedure practice is organized in four work practices with different functions and
responsibilities. A simplified overview of these work practices is given in Figure 3.1. The
assembly-procedure practice is organized such that it can distribute information within the
company to assemble a machine, whilst also respond to problems occurring in production.
Assembly procedure practice consists of four work practices that each have a specific role in
relation to assembly procedures. These work practices operate from different departments, have
their own ways of working, and use different tools. To organize collaboration between the work
practices, three different information systems are used. A procedure database contains the
assembly procedures, a comment database contains all feedback on the assembly procedures,
and a disturbance database contains all information regarding disturbances in production
caused by some kind of error in procedures.
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Figure 3.1. Overview of assembly procedure practice, relating four work practices through their interactions
with assembly procedures, comments, and disturbances

Create work practice is responsible for designing components and creating assembly procedures
that describe how components are assembled, tested, calibrated, and connected to other
components of a machine. Actors in the practice are engineers with knowledge about the
components, systems integration, technologies, production processes. These engineers use
specific design software to write procedures, which eventually get stored in the procedure
database.
Use work practice is responsible for assembling, testing, calibrating and connecting components
of a machine. Actors in the practice are operators with skills acquired in car or aircraft industries
and have most physical interaction with the machine during production. Although only small
numbers of machines are produced, these actors have much experience with performing the
assembly routines, as the machines (especially in prototype phases) are assembled and
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disassembled dozens of times to rework specific components. The activities are mostly
performed in a cleanroom factory. The operators use viewing-software to display assembly
procedures for the task they need to perform.
Support work practice is responsible for responding to disturbances that occur during
production in the factory. Actors are highly educated engineers who have much hands-on
experience and skills on specific domains of a machine. Problems are analyzed analytically and
structurally and are logged in a disturbance database. Solutions can be implemented directly, or
an advice to management is given on how to solve the problem. The latter is relevant in case
other assemblies of the machine are also affected, which is often the case.
Manage work practice is responsible for deciding on changes proposed by the other workpractices. These actors are group leaders of, for instance, a team of engineers or operators. They
use tools to analyze performance of the practice, and consequently control the assembly
procedure practice. These managers are part of the other three work practices, and connect to
other practices that are not related to assembly procedures and are thus outside the scope of this
study.
In addition to interaction in the assembly-procedure practice, we identified and analyzed eight
innovation trajectories, where each trajectory focused on the usage of new digital technology.
For instance, these trajectories include 3D-animated assembly procedures that provide
animations of the actions that operators need to perform, or virtual reality to train novice
operators in a simulator before they start working on a real-life (expensive) machine. A short
introduction to each trajectory is given in Appendix 3.A.
In step 2, we identified tensions in the work practice, based on interviews with actors in the
different work practices, and observations of the work practices. Identification of ‘things that did
not seem to go according to plan’. Most tensions were observed on the factory floor, in direct
expressions of frustration. These could immediately be discussed, providing an accurate image
of what was going on in practice. We made notes of these idiosyncratic events, and abstracted
the tensions for further analysis. Repeated reflection on new data and crystallization of the
context description eventually led to convergence towards the overview of the context (Figure
3.1) and descriptions of frustrations that related to the elements in Figure 3.1. Examples from
each work practice are presented in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2. Examples of tensions described by actors in assembly procedure practice

Example of tension from data
1

2

3

4

Tension from Create work practice:
And one option that is gone, which I find very
unfortunate, I think it was disabled by
management less than a year ago. If there was an
update in a procedure, each operator saw an
exclamation mark behind the procedure, which
they had to click to confirm. So then you just knew,
there had been an adjustment on that procedure.
Tension from Use work practice
Yes, that is one peculiar process. It can happen
that engineers want to process a comment just to
be done with it. That doesn’t mean that they found
a good solution to solve the problem underlying
the comment.
Tension from Support work practice
One of the frustrations that our people feel. That
you write and submit a comment, and then the
engineer [from create practice] doesn’t understand
what the comment is about.
Tension from Manage work practice:
The assembly procedures that we have now,
operators don’t read them. Because reading the
procedures sucks. So they just start assembling the
machine, until they don’t know what to do.

Tension related to the assembly
procedure context.
This tension describes the frustration of a
design engineer. Management disabled a
function to automatically notify
operators when an assembly procedure
had been updated.

This tension describes peculiarity that
engineers from create practice just
process comments without thinking
about whether the problem is solved for
the operator.
This tension describes frustration when a
design engineer from create practice does
not understand a comment and is
therefore not able to process a comment.

This tension describes the observations
that operators do not read the assembly
procedures, and provides an indication of
the reason why.

By relating these tensions (full list of tensions available upon request) to the assembly procedure
practice, we found two main cyclical processes, a feedback cycle (Figure 3.2) and a structural
cycle (Figure 3.3), as described in the Findings (section 3.4). We visualized the cycles by drawing
the work practices and describing the interaction between the work practices. We observed that
the two individual cyclical patterns were described in formal documents, and were known to the
involved actors. We then analyzed the tensions in relation to the two cycles, and described the
characteristics of these tensions.
In step 3, we looked for innovation trajectories that related to activities in the assembly
procedure practice, with a particular focus on innovation trajectories that could be linked to the
tensions in the work practices. Based on interviews with project managers and developers in
these trajectories, we found two main approaches: one where a tension was problematized and a
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solution was designed, and one blank-sheet approach where new digital technologies were used
based on some belief or expectation that this could improve the work practice.
In step 4, we analyzed the interface between tensions in assembly procedure practice and
innovation trajectories. We found several pairing activities. Analyzing patterns in these pairing
activities led to two key patterns, which we conceptualized in a process model, describing
dynamic problem-solution design pairing.

3.4 Findings
In this section, we present how problems emerge by describing tensions in the day-to-day
interactions with assembly procedures (3.4.1); how new digital technologies are used by
describing different innovation trajectories (3.4.2); and how they are paired dynamically by
analyzing the connection between tensions in practice and the solution potential of new digital
technologies (3.4.3).

3.4.1 Tensions in assembly procedure practice
To explore how problems emerge as tensions in work practice during business-as-usual, we
analyzed the assembly procedure practice. Based on the interaction between work practices that
are performed through the use of digital technology, we identified two main cyclical patterns: a
feedback cycle, and a structural cycle. These cycles are performed routinely in the assemblyprocedure practice (see also Figure 3.1), and many tensions relate to these cycles. We
characterized the tensions related to these cycles in terms of heterogeneity, interdependence and
temporality.
3.4.1.1 Description of feedback and structural cycle
We found two cyclical processes related to assembly procedure. We labeled the first cyclical
practice as feedback cycle, in which actors report and process comments on assembly
procedures. Three activities were observed (Figure 3.2). As an actor performs an activity, she
interacts with a digital artifact, like an assembly procedure, or a comment. The actors do not
necessarily engage in direct interactions with each other, such as face-to-face meetings or
telephone conversations. The digital artifact that is produced by an actor (e.g., a manufacturing
drawing of a machine part, made by an engineer) is stored in a procedure database (A). In due
time, another actor interacts with the digital artifact to perform a task (e.g., an assembly
operator reads the drawing to assembly some machine parts). When this operator notices an
error or possible improvement, she files a comment in a comment database (B). The engineer is
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triggered by this information system, updates the procedure, and stores the updated document
in the procedure database (C). Feedback on the initial assembly procedure is thus processed,
and leads to an updated version of the procedure.
(A) Engineer creates and releases an
assembly procedure
(B) Operator uses assembly procedure,
detects anomaly, and makes comment
(C) Engineer processes comment and
releases updated assembly procedure

Figure 3.2. Feedback cycle between Engineers (Create) and Operators (Use)

We labeled the second cyclical practice as structural cycle. In this cycle, four work practices are
involved. Figure 3.3 depicts this process, in which two activities (A, C) are identical to activities
in the feedback cycle. Yet, when assembly is disturbed, there are several additional activities. A
team of support engineers reacts to disturbances in production (D). For example, when a part is
tested and the test fails without a diagnosis specified in an assembly procedure, solvers react by
diagnosing the disturbance, providing a quick-fix, and suggesting a structural improvement plan
(E). As many of these paths occur in parallel, changes are collected and assessed by management
(F), before being pushed back to engineering to update the procedures (C).

(D) Operator uses procedure, detects
anomaly and makes disturbance
notification
(E) Solver analyzes problem, creates quick
fix, and proposes structural solution.
(F) Management reviews disturbance
notifications periodically, and decides on
follow up of proposed improvements.
Figure 3.3. Structural cycle describing interaction between four work practices

Process logs from the comment database indicated that both cycles were performed tens of
thousands of times per year, suggesting a highly complex and non-linear practice. Each machine
is an improved version of the previous one, and its manufacturing processes are changed
accordingly. For engineers, it becomes increasingly difficult to provide the right information
about the right procedure at the right time. Operators need to find this updated information
about the right procedure at the right time while assembling a machine. Given the number of
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assembly procedures (over 12,000 in 2016), and other responsibilities and priorities of the
involved actors, performing these practices does not always run smoothly, and tensions emerge.
3.4.1.2 Tensions: heterogeneity, interdependence and temporality
We observed many tensions, which were often quite vague descriptions of frustrations, or things
that were not going according to someone’s expectation. We found that tensions relate not so
much to one of the two cycles individually, as to unexpected and implicit relationships between
the two cycles. We found that tensions have one or more of the following three characteristics:
heterogeneity, interdependence, and temporality. We describe these characteristics to provide a
more generalized account of the problems that actors experience in practice.
The first characteristic is heterogeneity, which captures tensions that are related to variation in
task performance. There is substantial variation between descriptions of assembly procedures,
although assembly procedures are created according to extensive protocols and manuals that
describe how information should be represented. This includes text formatting, structuring of
text, use of pictures, references to other documents, and references to tools and materials.
Although these protocols are used, there still is some room for interpretation, both in creating
assembly procedures and in using them. An operator explains a simple example of
heterogeneity. “There is a lot of difference. One person places all his warning signs at the top
and the other places a warning sign just before a step where it’s applicable... You also have a
lot of difference in terms of buildup of procedures. It is very difficult. There is a standard, but
that standard is so extensive that no one really knows exactly what the standard is. Which
makes reading difficult.” Reading and interpreting the assembly procedures is complicated
because of this heterogeneity. Some engineers place warning logos (e.g., high voltage, dangerous
chemicals, or high pressure) collectively at the start of the procedure, and some place them at
specific actions that operators should perform. An operator thus must remember which format
is used in order not to accidently omit a safety symbol during the physical assembly.
The protocols and manuals for creating an assembly procedure are also updated. Although this
only happens sporadically (once or twice per year), this means that assembly procedures can
follow different standards. Assembly procedures are not updated by default to the most recent
state, since this would require updating thousands of procedures.
The second characteristic of observed tensions is interdependence, i.e., the need for one actor to
complete a task before another actor can proceed with a subsequent task, which is reciprocal in a
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cyclical process. Both cycles involve interdependent work practices. Some tensions arise because
actors fail to perform tasks in relations of interdependence. For example, a support engineer
describes a tension in which a carefully specified comment is rejected by design engineers from
the create work practice. “There is sometimes frustration. At times, we write a comment which
just gets rejected by a design engineer. Then we say: just contact me if you don't understand it
or if you think it is incorrect…” To make sure that a disturbance will not occur again in the
future, the engineer in create work practice depends on feedback from the support engineer to
improve the assembly procedure, while the support engineers depends on the engineer to
process this feedback in the procedure of an incident. When the comment is rejected, the
improvements are not applied in procedures for the next assembly run.
The roles in the interdependent relationships are not always clear to the actors. During
observations, an operator expressed frustration about a long conversation with the create work
practice to process a comment about an unclear assembly instruction. This was a vivid example
of a tension: "I have been talking to her about this for weeks now. It's about this beam; there
are multiple holes in it, and cables need to be attached to it. Only, I do not know how. And now
they ask me: what holes do you need to fasten it to? But that is exactly my question is to them."
Here, actors of both work practices were asking each other to provide information that they
thought the other actors possessed. In this example, the interdependence resulted in a deadlock
and frustration on the part of the operators, who could not finish their task.
The third characteristic of observed tensions is temporality. This covers tensions that are
resulting from the time constraints. For example, tensions are perceived if someone does not
finish a task on time, causing a mistake in a subsequent task. For example, a solver experiences
a tension because an engineer has not processed a comment in time, so the same incident
occurred multiple times. ”What bothers us a lot are comments that are not processed in time,
and so we need to solve the same disturbance again. And our people also say every time,
damn, assembly was stalled for half a day again, just because that design engineer simply
refuses to put in five minutes to process the comment.” From the perspective of the support
engineer, an engineer could have prevented the issue by processing the comment in time.
However, on several occurrences engineers were not able to process the comment, because they
had to wait for the right moment to gain access to the specific part in the machine. In this
example, the engineer needs to wait for the next assembly run to examine the problem, make
pictures and update the assembly procedure. This means that she needs to carefully monitor the
production schedule to pinpoint the right time for visiting the operators. Since assembly is
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performed in continuous shifts, chances are that the engineer misses the next run, and that the
same problem occurs again. ”Yes, so often you just need to wait, because you received the
comment yesterday and then the specific module is already assembled [into the machine].
Then they have to wait for the next run for me to come and examine the problem and to
process the comment.”
Analyzing the three characteristics in combination provides more insight into the complexity of
the tensions, and the dynamics that are at play in practice. Tasks within the cycles are performed
by many different persons, with different knowledge and expertise. The procedures are created
by actors in a work practice that is different from that of the ones that use them. In some
instances, information from highly specialized actors is needed to process a comment. In others,
one actor is frustrated because another actor did not process a comment on time, while this
other actor is frustrated because she needs to wait for the next assembly run to access a
machine, investigate the comment and process it.
Performances of the feedback and the structural cycle do not in themselves create tensions, but
the concurrent interdependence between the two cycles does. The feedback cycle is iterative, so
procedures can change along the way. This is necessary because every machine is a prototype,
and the parts and processes are improved with each production run. Yet structural improvement
is needed in order to plan and perform changes that affect interdependent parts of the machine.
The temporal dynamics that influence these tensions can be paradoxical: Some feedback needs
to be processed more quickly than the organization can perform structurally. Other feedback
should even be delayed, as older versions of parts in stock can cover a year of production, and an
updated procedure does not match these older parts on stock.
Concluding, we have elaborated on various tensions perceived by actors in their work practices
in relation to other work practices. These tensions are explicated in complaints and expressions
of frustration. We found that tensions have three characteristics: heterogeneity,
interdependence, and temporality. These characteristics hint towards the sources of the
tensions, although they do not provide a clear problem statement or a possible solution
direction. Some actors translate their experience of the tension into a more explicit problem
statement.
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3.4.2 Solution design
When tensions mount and do not disappear, a call for action can emerge. This manifests itself in
two main approaches. One approach is to solve a problematized tension, for example from
within a work practice by implementing policy changes. Another approach is to take a blank
sheet and start using new digital technologies.
3.4.2.1 Designing a solution to solve a problematized tension
We observed several attempts at resolving a tension. We describe two examples of these
activities, where interventions were performed to resolve a tension, following problem solving
processes. These examples show us that tensions are typically only partially captured in problem
statements; in particular, these statements do not account for all work practices. Additionally, a
problem solving approach does not cover all characteristics of tensions in a solution design. This
type of problem solving therefore has limitations.
One example of this problem solving approach is an attempt to ‘fix the practice’. The goal of this
attempt was to solve all problems in one specific assembly procedure, by adhering completely to
the firm’s formal protocols. An operator made sure that actors from all four work practices
developed ‘the perfect assembly procedure’. This should serve as a benchmark for others and set
the standard for assembly procedure creation. However, even with these experienced people
working together on a single assembly procedure, the results were disappointing. After the
assembly procedure was created, it was tested on an unexperienced operator, who did not
produce better results or make fewer mistakes by using the ‘perfect procedure’. This attempt
shows the difficulties in resolving tensions through a problem solving approach, as tensions are
not captured fully in problem descriptions. The tensions are experienced in practice. Resolving
them on paper therefore is not sufficient.
Figure 3.4 summarizes the second example, where management implemented policy changes to
resolve a problematized tension. A Key Performance Indicator (KPI) was installed, forcing
engineers from create work practice to process comments within two weeks. The KPI seemed to
do its job, because the number of comments decreased, and the processing time was reduced.
However, this KPI had several side effects. From the operator perspective, comments were not
processed satisfactorily, and issues often remained unsolved. Engineers rushed through
comments, so they did not appear in ‘the red zone’ based on low scores on the KPI. This resulted
in operators being less inclined to submit comments and provide feedback on the procedures, as
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they did not see the benefits of investing their time in reporting a comment. The new KPI
measured the number of comments per creator, which improved a lot, while the quality of the
procedures decreased, also because less new comments were submitted by operators. So it
appeared that the temporality of the tension was affected, but at the price of shifting frustrations
towards heterogeneity (difference in quality) and interdependence (comments not processed).
In this example, not all characteristics of the tensions were included in the problem solving
approach.

(1) Complaints about comments not being processed.
(2) Management installed new policy with KPI, enforcing short processing times of comments
(3) Performance of the practice (feedback cycle) continued in parallel to reflection.
(4) Comments were made and processed (feedback and structural cycle) with the new policy.
(5) More and more complaints were reported and it was documented that comments were being
processed with lower quality.
(6) Tensions kept mounting as fewer comments were reported, and the quality of comment
processing decreased. Yet the performance of the practice seemed to improve due to the new
KPI.
Figure 3.4. Articulating problems and pairing with potential solution designs

3.4.2.2 Using new digital technology as potential solution
The second approach that we found, a blank sheet approach, is to start using new technology
that may be beneficial to assembly procedure practice. We found and analyzed eight technology
trajectories that were introduced to the assembly procedure practice. We elaborate two of them.
Generally, we found that both tensions and solution designs changed, so solution designers
aimed at a moving target, and their design iterations may have only limited impact on the
resolution of tensions.
In the first trajectory of digital technology – “Wearable devices” – a project was started to
remove the need for operators to carry around their laptop while assembling a machine (Figure
3.5). Carrying a laptop proved to be difficult when the machine was at final assembly stages, in
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which four or five people needed to climb the machine in order to assemble a part. At one
instance during observation, a laptop ran out of battery, and an operator needed to stop
performing his task, charge the battery, and continue an hour later. The main idea of the
trajectory was that wearable technologies could prevent such problems. During a first
experiment, operators were enthusiastic about wearing Google Glass, although in the end they
did not want to do all the extra activity for the sake of wearing it. All other tasks (e.g., email,
administration in SAP, and even searching for a procedure to upload to Google Glass) still
required a computer, so the laptop still had to be carried around most of the time.
Operators were, however, enthusiastic about a particular function afforded by the wearable
devices, namely that of ‘live-support’. When operators experienced a problem, wearing Google
Glass enabled them to call an engineer, show the problem as it occurred, and look for a solution
together. This led to a redesign of the project, where the wearable-technologies project was
changed to using a webcam with a long USB cable. In parallel, new experiments started with
small tablet computers, affording somewhat similar functionality as Google Glass, yet adhering
more to the standard way of presenting information on a screen with usable proportions.

(1) Complaints from use practice
(2) Project is initiated
(3) A prototype is developed
(4) Users get demonstration and experiment with prototype
(5) Users provide feedback based on their experience with prototype
(6) A plan to change the prototype into an improved version is presented
(7) The plan is executed
(8) The improved prototype is implemented in the two sub-practices
Figure 3.5. Solution design through innovation trajectories - Wearable Devices

In a second trajectory of digital technology – “3D-animated assembly procedures” (Figure 3.6),
a project was initiated to encompass the transition from 2D to 3D animated assembly
procedures. A project leader for 3D-animated procedures describes the potential of the
technology. “We expect that this is the future, because it generates a lot. Think of [decreased
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manufacturing times] by shortening the production time of the engineers and by improving
the quality delivered. We also think that the 3D procedures will be less frequently commented
on, making rework less necessary.” In the trajectory of 3D-animated assembly procedures, a
prototype was developed and experiments were performed. This was done by taking an existing
assembly procedure from engineering and make an exact 3D copy. This prototype procedure
covered small interactive videos, which captured how several mechanical parts should be
assembled and calibrated. During and after the experiment, several meetings were hosted with
engineers, operators, and managers to present findings and collect feedback on the developed
prototype. This mostly led to the realization that implementing this proposed technology would
lead to an extreme investment in engineering or IT-resources, which was impossible to realize
for the organization. The trajectory was terminated: “The technology was not ready. We were
not ready. Implementing this technology will cause mayor resource investments, it’s just not
realistic.”

(1) Complaints were reported
(2) A project was initiated
(3) Resources from Create practice were claimed to develop a prototype of the solution
(4) Feedback from operators is collected in a workshop with the prototype
(5) An experiment is initiated where the prototype was applied to one case
(6) Factory management asks about findings and experience of create and use practice
(7) Project manager reports results of the experiment to factory management
(8) The project is killed
Figure 3.6. Solution design through innovation trajectories - 3D-Animated Assembly Procedures

Figure 3.5 and 3.6 provide schematic overviews of the two trajectories over time. Every
important activity in the innovation trajectory that relates directly to the assembly procedure
practice is listed. Experiments with new technology on the work floor are marked with arrows
from the innovation trajectory to the affected practice. Input for the innovation trajectory,
provided by actors from a work practice, is marked with an arrow in the opposite direction.
Trajectories often did not attempt to solve a particular problem, but were started from a general
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sense of urgency. For example, the use of 3D-animation technology (Figure 3.6) was not linked
to any specific problem, but was expected to cause higher-quality instructions, and thereby
reduce the number of feedback-cycle performances. Potential solutions were often inspired by
what actors had seen outside of their work practice. Several actors described the solution
potential of augmented reality, which was based on stylized videos from companies like BMW or
Airbus. These videos give artist’s impressions of the potential use of augmented reality in an
exemplary production environment. And although the designed solution did not work in the
end, it did inspire development and efforts to improve work practice by validating the use of
specific features (webcam) of the solution.
So, taking a problem solving approach does not always capture tensions from all involved actors,
nor does it always capture all three characteristics of tensions. When new solutions are
designed, the actual implementation in practice can turn out differently than expected, as some
features of a solution work better than others. Therefore, we need to examine the relationship
between problems and solutions in more depth.

3.4.3 Reflective pairing of tensions with digital technology
The previous sections presented insights in the emergence of tensions and possible approaches
to new solution designs containing new digital technology. We found that tensions can change
over time, and that – partly as a result of these dynamics – attempts to solve problems do not
always lead to satisfactory outcomes. In this section, we describe how tensions and solutions are
connected by taking a problem-solution design pairing perspective. We identified two main
patterns that are relevant to digital innovation.
3.4.3.1 Activities of pairing
Pairing represents a process where a tension that arises in practice is connected to a solution.
This connection does not have a particular order, and does not have a specific sequence. The
pairing process is reflective, involving reflection on the performance of tasks in practice and
innovation trajectories. Additionally, it provides new courses of action. Examples of these
actions are: terminating a trajectory because it did not solve a problem; writing a project
proposal to attain budget for a trajectory; refining the scope of a new solution; or testing a
solution in practice.
Pairing often occurred in meetings where managers of trajectories reported on the progress, and
other actors could share their view on this performance. Decision makers were also present to
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determine follow-up actions. For example, during a four-hour session, we observed how actors
from different work practices were invited to provide their feedback on 3D-animated assembly
procedures, and external experts explained specific choices in the design of the solution. The
analysis of the observed patterns in these reflective processes produced two findings, which are
presented next.
3.4.3.2 Solution design clarifying tensions
One found pattern is that a solution design clarifies tensions in practice. We found four ways in
which a tension could be clarified. First, trying a solution design from an innovation trajectory
can clarify a tension that was not described or perceived before. One reflection covered the
guideline to which the 3D-animated instructions should adhere. It provided clarification
regarding the extensive guidelines that describe how work instructions should be written. "The
engineer decides on how to write the procedure, but he will need to empathize with the
operator. I think that if you would like to create a guideline, you cannot capture it with words.
But the guideline should consist of visual examples: this is okay, and that is not. I think I would
do it like that. I don’t think I can write a definition of what is allowed and what is not" Here,
the interdependence between engineer and operator through work instructions was being
documented in the protocols. However, during the many experiments and reflection sessions
with both engineers and operators, it gradually became clear that a better description would not
resolve the tension, as no single definition could resolve the heterogeneous interpretation of the
protocol. The guidelines only focused on written instructions. The tension could not be resolved
only with better guidelines for writing, as the guideline for visualization of an instruction was
also important, yet omitted in the initial solution design.
A second way in which tensions can be clarified is by revealing characteristics of tensions that
previously were not described. A project manager in the 3D-animated trajectory was initially
convinced of the solution potential of animated assembly procedures. Throughout the trajectory,
he revised his perspective on the potential of this solution to resolve tensions. "Well, what I've
been starting to ask myself along the way - because I was really convinced that an animated
movie is the best way to communicate. - I think this still true basically. I just wonder if that is
also the need of the operator. ... Because an animated movie is still kind of slow… is just too
slow." So, the initial tension focused on the procedures containing too much text and needing
more graphical information. Throughout the process, it became clear that the graphical
information could not be quickly accessed by the operator when it was needed. Although a video
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consists of useful graphical information, it may take too much time to watch it during assembly.
The temporality of the tension thus became more apparent throughout the solution design
process.
A third way of clarification is a more precise identification of the scope or context of the tension.
For instance, it became clear in the trajectory of wearable devices that some tensions focused
only on complex procedures. “In the clean room they really used this [wearable technology] for
an instruction. Yes, they were pretty positive about that. They said: for the standard procedure
I really only look at the screen quickly. And then I know what it is all about. Then I don't need
any further instruction... But for the more complex procedures, it should be step by step. Yeah,
they found it pretty okay, actually.” Based on these insights, a solution design could be focused
more precisely on these complex procedures. This clarification pattern is important, because it
can provide valuable information on the impact of the solution design. We observed that
projects were terminated because too many engineering resources would be needed to
implement a solution. However, tensions might not relate to a subset of complex procedures,
which means that a more restrictive scope of this solution design, requiring fewer resources, is
called for.
Finally, experimentation can introduce new tensions. We observed how actors experimented
with work instructions on tablets as part of the wearable devices trajectory, and over the course
of two weeks a tension emerged: “What they have done eventually: you're working on your
laptop. Then you get your assembly procedure number [from the production information
system]. Then type it into your tablet and it will appear. So you have to flip between two
systems [laptop and tablet]. So if you want introduce Google Glass, the same applies there.
Then you want it to be just that one system. That you can work 95 percent of the time one the
same system. Not that you should be toggling between a laptop or something else.” The
addition of a mobile solution does provide much better mobility, yet it introduces an
interdependence between the new digital technology and the current use of laptops for other
activities in the assembly process. Thus, this tension was described as a requirement for the
solution designers that were working on Google Glass and other wearables.
Concluding, the clarifying pattern is important for identifying emergent and hidden parts of
tensions. Insights in the tensions provides decision makers in the pairing process with
information on how to proceed with potential solutions.
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3.4.3.3 Pairing helps filtering solution-designs
The second pattern captures how pairing can filter the digital technologies. A prominent
example of filtering is terminating an innovation trajectory, but we observed other filtering
outcomes than this drastic one. We found three ways in which technology is filtered by the
pairing process.
First, we found adaptation of requirements of the solution design. For the wearable devices
trajectory, we observed that in the pairing process, the requirements of mobility were adapted
based on the experiment. The experiment showed that actors were not willing to operate both a
laptop and a wearable simultaneously. So, for the wearables to become successful, the tablets
needed to perform more functions, so that operators would not need to switch between systems.
“So I've made it all very clear... if you want to use this new technology, it has to be complete. So
you can actually spend your entire working day on it. That is the essence. So for example for
[the viewing software], which we use for viewing these procedures, we would developt
something that works on a tablet. Including SAP login and that kind of business. We estimated
it would cost half a million or so. For something we actually already have on the laptop. ... So
that's a substantial investment. While, in the end, you actually find that we just want a more
mobile laptop.” In this example, the requirement was examined in the trajectory with the IT
organization, which estimated a required budget for implementing the requirement. As the
investment for this requirement was found to be significant, management decided not to pursue
further development of the solution.
In a second form of filtering, selection of technological functions of solution design can be done
on deeper levels. For example, although the wearables experiment created new tensions, the
operators were enthusiastic about a particular function afforded by wearables, namely the ability
of ‘live-support’. When they discovered an issue in assembly, they were able to call an engineer
to get live feedback on the issue. This led to a redesign of the technology, where the wearable
devices project was changed to using a webcam with a long USB cable.
A third form of filtering involves establishing new links with other solution designs. Actors from
multiple trajectories described links between different solutions, and described their views on
how these were integrated into the same trajectory. The project manager from 3D-animated
assembly procedures: "But, what should assembly procedures look like in the end? ... well,
actually what PLC [other innovation trajectory] has already developed. They work with
automated inputs and outputs, with sensors, although you have to program everything. So
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that I find yes, I think that is again one bridge too far." As multiple innovation trajectories
relate to the same tension, opinions on the solution potential of other digital technologies are
formed. Through these links, trajectories with too little budget found ways to integrate their
digital technology into another trajectory that had higher budgets and more development
resources and that had already built a usage base in practice.
In conclusion, we found two patterns in the reflective process of problem-solution design
pairing: clarification of tensions and filtering of technologies. These patterns capture the
generation, forking, merging, termination and refinement of digital technology pathways, a key
phenomenon in digital innovation (Nambisan et al. 2017). These patterns are responsive to the
emergence of tensions in practice and solution designs with new digital technologies. The
clarifying pattern reflects on experiments with new digital technology and enable a more explicit
description of the tensions in practice. The filtering pattern reflects on the solution potential
provided by new digital technologies in practice, and enable new courses of action in developing
digital technology.

3.5 Discussion
In this study, we aim to get more insights into how problems emerge, how new digital
technologies are used as solution designs, and how problems and the solution potential of
technologies are paired dynamically in digital innovation. These insights are needed, because
previous studies only focused on the dynamics of practices itself (e.g., Deken et al. 2016) or on
the use of a technology (e.g., Leonardi 2011). Because digital innovation has different
characteristics than more linear innovation, new perspectives are needed (Henfridsson et al.,
2018; Nambisan et al., 2017). This paper describes dynamic problem-solution design pairing as
a concept to understand the sporadic and parallel nature of digital innovation. We integrate the
findings into a process model, and provide directions for proceeding into studying digital
innovation.
The process model (Figure 3.7) illustrates how the dynamics in practice create tensions and
problems, and it shows responses towards tensions in the form of solution designs. This model
provides insights into how dynamics of the practice influence solution designs, and vice versa.
This occurs through a reflective cycle, which connects dynamic practice with the solution
potential of digital technology.
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Figure 3.7. Process model of problem-solution design pairing in digital innovation

3.5.1 Navigating problem-solution designs
Our findings contribute to the understanding of digital innovation processes. Problem solving
literature has stated that many problems in business are ill-defined, and often are impossible to
describe upfront (Von Hippel & Von Krogh, 2015). We found that tensions are experienced as
restrictions of repetitive actions, and that these tensions are characterized by interdependence,
heterogeneity, and temporality. Processes related to problem definition, or problem evolution
should take into account these properties when attempting to describe or analyze a problem.
While one property is often included in problem descriptions, we found that this may occur at
the price of overlooking the other two. Moreover, these properties retain their importance after
a solution has been implemented. Users may experience equally large or larger tensions after
using a new digital technology, which can negatively affect the solution potential. This finding
does not mean that the tensions should be made fully explicit, as the context may be too
complex to oversee.

Additionally, we question how to organize the interaction between user needs and solution
potential of technology (Henfridsson et al., 2018; Nambisan et al., 2017). Our findings show two
ways of initiating developments of new digital technologies. First, developments are initiated
based on a problem description. We see that this approach often does not – or cannot – fully
capture the tension that it tries to solve, and that the solution may not address those properties
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of the problem that are not identified in the problem-solving process. Second, development may
be started just on the basis of high expectations regarding the solution potential, without an
explicit description of the problem to be solved, i.e. via innovation trajectories. Both approaches
have their limitations as each focuses on either the problem or the solution.
The findings resonate with calls for developing methods that can cope with co-evolving
problems and solutions (Martinec et al., 2019). In a complex network of interdependent actors,
it remains challenging to design a solution for a specific problem, also because the problem and
the solution change over time (Henfridsson et al., 2018). An extended scope of problem-solving
processes is needed, to cover a larger timeframe than only the development of new digital
technology. This may enable detection of emerging tensions, and allow for iteration of solution
designs.
Finally, we challenge the adoption of novel problem solving approaches (e.g., rapid prototyping
or agile development) in complex engineering practices that reduce development time based on
quick user feedback since this overlooks unknown interdependencies with other actors. These
approaches focus on developing a Minimal Viable Product (MVP) for quick user feedback and
several interactions between developers and users in short time intervals (sometimes called
sprints). These interactions serve as input for iterations in the design. Quick user feedback could
provide information about the tensions experienced by users, so that developers can focus on
solutions for the user’s needs (Von Hippel & Von Krogh, 2015). Our findings show that some of
the tensions emerge because a solution design affects interdependent actors in ways that are
unknown to, and unforeseeable for, these actors – for instance because of the dynamics in this
interdependence. In such settings, rapid prototyping may produce negative outcomes, because a
quick prototype solution introduces new problems for others. However, increasing the time
between interaction, as is recommended by traditional innovation models (Henfridsson et al.,
2018; Nambisan et al., 2017), can lead to even more tenuous connections between problems and
solutions. So, as digital innovation is dynamic and complex, focusing on speed is only part of the
equation. One course of action could be to first remove the interdependencies, decreasing
possibilities for new emergent tensions, caused by unforeseen side effects of a prototype solution
design. Interdependence is an important part of digital innovation, and should be incorporated
into digital innovation management approaches.
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3.5.2 Dynamic problem-solution design pairing in digital innovation
Our findings underline the importance of a new perspective on digital innovation (Henfridsson
et al., 2018; Nambisan, 2017; Nambisan et al., 2017). In particular, we have shown that
problem-solution design pairing can produce new insights in digital innovation. Our analysis of
the pairing processes in the case revealed a broad variety of processes and outcomes of solution
designs, even within a single firm. Some digital technologies did not solve any problems that
were experienced in practice. The outcomes of solution design trajectories are difficult to predict
when a trajectory is under way. This resonates with previous studies that describe digital
innovation as distributed, combinatorial and generative (Nambisan et al., 2017; Yoo et al., 2012,
2010). In the complex case that we studied, taking a problem-solution design-pairing
perspective produced two findings that improve our understanding of digital innovation.
Firstly, experimenting with new digital technologies may lead to clarification of the tensions
experienced in practice. These experiments allowed for reflection on the work practice with the
new digital technology. This often triggered users to think about their current work practice, and
to consider whether and to what extent the new digital technology really improved their work.
Previous studies emphasized the dynamics of practice (Deken, Carlile, Berends, & Lauche, 2016;
Feldman, Pentland, D’Adderio, & Lazaric, 2016). Our analysis shows that, by reflecting only on
the dynamics of practice without offering and experimenting with new solution potential,
tensions may remain hidden.
Secondly, pairing tensions with potential solutions may serve as a filtering mechanism for new
digital technology. The solution potential of new digital technology is often not clearly defined
from the outset (Dorst & Cross, 2001; Henfridsson et al., 2018; Nambisan, 2017). Pairing the
potential solution with a problem enables a deeper understanding of the solution potential, and
of the digital technology itself. Digital technology can contain many features that may afford or
constrain users in their work practice (Leonardi, 2011). Repeated and increasingly detailed
reflection on the solution potential of digital technology can help innovators to choose specific
features and design solutions that focus on a specific problem.
In combination, these findings suggest that problem-solution design pairing processes should
focus on multiple problems and solution designs. If a solution does not solve a particular
problem, pairing this solution with other problems in other practices may produce better
results. When an experiment with new digital technology does not solve the particular problem,
a linear perspective would probably classify the project as a failure (Von Hippel & Von Krogh,
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2015). From a dynamic problem solutions design perspective, the project could still generate
valuable insights in the problems that users experience, and into what the technology can or
cannot solve. These insights would then provide opportunities to make better pairs. Problemsolution design pairing is best understood as a continuous process that enables reflection on the
problems of actors going about their work practice, and that guides design of new digital
technology.

3.5.3 Practical implications
Problem solvers, solution designers, and digital innovators are faced with situations in which
user needs are difficult to observe, change over time, and are interdependent on the needs of
other users that operate in related work practices. As the outcome of digital innovation is
difficult to predict and is indeterminate, it remains difficult to guide practitioners in making
decisions on how to manage digital innovation. New digital technologies should not be seen as
the answer to every business question around. The findings in this paper provide valuable
insights in digital innovation, helping to understand why current innovation methods are not
adequate to solve problems in practice. Even when many resources are available and everyone in
the practice agrees that improvements are needed, no actor may have sufficient oversight over
the practice, let alone its dynamics. Only over time, by using and experimenting with new digital
technology, problems in daily work practice may be clarified. New problems are also created by
these new digital technologies, so innovation processes should not stop when one problem in
practice is solved. With this work we have provided a first step in understanding digital
innovation by showing how needs of users in practice and new digital technology are linked and
influence each other.

3.5.4 Boundary conditions and future research directions
The study was performed in a single high-tech original equipment manufacturing organization.
The results may be expected to hold in other dynamic contexts where many different practices
need to interact by using digital technology in an orchestrated manner. Examples of these
contexts include architecture, product design, and other settings where innovation and
collaboration are required with the use of new digital technologies such as 3D printing and
augmented reality.
We propose three directions for future research. First, we suggest analyzing different
innovation trajectories over time, to look for converging or diverging pathways. This could
create even deeper insights in how digital innovation generates, forks, merges, terminates and
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refines pathways of other innovations in related practice (Nambisan et al. 2017). Second, we
suggest to study the interaction between work practices in other innovation contexts. The case
firm from this study is highly dynamic and complex, meaning that a lot of tensions are
experienced by many different people. It would be interesting to contrast with this other cases,
in which tensions emerge more gradually, or in which a single digital technology is used in
multiple firms. This may create more insight in the specific steps that actors take in pairing
problems with digital technologies. Third, we suggest to observe digital innovation processes
that affect relationships between actors at different companies. Analyzing these situation could
provide hints in how digital technologies impact value creation and capturing processes
(Henfridsson et al., 2018).
Future research along these directions could also help in further crystallizing the process model,
in providing insights in how digital innovation moves about different contexts, and in providing
more practical tools of orchestrating digital innovation (Nambisan et al. 2017). At the same time,
as digital technologies create such variable outcomes in practice, narrowing down the model
may not benefit our understanding of the complexities and dynamics that relate to digital
innovation.
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Appendix 3.A
Table 3.3. Overview of innovation trajectories
Trajectory Title
3D animated
assembly
procedures

Electronics
assembly
procedures
Wearable devices

Virtual Reality

Production Line
Control

Bill of Materials

Procedure
Lifecycle
Management
Measurement and
prediction project

Solution design proposed to assembly procedure practice
Work instructions will be presented in animations/ movies.
 A pilot project was started to research the possibilities of animated work instructions.
 A technology partner is selected, supporting the project team in developing a
prototype.
 The prototype is presented to operators. Generally positive feedback.
Project terminated when engineering costs turned out to increase with 500%.
Generate procedures from information right from the source.
 A small project was started with few engineers.
 Several procedures were modified to fit with a new corporate technology.
The solution does not solve the problems of the operators working in the factory.
Use Google Glass, tablets or other wearable interface to have information present always
for the operator.
 A pilot was started with several operators.
 Feedback from the pilot was used to improve the solution.
Project terminated after corporate IT was unable to support.
Technology to create 3D model of machine and have users interact wearing goggles.
 A location was setup to inform interested colleagues.
 Tests were done
Applicability for training novice operators was lower than expected.
Use highly controlled environment to ensure correct performance of each assembly step.
 A firm was acquired that implemented a system, solving several assembly problems.
 Project formed to translate the existing system to the main factory.
 Large pilot project is prepared to assembly critical module through this principle.
Serious doubts emerge from different groups whether this project is applicable in their
environment.
Create a system to provide information that is always accurate.
 Architecture created through designing requirements.
 A technology partner is selected based on proven technology.
 Processes and practices are redesigned from scratch.
The whole trajectory remains disconnected from practice.
Create tool to manage the status of information over time.
 Problems were discussed and a plan was made to solve them.
 A custom tool was developed, solving this specific problem.
Usability and maintenance of the tool are far from optimal.
Create tool to predict the performance of a procedure.
 A pilot experiment is prepared to validate the tools abilities during real assembly
work.
Experiment yields disappointing results, as the designed tool was unable to predict
performance of practice.
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Design-use interdependence: A process framework of orchestrating digital innovation

4.1 Introduction3
The process of combining new digital technologies with existing tools, artifacts and processes to
create innovative business output is defined as digital innovation (Nambisan, Lyytinen,
Majchrzak, & Song, 2017; Yoo, Boland Jr, Lyytinen, & Majchrzak, 2012). Digital innovation is
shifting, reshaping or blending all sorts of boundaries: between products and services (Barrett,
Davidson, Prabhu, & Vargo, 2015), outcomes and processes of innovation (Nambisan, 2017),
and even between human and artificial actors. For example, new visualization and information
technologies have transformed how humans design, construct, and utilize buildings, products,
and organizations (Boland, Lyytinen, & Yoo, 2007). Innovation pathways in a digitized world are
different from traditional innovation, as digital pathways are forking, merging, and terminating
in a sporadic and parallel way (Nambisan et al. 2017).
Digital technologies are embedded into interrelated business practices, where actors rely on
each other’s performance to design valuable business proposals. These business ecosystems
(Kumaraswamy, Garud, & Ansari, 2018) or open-ended landscapes (Henfridsson,
Nandhakumar, Scarbrough, & Panourgias, 2018) enable design of novel products and services,
which provide solutions to user-needs (Yoo, Henfridsson, & Lyytinen, 2010). While this
provides many new opportunities for businesses, the interdependence between design and use
in an open-ended landscape also poses new challenges. These opportunities and challenges
require new theories and tools to support orchestration of digital innovation (Henfridsson et al.,
2018; Kumaraswamy et al., 2018; Nambisan et al., 2017).
Especially the involvement of users has been identified as a key feedback mechanism and often
serves as a way to improve products and services in the development process, and for the
addition and change of features and functionality (Martinec et al., 2019). In the open-ended
landscape of digital innovation, new combinations are created in both the design and use of
digital artifacts, “where use is no longer a discrete act, but is about actively selecting resources of
an offering and configuring them with other resources, or even rethinking their usages and
purpose.” (Henfridsson et al., 2018). Users may use digital tools for different purposes, and with
different experiences (Leonardi, 2013). Designers need to interpret use in order to redesign their
offering to the user. Through these concurrent interacting paths of use and design, value is
created and captured for organizations (Henfridsson et al., 2018). Holmström (2018) developed
a conceptual framework to investigate how interactions between design and use shape digital
3
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innovations, in which he acknowledges the complexities of the interactions between humans
and digital artifacts. Empirical studies have yet to be performed in order to develop much
needed insights in how designers and users create and capture value interdependently in digital
innovation (Henfridsson et al., 2018). Additionally, while the intersection of design and use is a
fundamental part of digital innovation, it has not been studied from a perspective that matches
the properties of digital products.
We performed an empirical study focusing on the interdependency between design and use, by
developing a process framework of orchestrating digital innovation. This framework is based on
a performative view, which “conceives innovation as being implicated in the sayings and doings
of the various actors involved. This perspective acknowledges the indeterminacy and openness
of an ongoing process, and the futility of trying to control it by using linear approaches such as
the stage-gate model” (Garud, Gehman, Kumaraswamy, & Tuertscher, 2016) (p.456). Actors
who want to orchestrate digital innovation, are not guided in their actions with an overview of
an innovation network or system, or a prediction of outcomes (Kumaraswamy et al., 2018). In
contrast, a performative perspective is geared towards future action based on a reflection of past
and present (Garud, Gehman, & Tharchen, 2017) (p.456). Instead of following discrete stagegates, actors “strategically mobilize events from the past, present, and future in pursuit of their
projects and initiatives. The context is not given. Rather, actors contextualize innovations by
creating, strengthening, or breaking linkages between social and material elements” (Garud et
al., 2016) (p.456). Actors who embrace this performativity are more likely to experiment and
pro-actively engage in new phenomena that digital innovation produces, learning and adapting,
and therefore limiting errors that a predictive approach introduces (Kumaraswamy et al., 2018).
In this paper, we seek to answer the following question: “How do innovators with digital
technology orchestrate the reciprocal relationship between design and use over time in complex
engineering practices?” We empirically investigate two cases of complex engineering practice:
one of architectural design firms and one of a high-tech original equipment manufacturing firm.
All studied firms pursue innovation in a digital world, and need to innovate their design and
manufacturing processes. They are different in the way designers and users are related over
time. We compared these cases based on how digital technologies are used and designed in
everyday work practice. A polar-type research design enabled us to capture both the key
differences and commonalities towards organizing the design-use relationship (Pettigrew,
1990). We searched for interdependences between design and use by looking at different
activities that actors perform in their everyday interactions with digital technologies.
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The key finding relates to a phenomenon that we label intertemporal interdependence, meaning
that two actors rely on each other throughout a temporally extensive process. Actors in both
cases deal differently with this interdependence when pursuing digital innovation. We label
their different approaches configurational usage and need-solution pairing. Innovators are
coping with design-use interdependence differently in an attempt to steer innovation towards a
somewhat desirable situation (Nambisan et al. 2017). Both configurational usage and needsolution pairing have a distinct focus and therefore affect innovation differently. Configurational
usage is suited for situations in which extant rules dictate the pace of innovation. This requires
specific and repeated reflection on both design and use, and on the extant rules in order to
manage a matching of use and design paths. Need-solution pairing is suited for connecting the
solution potential of digital technology to the needs of interdependent users, who collectively
collaborate to innovate. Need-solution pairing recognizes that digital innovation is not a matter
of selecting the right technology, or of implementing a technology in the right way, but a matter
of the emergent needs and how digital technology can fulfill this need.
We integrate these findings into a process framework that describes the two approaches of
dealing with design and use for digital innovation, and connects them based on intertemporal
interdependence. The framework helps to apply configurational usage and need-solutions
pairing as potential approaches to deal with innovation in complex engineering practices. By
focusing on the intertemporal interdependencies between design and use, and explicating how
orchestrating activities shape this relationship, we reply to the request of the digital innovation
research agenda that identified orchestration as a potent way to perceive digital innovation
(Nambisan et al. 2017). The relationship between designer and user should be managed over
time. We show how configurational usage and need-solution pairing can be applied, and when
to switch between the two.
We contribute to digital innovation literature by proposing an approach to deal with
intertemporal interdependence when pursuing digital innovation. We indicate how to
orchestrate between configurational usage and need-solution pairing. This navigation (or
orchestration) is based on the reciprocal relationship between design and use of digital
technology, with respect to the relational and temporal aspects that influence this relationship.
We also extend literature on design management by explicating the importance of an
interdependent relationship between design and use, opposed to the presumed dependence of
users on designers. Design is an important aspect of digital innovation, but so is use. Although
design studies have stressed the dependence of use on design, they often do not acknowledge the
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importance of interdependencies between design and use. Value creation and capture
mechanisms in design-related industries have been fundamentally reshaped by digital
innovation, and specifically through new design-use relationships. Our findings suggest that
designers should reflect on use experiences, and that these designers additionally should reflect
– together with users - on design activities. This is conceptually and practically different from
co-creation, and may provide a new direction for studying design in a digital world.

4.2 Theoretical motivation: a process framework of design and use
To improve understanding of the dynamic relationship between use and design, we propose a
process framework. A key component of this framework is the reciprocal relationship between
design and use of digital technology, which we conceptualize first. Then, we discuss the designuse relationship over time, and conceptualize orchestration of the design-use relationship.

4.2.1 Reciprocal relationship between digital technology design and use
The first part of the relationship is use, which has been an important concept in information
systems and organization literature (Yoo et al., 2012). We aim for a deep understanding of the
actual use phenomenon. By focusing on use, we develop a transparent analytical basis
(Pentland, Pentland, & Calantone, 2017), which is required for advancing the field of digital
innovation (Gaskin, Berente, Lyytinen, & Yoo, 2014). Digital technologies are used differently by
different people (Parmentier & Mangematin, 2014), which means that practices diverge, and
tensions between users differentiate as well. As technologies perform differently in different
practices, a solution design is often only viable in specific contexts under certain conditions
(Carlile, 2004; Leonardi, 2011). Carlile (2004) showed that even two seemingly similar groups
might use the same engineering tool to produce different outcomes. This implies that when a
digital technology affects more heterogeneous groups, these groups will probably use digital
technology differently, thus forking a path of innovation. These groups may also merge the
innovation with other innovations in such a way to comply with their existing practice
(Leonardi, 2011). There are thus many possible pathways, which only emerge as digital
technologies are used by (human) actors.
The second part of the relationship is design. Design literature tends to focus on doing research
on and for designers, and has put much effort in developing frameworks to understand user
needs and experiences (sometimes called UX)(Pucillo & Cascini, 2014). Many challenges are yet
to be overcome before digital technologies can create value in the design process. A performative
perspective (Kumaraswamy et al., 2018) could help to advance fields like construction design
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management, by focusing on the activities of actors in their innovation practice, instead of trying
to predict outcomes of digital technology. Indications for changing the perspective on
innovation have been given by domain specific studies (Miettinen & Paavola, 2014).
Construction design management is only one example where digital technology is reshaping
design practice. The value creation and capture mechanisms in many creative industries (e.g.,
fashion, games, product design) have been fundamentally reshaped by digital innovation
(Mangematin, Sapsed, & Schüßler, 2014), and specifically through new design-use relationships
(Parmentier & Mangematin, 2014).
Digital technology may possess the capabilities to introduce interdependent relationships
between use and design (Henfridsson et al., 2018; Nambisan et al., 2017). This happens for
example by introducing features of a software system that afford direct communication between
heterogeneous actors. We focus here on groups of designers and userswhere designers are
different from users, for instance in terms of skills, capabilities, experience, and team role.

4.2.2 Reciprocal relationship between design and use over time
Agency of designers and users in their interactions with digital technology is distributed and
temporally connected. So, innovation in a distributed and temporally connected collective action
becomes more important (Nambisan et al., 2017). This shifts the locus of innovation from a
holistic system to highly contextualized interactions between people. These interactions create
reciprocal dependencies (i.e., interdependence) (Pentland, Recker, & Wyner, 2016). This
interdependence reduces chances to get a complete and predictive overview of action, for
example through an activity-based view (Pentland et al., 2017). Besides interdependence, both
use and design evolve, as tasks are performed in both activities (Feldman & Pentland, 2003). So
even without innovation, the relationship between use and design can develop tensions over
time. Tensions occur as human actors are unable to perform a task repetitively within the
organization (Haerem, Pentland, & Miller, 2015; Pentland, Recker, & Wyner, 2016). Even when
processes are formal and the relationship between different uses is well described and
understood, new tensions emerge that make the reciprocal relationship difficult to manage (as
found in Chapter 3). It is therefore important that we can include insights from other literature
that guide future action in both the theory and practices (Romme & Reymen, 2018) of digital
innovation.
In information systems research, many insights have been developed on user needs and
potential solutions that innovators can reflect upon in their specific innovation challenges (Yoo
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et al., 2012). For example, software designers can introduce new features for their users, remove
extant features that are currently used, or change algorithms that change how a feature is used.
These activities may cause users to encounter problems or gaps at the digital interface (Bailey et
al., 2010). Users may need to do some manual conversion of information, or may need to
manually redraw parts based on other types of information input. Users can deal with these
problems differently, and may try to develop their own tool to do the conversion, or engage in a
conversation with the designer to solve a problem. When users use the software differently
based on different problems, it will become more difficult for designers to understand user
needs and change the design of the software to respond uniformly to these user problems.

4.2.3 Orchestrating the reciprocal relationship between design and use over time
A way to deal with design-use reciprocity may be the activity of orchestration (Pentland et al.,
2017) in the diverse and changing landscape of user needs and solutions (Von Hippel & Von
Krogh, 2015). We define orchestration as the activity of organizing or deliberately influencing
the relationship between use and design. Many studies have focused on an organization as
orchestrator (Boland et al., 2007), while increased attention is given to digital forms of
orchestration, where digital technologies make suggestions and decisions on how to make
temporary matches between actions of different types of users (Libert, Wind, & Fenley, 2014).
For example, Uber matches people with a need for transport with drivers that can provide a
solution to this need. This orchestration activity can be performed by artificial or human (or
combined) actors. Orchestration is expected to become a significant aspect of digital innovation,
although only few analyses have been performed on this concept (Nambisan et al., 2017).
Concluding, we provide a deeper understanding of orchestration of innovation with both use
and design activities, to adjust value creation in business-ecosystems and open-ended value
landscapes. For actors that want to orchestrate innovation in these settings, developing a holistic
view of an innovation network or system or predicting outcomes does not help to guide their
actions, as it does not provide information on what to do next (Kumaraswamy et al., 2018). We
introduce the interdependent relationship between use and design as a core concept of a process
framework of digital innovation, and describe how insights of studies on design and use of
digital technology can be included to guide action for innovators. The focus on interdependence
is more actionable, as it displays relationships between designers and users that occur
repeatedly in practice, and affect daily work. The process framework is geared towards future
action, based on a reflection of past and present (Garud et al., 2017). Actors who embrace this
performativity are more likely to experiment and pro-actively engage in new phenomena that
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digital innovation produces, learning and adapting, and these actors therefore reduce the effects
of errors that a predictive approach introduces (Kumaraswamy et al., 2018). This provides a
basis to explore empirically two cases that actively engage in digital innovation.

4.3 Research approach
We investigate how innovators with digital technology orchestrate the reciprocal relationship
between design and use over time, by empirically studying two cases. These cases differ in terms
of the interdependence between use and design. In short, our research approach consists of
developing detailed descriptions of both cases and conceptualizing the differences in
orchestrating the interdependence between design and use. For each case, we also analyzed
atypical activities, which did not fit the conceptualized differences. Based on the
conceptualization and analysis, we built a process framework for orchestration of digital
innovation. The case selection, data sources and data analysis are discussed in more detail
below.

4.3.1 Case selection
Case selection was performed based on a polar-type design (Pettigrew, 1990), which allows for a
comparison of similar cases that differ on a key focal property, in our study on the
interdependence between design and use. We selected the cases based on several commonalities
with respect to the use and design of new digital tools in daily work practice. First, we introduce
the cases individually. Then, we provide an overview of the similarities and describe the key
difference.
The first case considers the digital technology Building information models (BIM), which is used
by architectural design firms to design buildings in Architecture, Engineering, and Construction
(AEC) industry. Examples of users in this case are architects, draftsmen, and engineers, who use
the technology to design buildings with BIM. Designers are the people (e.g., group leaders) who
shape the processes and guidelines on how BIM should be applied in projects with specific
conditions. The orchestrators in this case are managers who design the projects in collaboration
with multiple parties. They implicitly or explicitly orchestrate how the users and designers
interact by developing contracts and agreements between firms. Our process framework for
orchestration of digital innovation indicates a potential fit with findings from the extensive body
of domain specific knowledge on BIM in construction management literature. For instance,
Miettinen & Paavola (2014) state that “in addition to standards and guidelines underlined by
normative approaches, local experimentation and continuous learning play a central role in the
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implementation of BIM.” (p.84). A general consensus describes BIM as an important digital
technology to lower costs of construction projects through better integration of different firms in
the process (Azhar, 2011). Although this utopian view has not translated into predictable
outcomes (Miettinen & Paavola, 2014), a vast body of literature reports progress on outcomes
for specific cases, where some focus on the interactions between design of BIM by architectural
design firms and use of BIM by contract manufacturers (Bryde, Broquetas, & Volm, 2013;
Papadonikolaki, 2018; Singh, Gu, & Wang, 2011).
The second case considers assembly procedure practice in a globally operating high-tech OEM
firm, employing over 20,000 employees. This firm designs and manufactures machines that can
produce the world’s most complex semiconductor chips. These chips can be applied as core
processors in many modern computing devices (e.g., smart-phones, tablets, servers, game
consoles). The firm faces issues with the large number of assembly procedures (more than
12,000 in 2016) for the new generation of machines. The total number of assembly procedures
grows with over 1,000 procedures per year. All these procedures need to be updated and
maintained based on all sorts of changes. This way of documenting and transferring knowledge
in the firm is generally perceived as becoming increasingly problematic. Designers attempt to
create a new practice that suits the needs of many of these different groups of users that rely on
the assembly procedures, whilst operating on a global scale remains difficult. Digital
technologies are designed to improve the work practice, and support users in performing their
tasks with assembly procedures. The orchestrators in this case are managers who steer design of
new digital technology by specifying interactions between both designers and users, for example
someone with experience in both activities.
The BIM and OEM cases share similarities. They both cover complex engineering practices with
long-duration processes, reaching from conception and design (‘upstream’) to actual production
(‘downstream’). The stakes are high, and both bear risk of paying failure costs. There is a strong
incentive to use digital technology for prevention of failures. Actors are strongly heterogeneous
in terms of skills, tasks, organizational role and interests. In both cases, we look for distributed
agents, interaction between design and use, extensive use of digital technologies, complex
design and manufacturing processes, and a drive to innovate.
The key difference between the cases lies in the relationships between use and design over time,
so called intertemporal interdependence. On one end of the spectrum, in the BIM case, this
dependent relationship may be more temporarily organized, meaning that a designer (e.g., an
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architect or architectural engineer) only relates to the user (e.g., construction planner or
construction worker) throughout the duration of a single project. When this project is finished,
the relationship ceases to be active, and new relationships are built in new projects. On the other
end of the spectrum, in the OEM case, we expect this interdependent relationship to be more
long term, or even permanently organized. Designers (e.g., design engineers or architects)
update parts of a machine to improve future versions of the machine and thus update their
design artifacts. Users (e.g. operators or production engineers) need to build the machine based
on the improved design artifacts and manufacturing processes. We expect that this difference in
intertemporal interdependence may significantly influence how - in these two cases - innovation
is organized when using new digital technology in a quest for digitization, i.e., how they
orchestrate digital innovation.

4.3.2 Data sources
Data was collected on the orchestration of design and use interdependence in both cases
through interviews, observations and archival data. The aim was to place ourselves in unfolding
events, in order to gain insights from within (Pettigrew, 1990). We collected data over a four year
period. Between 2013 and 2015, data on the first case was collected. In 2015 and 2016, data on
the second case was collected. In total, 48 interviews were conducted, 24 in each case.
In both cases, one part of the interviews were conducted with people who were actively pursuing
digital innovation (i.e., innovators). This means that they were making deliberate attempts (e.g.,
in the form of a project) to change how designers and users of digital technology changed their
way of working. In the BIM case, we interviewed leaders of eleven firms in the Netherlands.
They all had their own view on BIM technology, and on how their company was organizing to
make sense of BIM. In the OEM case, we found eight projects that were attempting to
implement a new digital technology into the work practice. We asked these interviewees about
goals of the project, activities, general planning of the project. We also asked them about their
perception of the progress, the hurdles they had to take, and their expectation of how the
technology would change the work of designers and users. The other part of the interviews were
conducted with designers and users. These actors perform tasks with digital technology on a
daily basis, for example in design projects or in the assembly of a machine. The first author
observed interactions of users and designers with digital technology in practice.
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Table 4.1. Overview of data

Case 1: BIM in architecture
12 semi structured interviews with orchestrators at 11 firms
12 semi structured interviews with designers at two firms
6 workshop observations
Case 2: Digital technology in OEM
12 semi structured interviews with orchestrators in 8 projects
6 semi structured interviews with designers
6 semi structured interviews with users
6 month ethnography at firm, at both design and use departments

4.3.3 Data analysis
To study how innovators with digital technology orchestrate design-use interdependence over
time, data analysis was performed in three steps. In step 1, we first created case descriptions to
develop a deep understanding of the use and design activities. Defining the granularity of use
and design depended on the perspective of actors, in this case designers, users, and
orchestrators. Next, we captured embedded units of analysis by performing temporal bracketing
of events (Langley, 1999). Creating these brackets brought structure to the activities that we
tried to capture. We then iteratively developed a coding scheme on design, use, tensions
between design and use, and orchestration of the relation between design and use. Table 4.2
presents the main codes with data excerpts.
In step 2, we compared cases, elaborating on commonalities and differences between cases with
respect to design and use activities. This enabled us to distill the two approaches towards
innovation in the two cases. We focused on design-use relationships as embedded units of
analysis. By comparing tensions between use and design, we developed narratives that contain
design-use relationships and orchestration attempts to change these relationships. This allowed
us to capture interdependence over time. In addition, we found and analyzed atypical activities.
These activities initially did not seem to correspond with the conceptualized approach, but
eventually provided additional insights in to the conditions for switching between the two
approaches.
In step 3, we conceptualized the differences and commonalities in a process framework. The
framework links the two approaches as orchestration approaches by including relational and
temporal tensions between use and design. The framework shows how orchestration in each
approach is different, and in what situations it makes sense to switch between the approaches.
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Table 4.2. Coding scheme with data excerpts indicating orchestrating design-use interdependence
Concept
Activity
Design: The activity of
creating an artifact or
design object (e.g.,
sketch, model,
technical drawing,
instruction manual,
assembly procedure).

Use: The activity of
using an artifact or
design object with
digital technology to
perform a task.

Data/quotes/excerpts
Engineer BIM: "Often you also see that we use Revit to make the large-format
drawings, maps, or cross-sections. And that we draw at a more detailed level in
AutoCAD. This is because many more people are experienced in drawing details in
AutoCAD packages, because that works more nicely than in Revit. "
Engineer OEM: "Because we are very explicitly involved with the project, also in design
reviews, we are often already working based on the 3D models, to make 2d
images with AutoCAD from it. And then we also select certain color schemes, to
make clear what, which active parts will be there and what connection means are, that
kind of business. And so we use it to generate a draft of the assembly procedure. "
BIM Engineer: "At the beginning of the project, the question is asked what you want to do
with the BIM model. Do you want to use it for a tender-procedure? Or, do you
want a BIM model at the very end of the project when the building is delivered? So you
can use the BIM model for Facility Management. "
OEM Operator: "You just receive an assembly procedure to do your work with.
These documents are really just steps that you have to perform with some pictures on
which you can see what needs to be done. "

Reciprocal tension

Relational tension: A
problem or restriction
that relates to both use
and design, and often
influences one
negatively.

Temporal tension: A
problem or restriction
that emerges over
time, influencing
design and/or use
negatively.
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BIM-CEO: "We need to convince those automation guys to go along, and there is a still big
problem. I was at Rotterdam Bindt [conference] last week.... There all were users of
Revit... we both strive for the same goals, only we are not yet talking to each
other and then you notice that they are not far much further than use."
BIM-CEO: "The contractor with the lowers bid is allowed to build it. They then hire all
kinds of sub-contractors that assemble the building on behalf of that contractor. And
that is actually a completely opaque process. So we have said, that is so over-dates.
That should be done differently. "
OEM-Operator: "Some of our procedures contain just too many steps, too many
repeated steps, too many and too vague drawings, too many notes that we
don't really need at all. It is very nice that we get that extra information, but in
principle we do not need it. So if it is not necessary, then it should go, because it costs
extra time. You have to read extra and you become distracted. "
BIM-CEO: "At the moment when we have to work in a BIM model, much more effort is
expected from us at the beginning of a project. We can no longer leave things
open as we used to do, like, we’ll look at that later. We only draw a hole in a wall
and there will eventually come a window frame. We can’t do that anymore.
We need to work much more detailed in the initial phase. For example, developing
contractor or a client asks will ask that of us. They want to know much earlier these days:
is this feasible, what does it cost? While our fee is not yet in tune with that need.
Actually, a whole part of what we normally did in in the end of a project must
be brought forward. Well and there you see, that does give many problems. Such a
contractor who asks; yes, just go put it in a BIM model, they see the benefits for
themselves. But they think it is the same work for us. "
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Table 4.2. (continued) Coding scheme with data excerpts indicating orchestrating design-use
interdependence
Orchestrating Design-use interdependence: The activity of making deliberate changes in digital technology or
organizational rules and processes in order to change either design or use activities.
BIM-CEO: "That is why we are also very pragmatic, if it is only dysfunctional in certain
projects, we should really not do it. It also costs a lot of money, your CAD-stations
have to be upgraded and all your drawing programs and older versions of
Autocad, which have to be updated again. So it does pay to work with BIM as much
as possible. But sometimes it is not obvious. It is not by definition that we say:
everything goes in BIM. We are dependent on other parties anyway. "
BIM-CEO: "We have only been working some years to link investment costs to operating
costs throughout the life cycle of a building. That started once with: we are going to
apply plastic window frames, because then we can assign some of the
maintenance budget to the investment model. So that frame can be slightly more
expensive, because we have less painting work. Now, we are looking at the total life cycle
costs, not just from window frames, but also from the floor coverings, cleaning, even in
Configurational Usage
the colors we are looking at. So investment costs and operating costs are linked
together. "
BIM-CEO: "We work with Autocad, Revit and BIM. We ‘BIM’ increasingly in Revit. ... A
few things why that's important to us: A] It invites; it triggers parties to follow an
integral process together. I think that is very nice. If you do that integrally, the essence
of this is that you accept certain choices of each other, that you know the
backgrounds of these choices... B] We try to develop it further as a maintenance
and management tool. This is also becoming more and more important in the future.
Not just, what is my building going to cost, but what is the energy-consumption and
maintenance after project delivery. ... We do communicate that, and we offer to do it for
the same cost as before. We so see a shift there. The choices need to be made more in the
front "
OEM-Orchestrator: "We have wondered within the project, within the cases we were going
to do, what are actually the activities where you really need an animated
work procedure?"
OEM-Orchestrator: "Well, what I actually started to ask myself, I was really
convinced that a movie-clip is the best way of communication. And I think in the base it
Need-Solution Pairing
still is. I just wonder if that is also the need of the operator. "
OEM-Orchestrator: "And we have seen that not much benefits are going to be yielded."
Because the things where you really need the visual support, you have First
Line support. But First Line Support are already standard in the clean room. And for
problems where you need Second Line or higher, Design & Engineering, in
most cases you don't need visual information anymore. "

4.4 Findings
The findings are structured as follows: first, we describe the main approaches for dealing with
design-use interdependencies in the cases. Then, we discuss atypical events. These findings
serve as components for a process framework in Section 4.5.
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4.4.1 Two approaches for design-use interdependence
As anticipated, we found two different approaches for dealing with interdependence between
design and use in digital innovation. Key difference is the intertemporal relationship between
design and use. In Case 1 (BIM), use and design have a dependent relationship, while they have
an interdependent relationship in Case 2 (OEM). We demonstrate this difference and elaborate
on the approaches that are used to innovate in these settings by conceptualizing configurational
usage in the BIM case and need-solution pairing in the OEM case. Configurational usage focuses
on adapting the technological boundaries (e.g. hardware, software, and plugins) and
organizational boundaries (e.g. regulations, guidelines, and templates) in which innovation is
performed with digital technology. Need-solution pairing focuses rather on the matching of useneeds with the solution potential of digital technology. The following subsections describe the
innovation approaches in further detail.
4.4.1.1 Configurational usage: Building Information Modelling (BIM) in AEC industry
Our analysis revealed an approach which we labeled as configurational usage. This is a process
that requires repeated combination of two different organizational activities concerning BIM
usage: configuring-in-use, in which BIM technology is organized while it is used in architectural
design teams; and reflecting, in which work groups consider BIM performances in projects
based on tensions that emerged between design and use of design objects. In configuring-inuse, actors use digital and organizational tools to perform their work, where the outcome of their
tasks is often specified, but the impact of new tools has not yet completely crystallized. In
reflecting, actors consider the interaction between design and use in projects, and assess
tensions in the project performance by means of the firm’s collection of organizational BIM
tools. In contrast to configuring-in-use, reflecting occurs primarily in work groups and consists
almost exclusively of organizational activities (e.g., formalizing documents, coordinating work,
and communicating).
In one example, the director of an architectural firm explained how they would disable all
software plugins for a design-program called Archi. By changing these technological boundaries,
all employees would be forced to work with the software that is preferred by the director and
management. Besides this restriction of using Archi, the director also initiated the development
of new templates to support designers to work with the preferred software. These changes only
provide initial boundaries and guidelines for the sketchers and detailers who need to change
their way of working together based on these changed guidelines.
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"So for Archi, soon all the plugins are pulled out, and then no one can work with
Archi anymore. So we force ourselves, from the very first stage, to work with
Revit until the final stage. ... And also by the culture that the old partners had
created. Here, it there was very much about sketching, which would then be
transferred to someone who develop the details. ... I am working to solve that
now. ... But funnily enough, Revit has not contributed to this. But actually that's
not strange, because we only just started to make, I have kind of initiated that, a
template for the designers to work with Revit too. Especially to make a smooth
transition between the designer and the detailer [user]. "
In orchestration by means of a configurational usage approach, actors make changes in the
technological boundaries (physically removing software plugins) and organizational boundaries
(developing templates as a guide for designers). This is based on reflection on the past
performances and a desired future collective outcome (smooth transition between designer and
user).
4.4.1.2 Need-solution pairing: Assembly procedures in high tech OEM
In the OEM case, we did not find a configurational usage approach. There were no structural
reflections on changes in specific practices, at least not from a perspective that covers the
technological and organizational boundaries of multiple heterogeneous collectives. Activities of
configuring-in-use (tailoring work instructions, delivered in some digital format, to specific
situations) ought to trigger activities of reflecting (entering comments, which others might
convert into modifications of work instructions or their digital formatting) – but insofar as these
activities occur at all, they do not lead to any improvement in the process; on the contrary, they
consume time and resources, and lead to annoyance. We doubt whether reflection would really
help, as observations from temporary work groups did not lead to a better understanding of the
needs. For example, when a work group reflected and attempted to set a benchmark for
assembly procedures, they failed and concluded that it did not solve the problem.
As needs are noticed in the firm, mostly as tensions, innovation trajectories are set up. We
selected eight trajectories related to assembly procedure practice. Analysis of the eight
innovation trajectories revealed that these are typically performed by designers and users. The
projects are performed in parallel to the performance of tasks of both designers and users
independently. The projects often did not attempt to solve a particular problem, but were
started from a sense of urgency. For example, the use of 3D-animation technology was not
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linked to solve a specific need, but was expected to cause higher quality instructions, and
therefore reduce the number of feedback cycle performances.
During the process of designing a solution, the requirements of use sometimes changed in such
a way that the solution design has lost (some of) its value. Also, seemingly small variation in use
can result in different outcomes of solution design (Carlile, 2004). This shows the co-evolution
of need-solution design space (Martinec et al., 2019). In this case, orchestration involves a
process of pairing user needs and problems with solution designs enabled by digital technologies
(Nambisan et al., 2017), i.e. need-solution pairs. Needs are experienced differently by different
actors; they might not be articulated or formulated, and solutions can be designed without the
formulation of an actual need (Hippel and Krogh 2016).
For example, in one innovation trajectory, management intervened and proposed a group of
technical authors to solve the comments from users, so that engineers could spend more time on
more complex problems. However, this created a new interdependent relationship between the
engineers and the technical authors, showing the exact same problem of interdependence.
“Anyway, the intention is that technical authors solve the comments. But yes, in
fifty percent of the cases, you can better do it yourself. Then you have to provide
so much information to prepare, that you end up- you actually can deliver all
the pictures, which you have to create. Then I can just paste them in
immediately, because else you have to explain everything anyway. They don't
know the process either. Then you actually have to mail three, four times back
and forth, and in the meantime, the software editor has opened, and I already
adjusted it myself.”
The ways of orchestration found for the two cases reflect the key difference in intertemporal
interdependence. Both cases deal differently with design-use relationships. Innovation with BIM
is orchestrated by taking a configurational usage approach, and OEM is orchestrated by taking a
need-solution pairing approach. Architects only have temporary design-use relationships in
projects. These relationships can be configured by reflecting on the project performance, and
iteratively changing rules for how to apply digital technology (i.e. BIM) in the next project. In
the OEM case, these relationships are reciprocal, meaning that innovation focuses on pairing the
needs of users with the solution potential of digital technology. This is a process that is
performed in parallel to daily work practice, and does not stabilize.
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4.4.2 Analyzing atypical orchestration activities in each case
Although orchestration activities in both cases mostly matched our expectations in reflecting the
key difference, we did find atypical activities of orchestrating the design-use relationship. We
found that introducing new interdependencies between use and design can be difficult from a
configurational usage approach. A need-solution pairing approach is better suited for making
new connections between design and use. On the other hand, a configurational usage approach
is better suited to mitigate design-use interdependence. This means that neither approach is a
one-size-fits-all solution. Depending on the goal – either increasing or reducing
interdependence – orchestration may need to (temporarily) switch between approaches.
We explicitly analyzed how architects from the BIM case introduce new interdependencies from
both a configurational usage and need-solution pairing approach, and how OEM reduced
interdependencies from a configurational usage approach. We explain how they differ from the
main approach in each case. Then, we elaborate the positive outcomes of these atypical events,
bringing out the importance of combining the two approaches.
4.4.2.1 Introducing reciprocity between design and use
One architectural firm attempted to introduce reciprocity between design and use by performing
need-solution pairing instead of configurational usage. The architectural firm (design) received
a request from a customer (use) to provide a new type of maintenance plan. Although this was
not common practice, responding to this need provided a way to get insights in the use needs.
Reflecting on this process showed that the designer learned about the need of the customer and
gained insights in the value of this information in use.
“Some time ago we had a project where we had to write detailed construction
plan and the client said: ' I also want a building construction maintenance plan,
have you ever done that? I said, to be honest, no. Installation maintenance plans
are very common, but construction maintenance plans, we don’t see that very
often. ... I also find that a form of being open to things that come from the
market, which you pick up. And in fact, it is a very logical question from that
customer, because he says, ' I give a construction of the building to a market
party, but I am using that building for 12 years, I also want to have certainty
about that type of maintenance '.”
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In another example, the director of another architectural firm attempted to introduce reciprocity
between design and use through configurational usage. They (design) spoke to maintenance
firms (use) from a configurational usage perspective, which is the more common approach
towards BIM. Here, the designer proposed to change the information from 2D to 3D and asked
the user to update their IT-infrastructure. The user did not do this, as they did not see a need for
it.
“With those [maintenance] companies we have been talking and said: ' you will
not get any drawings anymore, you will soon get models. Can you adapt your
software so you can work with these models? That in itself is a very interesting
fact, because I think they are not ready yet. I will speak at a congress in
November about BIM and maintenance and then I will make a call to these
companies to adapt their software as soon as possible, so that 3D models can be
deployed. Then the question is: why would you want to have a 3D model for
maintenance. You can do that in 2D as well. The problem with those laggards,
they tell us: ' I have my Excel list '. ... So this story is difficult to sell at the
maintenance companies, because they don't see the need for it yet.”
Each example shows a different approach. Both firms innovate with BIM from a configurational
usage approach. However, the examples are different in that the first introduced a reciprocity
between design and use by pairing a need to a solution. The second attempted to configure the
relationship, which is not based on needs, but on the existing or desired configuration. Design
attempted to enforce that users adhere to the designers’ preferred configuration. No reciprocal
relationship was created, as design did not create a dependency on use, and use did not have a
need for this dependency.
4.4.2.2 Mitigating reciprocity between design and use
One OEM-project attempted to mitigate reciprocity between design and use by taking a
configurational usage approach rather than a need-solution pairing approach. In this example,
users had a need for specific information, which only designers could provide. Because the
organizational infrastructure for use is different than that of design, the reciprocal relationship
between design and use did not function. Designers needed to make changes to assembly
procedures, but no resources were assigned for this task by design management.
“In the end he [design] delivered all the data to me, but in the long run we
almost cannot claim any project time to make Unigraphic by a D&E [design
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engineer]. And then you have to do it with pictures. And I must also say that
Unigraphic pictures are often clearer... We already have a viewer installed, but
then they do have to transfer a specific format to us. Because they have faster
laptops which we do not have, so it must be in a light form. When we go to that
standard, I think it's best to start at the [next version machine], which is my
intention too. At the [next version machine], and then tell Design & Engineering,
they need to draw images and send in the new format and do that by default.”
By developing a new configuration, users could perform this task themselves, and thus did not
depend on design anymore. This was an iterative process, where the technical boundaries were
modified (installing viewer software), and plans are made to develop a new standard way of
transferring data from design to use (light Unigraphic form). This configurational usage
approach was thus suitable to mitigate the reciprocity between design and use, although needsolution pairing was the approach taken more generally in this case. Based on these atypical
events, we conclude that it may thus be desirable to switch between approaches in specific
situations.

4.5 Discussion and contributions
The aim of this paper has been to develop new insights on ways to orchestrate digital innovation
by focusing explicitly on the relationship between design and use. These relationships are
important in the pursuit of digital innovation. We have shown that interdependence between
design and use can take multiple forms. Our analysis revealed two main approaches:
configurational usage and need-solution design pairing. In this section, we propose and discuss
a process framework to orchestrate design-use relationships in the digital age. We describe how
the findings contribute to literature on digital innovation and design management.

4.5.1 A process framework of orchestrating design-use interdependence
Orchestrating the design-use relationship is an important aspect of digital innovation
(Nambisan et al., 2017). Managing this relationship is difficult, as tensions between design-use
agents emerge as they engage in a reciprocal relationship.
We developed a process framework (see Figure 4.1) that provides insights for orchestrators in
digital innovation. It provides a way to reflect on current tensions in practice, and allows to take
action based on two innovation approaches. The first approach, configurational usage, focuses
on the technological and organizational boundaries in a temporary dependent relationship
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between design and use, and on mitigating reciprocity between design and use. This can be done
by automating certain activities in the design process, so that users and designers can reflect on
the design output and process. For instance, using chat bots in customer service can collect
valuable insights from users, and automatically feed important insights back to designers. The
second approach, need-solution pairing, focuses on the relationship between the needs of users
and the solution potential that designers can provide. This approach can create new value by
focusing on emergent needs, instead of staying within extant technological and organizational
boundaries. For example, physically putting designers and users in the same room and having
them perform a shared task can provide valuable insights in what users really need, based on
observations by the designers. Designers can then assess whether their designed solution
matches the observed user needs. This way of working is not possible with traditional innovation
frameworks that focus on predicting general outcomes of innovation.
The findings show that configurational usage is suitable in contexts with existing rules and
boundaries. This approach is aimed towards a gradual implementation of new digital technology
through iterative adaptation of organizational and technological boundaries, and reflecting on
the progress. A configurational usage approach is less sensitive to the needs of various
stakeholders in the design practice based on new digital technology. Establishing a reciprocal
relationship through configurational usage can therefore be difficult, as it focuses more on the
configurational (i.e., technological and organizational) boundaries in which both users and
designers operate. In business ecosystems, users are not isolated consumers of new features.
Use is part of the value creation and capture process. So if a design does not fit use needs, users
will find alternative ways to overcome the gaps and problems that digital technology introduces
(Bailey et al., 2010). An exclusive focus on configurational usage therefore does not suffice to
orchestrate digital innovation.
Need-solution pairing can relax configurational boundaries by focusing on the needs of users, at
least locally and temporary. This means that a temporary experiment or initiative can be
pursued based on the solution potential of a digital feature to solve a problem in practice. A
need-solution pairing approach can also be applied in extant settings, and may be better suited
for cases in which interdependences and thus the needs of users are not completely known.
When the interdependences are more clearly observable, technological features can be
introduced in organizational processes to remove complex interdependencies over time, thus
reducing reciprocity between use and design. As these reciprocities are the source of many
tensions in everyday practice, orchestration should reflect on frustrations, complaints, and other
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comments and use them to design a new reciprocal relationship between design and use. The
findings show that configurational usage fits these situations better. An exclusive focus on needsolution pairing therefore does not suffice to orchestrate digital innovation either.
The process framework offers guidance in digital innovation management. This is shown by
exploring the upper and lower limits of interdependence in Figure 4.1. The upper limit of
interdependence represents a situation with strongly reciprocal relationships between design
and use. In such situations, the tensions between design and use can be difficult to oversee, let
alone manage. Need-solution pairing helps in these settings as a problem analysis tool to reveal
hidden interdependencies and hidden use needs (top left corner). At the lower limit, where there
is no reciprocity between design and use, tensions are not perceived by either the designer or the
user, and configurational usage can be applied to improve task performance over time (lower
right corner). This may be applicable to small collectives of highly specialized actors, who
operate autonomously or in a niche market. In these collectives, it could be more beneficial to
choose an approach in which all members of a collective employ the same way of using a
technology (Leonardi, 2013).
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Figure 4.1. Process framework of orchestrating digital innovation through Configurational Usage and NeedSolution Pairing

Our framework also resonates with domain specific studies on BIM. Here, claims are made to
move towards a more performative perspective, as developments of predictive frameworks have
not lead to promised results (Miettinen & Paavola, 2014). One of the recognized challenges of
BIM is to decide on how and when to involve different actors in the BIM process (Azhar, 2011).
Studies of design-use relationships over different phases in construction projects
(Papadonikolaki, Vrijhoef, & Wamelink, 2016) or of reciprocity between construction and asset
management (Matthews, Love, Mewburn, Stobaus, & Ramanayaka, 2018), found sporadic, adhoc, distributed collaboration patterns in BIM innovation. These findings relate directly to a
performative perspective, which emphasizes the relational and temporal aspects of digital
innovation.
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4.5.2 Contribution to digital innovation and design literature
The insights gained in this study support and extend the development of a performative
perspective that captures emergent processes of digital innovation (Garud et al., 2017;
Henfridsson et al., 2018; Nambisan, 2017; Nambisan et al., 2017). We have shown that the
relationship between use and design is key in digital innovation. This relationship is influenced
by the relational and temporal aspects of interdependence, which are difficult to predict and
manage. In business ecosystems, interdependent groups of heterogeneous actors need to
collaborate to create and capture value. Roles and relationships change over time, and
innovation therefore cannot be managed statically (Ansari, Garud, & Kumaraswamy, 2016). In
an age where innovation disrupts business ecosystems at a continuous pace (Kumaraswamy et
al., 2018) the temporal relationship between use and design needs more attention from
innovators.
Innovation researchers have proposed to investigate new ways of grasping the open-ended
digital landscape. This landscape of combining design of new technologies with needs of users,
requires orchestration of the relationship between design and use, for example by need-solution
pairing (Nambisan et al., 2017; Von Hippel & Von Krogh, 2015). Other approaches towards
digital innovation have proven their conceptual and practical relevance, by focusing on the
realization of collective goals (Burton-Jones & Grange, 2012; Leonardi, 2013) in ongoing
reflective processes of configurational usage. Both configurational usage and need-solution
pairing are recognized as potential approaches to manage digital innovation, especially when
users and designers have a dependent or interdependent relationship.
We contribute to digital innovation literature by proposing how to orchestrate between two
distinctive innovation approaches, namely configurational usage and need-solution pairing. This
orchestration is based on reciprocity between design and use of digital technology – with respect
to the relational and temporal aspects that influence this design-use relationship. Insight in
orchestration is needed because many organizations pursue digital innovation, yet known
frameworks have not been able to predict the outcomes which the innovators in practice have
envisioned. Additionally, a deeper understanding of the role of digital technologies in emergent
innovation processes among distributed agent is needed (Nambisan et al., 2017). We have
shown that specific applications of digital technology can introduce or remove
interdependencies between design and use, and therefore mitigate interdependence between use
and design.
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The findings also contribute to literature on design management by elaborating on design-use
interdependence. Digital technology plays a major part in the value creation and capture process
of design activities (Mangematin et al., 2014). Developments towards multiple useinterpretations for single design objects have led to interesting discussions on the relationship
between user and designer. These discussions push towards prescriptive knowledge for user
experience (UX) designers (Pucillo & Cascini, 2014). We contribute to these developments by
explicating the importance of an interdependent relationship between design and use, in
contrast to the presumed dependence of users on designers. Design is an important aspect of
digital innovation (Henfridsson et al., 2018), but so is use. Design studies often do not
acknowledge interdependencies on design activities. In our context, the user is not necessarily
an end-point, and a user of one digital tool can be a designer for a different – and even for the
same - artifact downstream in the business ecosystem (Houkes & Vermaas, 2010), depending on
the specific focus application of the process framework. Our findings suggest that designers
ought to reflect on use experiences, and that users and designers ought to reflect on design
activities. This is conceptually and practically different from co-creation frameworks (Grover &
Kohli, 2012), which recommend that users and designers create artifacts together.

4.5.3 Facilitating innovators in complex design practice
Practitioners are in need of new reflective tools to aid them in dealing with digital innovation
proactively and reactively (Kumaraswamy et al., 2018). Researchers can learn from the struggles
with digital innovation by focusing on reflective experiences. Here, we point towards another
blurring boundary, namely that between research and design practice (Romme & Reymen,
2018).
In firms where practices are temporarily linked, innovation takes place in an open-ended
landscape of co-evolving needs and solutions. When a digital technology is developed to solve a
need for the user, this need may already have changed before a solution has been designed. The
development of agile (e.g., scrum) approaches has provided practical tools to innovate products
by focusing on the needs of users. In industries such as construction, high-tech, medical,
automotive, and robotics, these agile approaches do not work, as the context does not allow the
flexibility of making changes in short sprints. For instance, when building a house you cannot
just iteratively add an additional floor based on new insights along the way, as this would
require strengthening the foundation and other constructive elements. Here, making
modifications can only be performed in the beginning of a project, and iterations later on in the
process would be very undesirable. In these complex settings, a configurational usage and need-
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solution pairing approach fit better, as these are responsive to the existing rules and regulations,
and can orchestrate extant relationships in the business ecosystem.
We challenge product innovators, business developers, service designers and other innovation
agents in complex engineering firms to reflect on the design-use relationships, and reflect on the
ability of digital technology to make deliberate changes in the relationship of design and use
over time, instead of dealing with the tensions that eventually will emerge. An important
relationship that must be taken into account is between designer and user. The way in which
they rely on each other’s information is key in innovation processes, and can create new value,
or can create new obstacles in a business ecosystem. By actively experimenting with new
technology, these obstacles become observable. We have shown that user feedback should not
only be processed to improve the product design. The user should take a more integral part in
the value creation and capture process in digital innovation. The relationship between designer
and user should therefore be orchestrated over time, and we have shown two approaches to do
this, and when to switch between the two.

4.6 Boundary conditions and future research
This study has several limitations. First, we focused on two cases. While this allowed us to
provide deep insights in digital innovation, it limits the generalizability. We indicated two main
innovation approaches; others may be found in other cases. Future research could thus explore
other approaches, and possibly link them to the ones we found.
Second, we have assumed that relationships are balanced in terms of power. This means that
neither designers nor users are forced into a reciprocal relationship. We have observed a
situation of power imbalance, where a single collective controlled the organization of
relationships between all users and creators within a project, meaning that this collective
controlled the pace of innovation. Because digital innovation focuses on dispersed innovation
agents, such a central innovation agent may have a significant impact on the pace of innovation.
Future research may want to elaborate on these power imbalances.
Third, we have chosen to focus on one design-use relationship (designer and user of digital
design objects) to present our concepts and findings. Due to the present state of the field of
digital innovation, we chose to compare a bilateral relationship between design and use (e.g.,
between a design engineer and a factory operator) to study the interdependent relationship
between design and use. This oversimplifies actual practice, in which more of these relationships
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influence value creation processes (e.g., between a software designer and software user). We
therefore suggest to focus future research on multiple innovations, to understand how the
relationships evolves over time.
Fourth, we chose to focus on design and use activities. Through this perspective on action, we
temporarily bracketed off the actor (Pentland et al., 2017). This means that the capabilities of
actors performing use, design, and orchestration activities have not been taken into account,
while these people performing the activities have a big influence on the process of orchestration.
Future research may want to include these resources and capabilities back into the perspective.
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Conclusions and implications

5.1 Synopsis
Digital technologies are combined with existing business models, generating new products,
services and other value offerings. These combinations are created by heterogeneous actors, who
are spread over different organizations and have specialized skills. Firms face a broad range of
challenges regarding digital innovation. The central question of this thesis connects to some of
the core processes in digital innovation:

How to organize for digital innovation?
Answering this question is urgent, because organizations are struggling with the phenomena
that are unique to the digital world. These phenomena revolve around the generative,
combinatorial, and distributed properties of digital innovation. As the world is going digital,
these properties are now widely observable in practice, and require theorizing to understand
and help business in coping with digital innovation.
The remainder of this chapter starts with summarizing the three individual studies. Then, the
theoretical contributions are indicated and synthesized into a process model. The practical
implications and boundary conditions are discussed subsequently.

5.1.1 Configuring collective digital-technology usage in dynamic and complex design
practices
Study 1 (Chapter 2) elaborated on an important, yet understudied process of digital innovation
by shedding light on how heterogeneous actors use digital technology, and how they organize
its use to realize collective level innovative value? Digital-technology usage is a key part in the
definition of digital innovation (Nambisan et al., 2017). Usage of a digital technology by multiple
individuals affects innovation at the level of firms, organizations or – to put it most generally –
collectives (Burton-Jones and Gallivan, 2007; Leonardi, 2013). Within collectives, the use of a
digital technology by individuals needs to be organized to realize collective-level value
(Leonardi, 2013; Yoo et al., 2012). Gaining this understanding requires studying digitaltechnology usage as a multi-level process, where collective-level innovative value emerges based
on combinations of individual-level distributed heterogeneous actions (Burton-Jones and
Gallivan, 2007; Yoo et al., 2010; Nambisan et al., 2017).
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I studied architectural design practice, where actors use digital tools to produce output (Becker
and Lazaric, 2009; Pentland and Feldman, 2007) in the form of design objects: sketches, plans,
or models that serve multiple purposes in the design of buildings (Boland et al., 2007;
Ewenstein and Whyte, 2009). I performed a qualitative research design, based on interviews in
two architectural firms, complemented with observations and archival data (Yin, 2011). By
analyzing interactions of multiple individual actors with digital technology, I identified two
collectives in which actors organize usage – architectural design teams and work groups –
through activities that I call configuring-in-use and reflecting. By analyzing the combination of
these two organizational activities, I demonstrated how actors collectively organize digitaltechnology usage to realize collective-level goals. I identified the combination of these
organizational activities as configurational usage (Kozlowski and Klein, 2000; Burton-Jones and
Gallivan, 2007; Kane and Labianca, 2011).

5.1.2 Dynamic problem-solution design pairing in digital innovation practice
Study 2 (Chapter 3) pursued an in depth understanding of the pairing of user-experienced
problems (i.e., needs) with the solution potential of digital technologies in innovation practice.
This dynamic relationship between user needs and solution potential of designs with digital
technology has been underexplored (Henfridsson et al., 2018; Nambisan et al., 2017). Digital
innovation does not only lead to new collective innovative products and services, but also
requires organizations to create new processes and practices (Majchrzak, Markus, & Wareham,
2016; Nambisan, Lyytinen, Majchrzak, & Song, 2017; Yoo, Boland Jr, Lyytinen, & Majchrzak,
2012). The boundaries between process and output of digital innovation in business practice are
becoming blurred (Nambisan et al. 2017). Extant models of innovation management rely on a
clearly demarcated boundary between process and outcome, and are thus unfit for use in digital
innovation (Barrett, Davidson, Prabhu, & Vargo, 2015; Nambisan, 2017).
I explore the dynamics of digital innovation in a longitudinal ethnographic study of assembly
procedures in an original-equipment-manufacturing (OEM) company, headquartered in the
Netherlands. These assembly procedures are digital artifacts that organize the flow of design
knowledge for a new generation of machines through visual representations, work instructions,
and other descriptions of tasks that need to be performed to manufacture a machine (Carlile
2004, Ewenstein and Whyte 2009). The empirical context shows how complex interdependent
engineering practices deal with new digital technologies to innovate assembly procedures
processes. The findings show user needs as tensions, characterized in terms of heterogeneity,
interdependence and temporality. When tensions build up and do not disappear, a call for
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action can emerge, manifesting itself in two main approaches: solving a problematized tension,
and taking a blank sheet experimentation with new digital technologies. Pairing activities
connect tensions and solution-designs through reflection on the performance of tasks in practice
and in innovation trajectories. I found two patterns in the pairing processes: clarifying pattern
reflects on experiments with new digital technology and enables a more explicit description of
the tensions in practice. Filtering pattern reflects on the solution potential provided by new
digital technologies in practice, and enables a new course of action in the development of the
digital technology.

5.1.3 Orchestrating design-use interdependence: A process framework of digital
innovation
Study 3 (Chapter 4) explored the entangled open-ended landscape of digital innovation, and in
particular how innovators with digital technology orchestrate interdependence between design
and use over time. Users do not just depend on the actions of designers, but designers
increasingly depend also on how users perform their work. The relationship between design and
use is thus becoming more interdependent. Empirical studies have yet to be performed in order
to develop much needed insights in how designers and users create and capture value
interdependently in digital innovation (Henfridsson et al., 2018). Digital innovation blurs the
boundaries between the roles of designers and users (Houkes & Vermaas, 2010). Designers
create novel products and services that provide solutions to user-needs (Yoo et al., 2010). The
involvement of users has been identified as a key feedback mechanism and often serves as a way
to improve products and services in the development process, and for the addition and change
of features and functionality (Martinec et al., 2019). Digital technologies are embedded into
interrelated business practices, where actors rely on each other’s performance to design valuable
business proposals.
I empirically investigated two cases of complex engineering practice: one of architectural design
firms and one of a high-tech original equipment manufacturing firm. A polar-type research
design enabled to capture both the key differences and commonalities towards organizing the
design-use relationship (Pettigrew, 1990). I focused on the interdependency between design and
use, by developing a process framework of orchestrating digital innovation. The framework
acknowledges “the indeterminacy and openness of an ongoing process, and the futility of trying
to control it by using linear approaches such as the stage-gate model” (Garud, Gehman,
Kumaraswamy, & Tuertscher, 2016) (p.456). The key finding relates to a phenomenon that I
labelled as intertemporal interdependence, meaning that two actors rely on each other
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throughout a temporally extensive digital innovation process. Both configurational usage
(chapter 2) and need-solution pairing (chapter 3) have a distinct focus and therefore affect
innovation differently. I integrated these findings into a process framework that describes the
two approaches of dealing with design and use for digital innovation, and connects them based
on intertemporal interdependence. The framework helps to apply configurational usage and
need-solutions pairing as potential approaches to deal with innovation in complex engineering
practices.

5.2 An ongoing process of organizing digital innovation
I synthesize the individual studies by reframing the conceptualizations into a process model. All
three studies focus on the organization of two functions: the design and the use of digital
technology. I started out the thesis by explicating the shifting relational and temporal
boundaries of digital innovation, and the need for new theories and models to grasp the core
processes that drive these shifts. To respond to this need, I create a process model of organizing
the design-use relationship in digital technology. This process model is a simplified version of
the process framework as described in Chapter 4. This section is structured as follows: firstly, I
explicate two relationships between design and use by highlighting two processes, based on the
theoretical contributions in Chapters 2 and 3. Secondly, I relate these processes based on
introduction and reduction of design-use reciprocity, supported by the contributions from
Chapter 4.

5.2.1 Organizing use of digital technology
To the literature on the use of pervasive digital technology I contribute a detailed empirical
investigation of organized use of digital technology. This organized use is a phenomenon said to
be widespread in dynamic and complex practice (Nambisan et al., 2017), yet it has seldom been
investigated in detail (Leonardi, 2013).
The findings from chapter 2 contribute specifically to the understanding of digital-technology
use in complex and dynamic design practice. In these practices, multiple paths are performed
concurrently, through interdependent tasks in which actors need to adapt to changing
technological and organizational states-of-the-art (Boland et al., 2007). Actors interact with
Building Information Models (BIMs) in different ways based on the diverse functionality
provided by this digital technology. However, organizational tools (e.g., rules and guidelines)
from established digital technology can restrict variation in the outcome of design-in-use
(similar to configuring-in-use in Chapter 2, adapted here for ease of terminology in the process
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model) with more emergent digital technology. These restrictions may hamper (or enable) the
benefits of these emergent digital technologies in unforeseen ways. As these organizational
guidelines are often formalized into contracts at the beginning of long-term projects, restrictions
in variation may have far-reaching consequences. I found that one way of organizing digital
technology use through reflecting involves the adaptation of organizational tools. These findings
underscore the importance of repeated reflection on both established and emerging
organizational tools towards use of digital technology, and of adapting them to realize collective
goals.

5.2.2 Pairing design potential with use needs
The findings of Chapter 3 contribute to the understanding of digital innovation by explicating
the relationship between needs of users in practice (i.e., use needs), and the solution potential
that a design offers (i.e., design potential). Many problems in business are ill-defined, and
impossible to describe upfront (Von Hippel & Von Krogh, 2015). I found that tensions - related
to use needs - are experienced as restrictions of repetitive actions, and that these tensions are
characterized by interdependence, heterogeneity, and temporality. Our findings show two ways
of initiating the design of solutions with new digital technologies. First, designs are initiated
based on a use need. I see that this approach often does not – or cannot – fully capture the use
need that a design tries to solve, and that the design may not address those properties of the use
need that are not identified in the problem-solving process. Second, designs may be started just
on the basis of high expectations regarding the design potential, without an explicit description
of the use needs that are experienced in practice.
The findings resonate with calls for developing methods that can cope with co-evolving design
potential and use needs (Martinec et al., 2019). In a complex network of interdependent actors,
needs and design potential change over time (Henfridsson et al., 2018). An extended scope of
design processes is needed, to cover a larger timeframe than only the development of new digital
technology. This may enable detection of emerging needs, and allow for iteration of designs that
respond to these needs.
Finally, I challenge the adoption of novel problem solving approaches (e.g., rapid prototyping or
agile development (Henfridsson et al., 2018)) in complex engineering practices that reduce
development time based on quick user feedback since this overlooks unknown
interdependencies with other actors. Quick feedback could provide information about the use
needs, so that designers can focus on solutions for these needs (Von Hippel & Von Krogh, 2015).
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Our findings show that some of the needs emerge because a solution design affects
interdependent actors in ways that are unknown to, and unforeseeable for, these actors – for
instance because of the dynamics in this interdependence. In such settings, rapid prototyping
may produce negative outcomes, because a quick prototype solution introduces new needs for
others, without being explicated. However, increasing the time between interaction, as is
recommended by traditional innovation models (Henfridsson et al., 2018; Nambisan et al.,
2017), can lead to even more tenuous connections between use needs and design potential. So,
as digital innovation is dynamic and complex, focusing on speed is only part of the equation.
In particular, I have shown that need-design pairing can produce new insights in digital
innovation. Our analysis of the pairing processes in the case revealed a broad variety of
processes and outcomes of designs, even within a single firm. Some digital technologies did not
solve any use needs in practice. The outcomes of solution design trajectories are difficult to
predict when a trajectory is under way. In the complex case that I studied, taking a need-designpairing perspective produced two findings that improve our understanding of digital innovation.
Firstly, experimenting with new digital technologies may lead to clarification of use needs.
These experiments allow for reflection on the work practice with the newly designed digital
technology. This may trigger users to think about their current work practice, and to consider
whether and to what extent the new digital technology really improves their work. Previous
studies emphasized the dynamics of practice (Deken, Carlile, Berends, & Lauche, 2016;
Feldman, Pentland, D’Adderio, & Lazaric, 2016). Our analysis shows that, by reflecting only on
the dynamics of practice without offering and experimenting with new design potential, use
needs may remain hidden. Secondly, pairing use needs with design potential may serve as a
filtering mechanism for new digital technology. The design potential of new digital technology
is often not clearly defined from the start (Dorst & Cross, 2001; Henfridsson et al., 2018;
Nambisan, 2017). Pairing the design with a use need enables a deeper understanding of the
design’s solution potential, and of the digital technology itself.
In combination, these findings suggest that need-design pairing processes should focus on
multiple needs and solution designs. If a design does not fill a particular need, pairing this
design with other needs in other practices may produce better results. When an experiment with
new digital technology does not respond to a particular use need, a linear perspective would
probably classify the project as a failure (Von Hippel & Von Krogh, 2015). From a dynamic needdesign perspective, the project could still generate valuable insights in use needs, and into what
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the technology can or cannot resolve. These insights would then provide opportunities to make
better pairs. Need-design pairing is best understood as a continuous process that enables
reflection on the use needs of actors going about their work practice, and that guides design of
new digital technology.

5.2.3 Orchestrating design-use interdependence
Chapter 4 contributes to digital innovation literature by proposing a way to orchestrate
reciprocity between design and use of digital technology. I extend literature on design
management by explicating the importance of an interdependent relationship between design
and use, opposed to the presumed dependence of use on design. Design is an important aspect
of digital innovation, but so is use. Although design studies have stressed the dependence of use
on design, they often do not acknowledge the importance of interdependencies between design
and use. Value creation and capture mechanisms in design-related industries have been
fundamentally reshaped by digital innovation, and specifically through new design-use
relationships. The findings suggest that designers should reflect on use experiences, and that
these designers additionally should reflect – together with users - on design activities. This is
conceptually and practically different from co-creation (Grover & Kohli, 2012), and may provide
a new direction for studying design in a digital world.
The ways of orchestration found for the two cases reflect the key difference in intertemporal
interdependence. Innovation with BIM is orchestrated based on a configurational usage
approach, and OEM is orchestrated based on a need-solution pairing approach. Architects only
have temporary design-use relationships in projects. These relationships can be configured by
reflecting on the project performance, and iteratively changing rules for how to apply digital
technology (e.g. BIM) in the next project. In the OEM case, these relationships are less stable,
meaning that innovation focuses on pairing the use needs with the solution potential of digital
technology. This is a continuous process that is performed in parallel to daily work practice.

5.3 Process model of design-use interdependence
Our findings underline the importance of a new perspective on digital innovation (Henfridsson
et al., 2018; Nambisan, 2017; Nambisan et al., 2017). Orchestrating design-use relationships is
an important aspect of digital innovation (Nambisan et al., 2017). Organizing this relationship is
difficult, as tensions between design-use agents emerge as they engage in a reciprocal (i.e.,
interdependent) relationship.
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Figure 5.1. Process model of design-use interdependence

The results of the individual studies resulted in a process model (see Figure 5.1) that provides
insights for orchestrators in digital innovation based on the reciprocal relationship between
design and use. It provides a way to reflect on current tensions in practice, and allows to take
action based on two innovation approaches. The first approach, the top block (based on
configurational usage in Chapter 2), focuses on the technological and organizational
boundaries in a temporary dependent relationship between design and use, and on mitigating
reciprocity between design and use. This can be done by automating certain activities in the
design process, so that users and designers can reflect on the design output and process. For
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instance, using chat bots in customer service can collect valuable insights from users, and
automatically feed important insights back to designers. The second approach, need-design
pairing, focuses on the relationship between the needs of users and the solution potential that
designers can provide. This approach can create new value by focusing on emergent needs,
instead of staying within extant technological and organizational boundaries. For example, by
physically moving designers and users into the same room and have them perform a shared task
(which normally are performed in different locations) can provide valuable insights in what
users really need, based on observations by the designers. Designers can then assess whether
their designed solution matches this need. This reflection is not possible with traditional
innovation frameworks that focus on predicting general outcomes of innovation.
The findings show that the first approach suits contexts with existing rules and boundaries, and
this approach is aimed towards a gradual implementation of new digital technology through
iterative adaptation of organizational and technological boundaries, and reflecting on the
progress. This approach is less sensitive to the needs of various stakeholders in the design
practice based on new digital technology. Establishing a reciprocal relationship can therefore be
difficult, as it focuses more on the technological and organizational boundaries in which both
user and designer operate. In business ecosystems, users are not isolated consumers of new
features. Use is part of the value creation and capture process. So if a design does not fit use
needs, users will find alternative ways to overcome the gaps and problems that digital
technology introduces (Bailey et al., 2010). An exclusive focus on this approach therefore does
not suffice to orchestrate digital innovation.
Need-design pairing (bottom block) can relax technological and organizational boundaries by
focusing on the needs of use, at least locally and temporary. This means that a temporary
experiment or initiative can be pursued based on the solution potential of a digital feature to fill
a need in practice. A need-design pairing approach can also be applied in extant settings, and
may be better suited for cases in which interdependences and thus the needs of users - are not
completely known. When interdependence is more clearly observable, technological features can
be introduced in organizational processes to remove complex interdependencies over time, thus
reducing reciprocity between use and design. As these reciprocities are source of many tensions
in daily practice, orchestration should reflect on frustrations, complaints, and other comments
and incorporate them to orchestrate a new reciprocal relationship between design and use. The
findings show that configurational usage fits these situations better.
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The model offers some guidance in digital innovation management. When there is a lot of
reciprocity between design and use, the tensions between them often can be difficult to oversee,
let alone organize. Need-design pairing helps in these settings as a problem analysis tool to
reveal hidden interdependence and hidden use needs. When there is hardly any reciprocity
between design and use, tensions are not perceived by either the designer or the user (most
likely the designer), and configurational usage can be applied to improve task performance over
time (lower right corner). This may be applicable to small collectives that are highly specialized,
and operate autonomously or in a niche market. In these collectives, a shared use approach
could be more beneficial in terms of the design and use of new digital technology, where all
members of a collective employ the same way of using a technology (Leonardi, 2013).

5.4 Practical implications
I propose three ways to organize digital innovation in a complex connected world, namely to
iteratively reflect on action and reflect in action, focus on emergent tensions as value creation
opportunities, and to connect and disconnect relationships between designers and users.
(1) Organizations should not focus exclusively on either configuring-in-use or reflecting.
Rather, they should combine these activities based on actual problems and challenges that occur
in work with the use of digital technology. Best practice, standards, and platforms are developed
for specific digital technologies. Yet, these should only serve as general benchmarks for an
organization. Users need space to configure-in-use the digital technology in the context of
specific projects that all have unique requirements and challenges. Still, setting boundaries is
needed to prevent undesirably broad perceptions of collective goals. By reflecting repeatedly on
how digital technologies are used in projects, boundaries can be adapted in accordance with
realizing a collective goal. Furthermore, our findings suggest that a mere focus on the collective
is not enough to trace how digital technology pervades organizations. Organizations should be
sensitive to changes in usage by individual actors, and anticipate that these changes will affect
how digital technology pervades the organization. By combining configuring-in-use and
reflecting, digital technology usage can be steered in complex and dynamical practices, and
hopefully managed in the (near) future.
(2) Problem solvers, solution designers, and digital innovators are faced with situations in which
user needs are difficult to observe, change over time, and are interdependent on the needs of
other users that operate in related work practices. As the outcome of digital innovation is
difficult to predict and is indeterminate, it remains difficult to guide practitioners in making
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decisions on how to manage digital innovation. New digital technologies should not be seen as
the answer to every business question around. The findings in this thesis provide valuable
insights in digital innovation, helping to understand why current innovation methods are not
adequate to solve problems in practice. Even when many resources are available and everyone in
the practice agrees that improvements are needed, no actor may have sufficient oversight over
the practice, let alone its dynamics. Only over time, by using and experimenting with new digital
technology, user needs of customers in their daily work practice may emerge. New needs are
also created by digital technologies, so innovation processes should not stop when one problem
in practice is solved. With this work I have provided a first step in understanding digital
innovation by showing how needs of users in practice and new digital technology are linked and
influence each other.
(3) I challenge product managers, business developers, design managers and other innovation
agents in complex engineering firms to orchestrate design-use relationships, and reflect on the
ability of digital technology to make deliberate changes in the relationship of design and use
over time, instead of letting it happen and having to deal with the tensions that eventually will
emerge. We know that user feedback is vital to the success of innovation, and this remains
important in digital innovation. In a digital world, innovation is not a linear process; value is
created and captured in interaction with different parties. As I argued for in this dissertation, an
important relationship that must be taken into account is one between designer and user. The
way in which they rely on each other’s information is key in innovation processes, and can create
new value, or can create new obstacles in a business ecosystem. By actively experimenting with
new technology, these obstacles can become observable, and the interdependence between
designer and user can be orchestrated. I have shown that user feedback should not only be
processed to improve the product design. The user should take a more integral part in the value
creation and capture process in digital innovation. The relationship between designer and user
should therefore be orchestrated over time, and this thesis has shown two approaches to do this,
and when to switch between the two.

5.5 Boundary conditions and suggestions for future research
This study is bounded by several conditions, which revolve around the chosen qualitative
research design. While this allowed us to provide deep insights in underexplored processes of
digital innovation, the focus on two in-depth cases limits the generalizability. For instance, I
identified two main approaches for digital innovation, configurational usage and dynamic
problem-solution design pairing. To push the boundaries forward, I suggest analyzing different
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innovation trajectories over time, to look for converging or diverging pathways. This could
create even deeper insights in how digital innovation generates, forks, merges, terminates and
refines pathways of other innovations in related practice (Nambisan et al. 2017). The following
three ways are particularly fruitful:
Firstly, I suggest to study the interaction between work practices in other innovation contexts.
The case firms from this thesis are dynamic and complex, meaning that a lot of tensions are
experienced by many different people. It would be interesting to contrast with this other cases,
in which tensions emerge more gradually as digital technology is used at a slow and
transparently observable pace, or where a single digital technology is used in multiple firms.
This may create more insight in the specific steps that actors take in pairing user needs with the
solution potential of digital technologies. Additionally, I suggest to observe digital innovation
processes that affect relationships between actors at different companies. Analyzing these
situations could provide hints in how digital technologies impact value creation and capturing
processes (Henfridsson et al., 2018).
Secondly, an interesting direction for future research would be to focus on the relationship
between goals with digital technology that are enacted in hierarchically related collectives. It
would be interesting to study outcomes in collective-goal enactment compared to more
established firm-level goals and unified project-level goals. When goals are pursued by actors
from different firms, these will probably be enacted differently. The dynamics that emerge when
these firms start to collaborate in a project by means of digital technology can provide insights
into forces that bridge levels of analysis, or that even break down existing organizational
structures. A comparative analysis of this sort would require a different approach than taken in
our exploratory study.
Finally, future research could focus on simultaneous pursuit of multiple collective goals, which
may require further organization of interactions. Analyzing how multiple goals are realized
simultaneously may enable a comparison between different uses of digital technology in terms
of the strength of the collective goal, or perceived value. Especially when multiple goals are
pursued by different collectives (e.g., firms, departments, or other groups of individuals)
working together in an organized way, the dynamics that emerge can provide insights into forces
that steer innovation, and thus aid in the quest for understanding digital innovation (Nambisan
et al., 2017). It could be insightful to observe collaboration between multiple parties in a specific
project over time (Boland et al., 2007). Yet the practical limitations of collecting such rich data
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in this type of inter-organizational collaborations could be a point of attention, and should be
taken into account at an early stage in the research design process.
All directions of studying digital innovation are in need of a careful balance. On one hand,
researchers should assign value to the experiences of individuals going about their daily work,
and operationalizing a digital innovation in a collective should be done based on a specific
context. On the other hand, we do require standardized concepts for the representation of digital
innovation. Digital innovation is in need of concepts that can be applied to study large
processual data sets, while leaving enough richness to investigate new events that could signal
for new value creation paths.

5.6 Conclusions
In a digital world, where billions of people interact digitally on a daily basis, innovation occurs
through action. Innovators and designers should be aware of this (inter)action focus. User needs
are formed through action, solutions are designed through action, and problems are solved
through action. Design actions can develop important insights in digital business ecosystems.
And it is even more important to know how these actions improve innovation outcomes.
Innovating with digital technologies is a process that requires many steps of performing
projects, reflecting on this performance, and changing the organization step by step. Solving
problems, challenging old ways of working, and finding new ways to orchestrate how the
company innovates, may create meaningful new digital products and services for their
customers and for society at large.
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Summary: Organizing for digital innovation
Digital innovation has advanced into an important aspect of doing business, and is increasingly
positioned as a key part of innovation in business ecosystems. Digital innovation differs from
traditional innovation, and requires new theories and models to advance the understanding of
digital phenomena in firms. The goal of this thesis is to provide insights into the organization
for digital innovation, and contributes to an answer on the central research question:
How to organize for digital innovation?
The thesis presents three empirical studies, based on qualitative research designs and conducted
at multiple companies. Each of the individual studies focuses on a key process of organizing for
digital innovation.


The first key process of digital innovation is the organization of the use of digital
technology. The value of new digital technologies does not pop up just by buying new
technological tools. People in firms experimentally use the tools to get acquainted with its
features, and subsequently discover how to use it within existing business processes,
together with colleagues, to add value for the organization and its customers. Study 1
(chapter 2) focuses on the organization of digital technology use.



The second key process is the organization of the design and use of digital technology.
Digital technology is designed in a decentralized way, and then combined with existing
technologies in businesses, leading to unexpected outcomes. Study 2 (chapter 3) zooms in on
the relationship between the design of new digital technology and its use in daily work
practice.



The third key process is the organization of reciprocity between design and use of digital
technology. Digital innovation changes how and when people are collaborating by reshaping
relationships between designers and users over time. Study 3 (chapter 4) elaborates on the
organization of interdependence between design and use of digital technology, and proposes
a new way of organizing the relationship between designers and users.

Insights from study 1
Study 1 (Chapter 2) elaborated on an important, yet understudied process of digital innovation
by shedding light on how heterogeneous actors use digital technology, and how they organize
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its use to realize collective level innovative value? Digital-technology usage is a key part in the
definition of digital innovation. Usage of a digital technology by multiple individuals affects
innovation at the level of firms, organizations or – to put it most generally – collectives. Within
collectives, the use of a digital technology by individuals needs to be organized to realize
collective-level value. Gaining this understanding requires studying digital-technology usage as
a multi-level process, where collective-level innovative value emerges based on combinations of
individual-level distributed heterogeneous actions.
The study researches architectural design practice, where actors use digital tools to produce
output in the form of design objects: sketches, plans, or models that serve multiple purposes in
the design of buildings. A qualitative research design was performed, based on interviews in two
architectural firms, complemented with observations and archival data (Yin, 2011). By analyzing
interactions of multiple individual actors with digital technology, two collectives in which actors
organize usage were identified – architectural design teams and work groups – through
activities, called configuring-in-use and reflecting. By analyzing the combination of these two
organizational activities, the study demonstrates how actors collectively organize digitaltechnology usage to realize collective-level goals. The combination of these organizational
activities was identified as configurational usage.
Insights from study 2
Study 2 (Chapter 3) pursued an in depth understanding of the pairing of user-experienced
problems (i.e., needs) with the solution potential of digital technologies in innovation practice.
This dynamic relationship between user needs and solution potential of designs with digital
technology has been underexplored. Digital innovation does not only lead to new collective
innovative products and services, but also requires organizations to create new processes and
practices. The boundaries between process and output of digital innovation in business practice
are becoming blurred. Extant models of innovation management rely on a clearly demarcated
boundary between process and outcome, and are thus unfit for use in digital innovation.
The study explored the dynamics of digital innovation in a longitudinal ethnographic study of
assembly procedures in an original-equipment-manufacturing (OEM) company, headquartered
in the Netherlands. These assembly procedures are digital artifacts that organize the flow of
design knowledge for a new generation of machines through visual representations, work
instructions, and other descriptions of tasks that need to be performed to manufacture a
machine. The empirical context shows how complex interdependent engineering practices deal
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with new digital technologies to innovate assembly procedures processes. The findings show
user needs as tensions, characterized in terms of heterogeneity, interdependence and
temporality. When tensions build up and do not disappear, a call for action can emerge,
manifesting itself in two main approaches: solving a problematized tension, and taking a blank
sheet experimentation with new digital technologies. Pairing activities connect tensions and
solution-designs through reflection on the performance of tasks in practice and in innovation
trajectories. Two patterns were found in the pairing processes: clarifying pattern reflects on
experiments with new digital technology and enables a more explicit description of the tensions
in practice. Filtering pattern reflects on the solution potential provided by new digital
technologies in practice, and enables a new course of action in the development of the digital
technology.
Insights from study 3
Study 3 (Chapter 4) explored the entangled open-ended landscape of digital innovation, and in
particular how innovators with digital technology orchestrate interdependence between design
and use over time. Users do not just depend on the actions of designers, but designers
increasingly depend also on how users perform their work. The relationship between design and
use is thus becoming more interdependent. Empirical studies have yet to be performed in order
to develop much needed insights in how designers and users create and capture value
interdependently in digital innovation. Digital innovation blurs the boundaries between the
roles of designers and users. Designers create novel products and services that provide solutions
to user-needs. The involvement of users has been identified as a key feedback mechanism and
often serves as a way to improve products and services in the development process, and for the
addition and change of features and functionality. Digital technologies are embedded into
interrelated business practices, where actors rely on each other’s performance to design valuable
business proposals.
Two cases of complex engineering practice were investigated: one of architectural design firms
and one of a high-tech original equipment manufacturing firm. A polar-type research design
enabled to capture both the key differences and commonalities towards organizing the designuse relationship. The research focused on the interdependency between design and use, by
developing a process framework of orchestrating digital innovation. The key finding relates to a
phenomenon labelled as intertemporal interdependence, meaning that two actors rely on each
other throughout a temporally extensive digital innovation process. Both configurational usage
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(Chapter 2) and need-solution pairing (Chapter 3) have a distinct focus and therefore affect
innovation differently. These findings were integrated into a process framework that describes
the two approaches of dealing with design and use for digital innovation, and connects them
based on intertemporal interdependence. The framework helps to apply configurational usage
and need-solutions pairing as potential approaches to deal with innovation in complex
engineering practices.
Overall conclusion
The results of the individual studies were synthesized into a model that provides insights for
orchestrators in digital innovation, based on the reciprocal relationship between design and use.
It provides a way to reflect on current tensions in practice, and allows to take action based on
two approaches. The first approach (based on configurational usage in Chapter 2), focuses on
the technological and organizational boundaries in a temporary dependent relationship between
design and use, and on mitigating reciprocity between design and use. The second approach,
(based on need-design pairing in Chapter 3), focuses on the relationship between the needs of
users and the solution potential that designers can provide. This approach can create new value
by focusing on emergent needs, instead of staying within extant technological and
organizational boundaries. An exclusive focus on only one approach does not suffice to
orchestrate digital innovation.
Three ways are proposed to organize digital innovation in practice, namely to iteratively reflect
on action and reflect in action, focus on emergent tensions as value creation opportunities, and
to connect and disconnect relationships between designers and users.
This study is bounded by several conditions, which revolve around the chosen qualitative
research design. While this allowed for providing deep insights in underexplored processes of
digital innovation, the focus on two in-depth cases limits the generalizability. Several directions
for future research are presented to further developed insights in the exiting world of digital
innovation.
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